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PUPIUS BOOK
Ihe Pupil's Bookis the central component of English Adventure. lt is used to
present each new language item, and can be backed up with flashcards and
realia.The Pupil 's Book contains stories, songs, communication activit ies,
reading texts, and games. There are eight core teaching units, review units,
festivals lessons and magazine pages. Each page of rhe Pupil's Book represents
one lesson.
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THE CD-ROM
The CD-ROM can be used in the classroom or at home. lt
includes interactive games and activities, using the key
language of English Adventure. lt also features all the chants
and songs from the Pupil's Book, to provide extra listening
practice or simply allow pupils to enjoy these recordings
outside the classroom. Pupils can use the CD-ROM in parallel
with the Pupilb Book or for revision later in the year.

AorMilaoor

ACTIVITY BOOK
fhe Activity Book follows the structure of the
Pupilb Book and provides reinforcement and
consolidation of the language taught in eacft
lesson. Exercises focus on the skills of reading
and writ ing, raising pupils'awareness of English
spelling. Many of the activities are puzzles of the
type that pupils will know from comics. The
Activity Book can be used in class or for
homework.
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PICTURE CARDS
The Pupilb Bookslor English Adventure Levels 1 and 2 include
cut out picture cards which correspond to the key vocabulary of
the course. Each of the eight core teaching units contains a
language-practice or memorisation game using the picture cards.
Additional activities using picture cards appear on pagesTT5-T76.
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TEACHER'S BOOK
The Teacherb Book provides lesson-byJesson teadring notes covering all
the sections of the course material. Eacfi lesson follows a stepby-step
approach, with ideas for warm-ups to begin the lessons, and optional extra
activities. Teadrers are shown how to present new words and structures.
using the simplest of resources. There are also suggestions for language
practice routines, whicfi can be used and rs.used to consolidate and
reactivate. On pagesTT2-T73, teachers will find overviews of the Disney
films which feature in the Pupilb Book.
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Photocooiable evaluation material can be found at the back of the
Teacherb Book - a short test for each of the eight core units. There are
also photocopiable worksheets to be used in conjunction with the
English Adventure video or DVD.
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AUDIO CDs
AND CASSETTES
The CDs and cassettes contain
stories, comprehension activities,
songs and cfrants. Songs are
followed by a repeat of the
music without voices, so pupils
can sing the songs karaoke-style.
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FLASHCARDS
The 46 flashcards correspond to the key
vocabulary from English Adventure Level 1. The
Teadter's Book explains how flashcards can be
used to present, practise and consolidate
language through a variety of games and
activities.

POSTERS
The six posters which
accompany E ng I is h Adve ntu re
Levels 1 and 2. relate to the
magazine pages at the back of
the Pupil's Book'Our World'.
These can be used to extend
the language content of the
course, and to provide new
contexts for oral practice. 'Our
World' represents a flexible
supplementary resource, if
teachers need material for
extra lessons.

VIDEOSAND DVDs
The videos for English
Adventure Levels 1 and 2 eacfr
contain four episodes. Eacfr
episode is based around a
Disney character or film, and is
divided into three'sections: (1)a
studio presentation of a song or
a game (2) a clip of authentic
material related to
the theme of the episode
(3) a clip from the film,
specially re'scripted to suit
pupils' comprehension of
English. This Teadterb
Book includes teaching
notes and photocopiable
activities that can be used
alongside the episodes.
See pagesT93-T98.
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IANGUAGE CONTENT

English Adventure Level 1 assumes no previous
knowledge of English, though teachers who have worked
with English Adventure Starter Levels A and B will find
that the vocabulary and structures from those earlier
books is systematically recycled.

ln English Adventure Levels 1 and 2, a wide range of
basic communicative functions are presented:
exchanging personal information, expressing ideas,
opinions and feelings, talking about what is happening at
the moment, talking about daily routine, quantity and
possessions, describing the surroundings and the
weather, and identifying and saying the days and the
seasons.

New language is presented by the Disney characters or
by the host children, Beth. Harry, Yasmin and Joe.

The language skills developed in the Starter levels are
reactivated and extended: asking and answering;
listening to short passages for gist and for specific
information; expressing immediate needs in the
classroom; reading messages and short texts to extract
information; and developing an awareness of rhythm,
intonation and stress in oraltexts. In addition, the skills
of reading and writing now play a more prominent role.

The language and skills work is based around topics
which have been chosen to reflect the interests of
children in the middle Primary school years. Where topics
from the Starter levels are revisited, new language and
contexts are presented.

ORGANISATION OF THE MATERIAL

At Levels 1 and 2, the Pupil's Book consists of an
introductory unit, then eight core units, punctuated by
regular reviews. The three festivals lessons can be
incorporated into the teaching programme at the
appropriate points in the school year. At the back of the
Pupilb Book a magazine section, Our World, is intended
to develoo socio-cultural themes related to the units.

OB.|ECTIVES



) conerEAcHtNG uNtrs
The eight core teachrng units of the Pupil's Book consist
of six lessons, each based on a recurring cycle of
presentation, practice and extension:

. Lessoru I

Presentation of key language through a cartoon
sequence based on a Disney film. All the cartoon
stories have been written specifically to demonstrate
the key language points, using a minimum of
vocabulary. Synopses of the original Disney films can
be found on pagesTT2-T73 of this Teacherb Book.

. Lessoru 2
Presentation of further vocabulary through a song or a
chant. This is followed by a communication activity
using the picture cards to practise the new language.

. Lesson 3

A double-page illustration provides a basis for listening
activities. The lesson also includes oronunciation work.
focusing on potentially problematic sounds.

. Lessoru 4
Further exploitation of the double-page illustration in a
variety of speaking activities, focusing on key
structures.

. Lessotrt 5

Consolidation and extension of key language in a short
cartoon strip featuring Beth and Harry and their friends.
The story can be used for simple classroom role-play.

. Lessoru 6

More extended reading practice through Fun Facts: a
non-fiction text related to the unit tooic. Teachers can
use the text as a springboard for personalisation. The
Pupils Book unit ends with a project using simple
materials. Projects can be started in the classroom and
completed at home, if necessary.

The Activity Bookis structured to follow lhe Pupil's Book
on a page'for-page basis. lt provides reading
comprehension and a variety of language practice
activities, with the emphasis on reading and writing.
Wherever the opportunity arises, pupils are encouraged
to write about their own lives and opinions, or to write
creatively. Each Activity Book unit ends with a self-
evaluation activity, in which pupils are asked to reflect on
how well they have assimilated the target language
f unctions.

) THELESSoNSTRUcTURE

Each lesson has been designed for a duration of
between forty-five minutes and an hour, and follows a
basic pattern. The lesson begins with a 'Warm-up'
activity which presents no significant challenge but is
intended rather to put the class in an English frame-of-
mind.

Next, the 'Presentation' section suggests ways in which
new language items can be presented using flashcards,
realia or other techniques that do not involve Ihe Pupil's
Book.ln this way, pupils encounter the sounds of words
and phrases before they see the written forms which are
not always indicative of pronunciation.

In Lesson 1 of each unit, we see a variation of this
pattern. Here, the 'Presentation' serves to introduce the
theme of the new unit. Pupils are invited to leaf through
the Pupil's Eook unit to find a jigsaw piece which will
give them a visual clue to the new topic.

After 'Presentation', the pupils turn to the relevant Pupil's
Book page to listen to a story, sing a song, or
communicate with the teacher or with each other
through games, ask-and-answer activities, etc. The
corresponding Activity Book page offers further practice
and reinforcement.

Activity Book activities may be given for homework, so
long as pupils understand exactly what they have to do.
lf necessary, they should write an instruction in their
own language. When homework is given, we
recommend that teachers go through the whole exercise
orally with the class. then ask pupils to write it properly
at home.

The 'Ending the lesson' section presents a fun activity
for the last few minutes of the lesson. lt is an easy,
whole-class activity, intended to finish the lesson on a
note of cooperation and success.

The 'Optional activity' which ends each page of the
lesson notes is an idea for further practice through a
contrasted activity type. lt can be used with faster
classes, or simply as an alternative to other practice
activities.

vtl
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THE MID-PRIMARY AGE GROUP

Teachers who used the English Adventure Starter books
will notice differences of approach in Levels 1 and2,
which take account of the pupils' personal and cognitive
development. In the mid-Primary years (aged 7-9
approximately), children have new needs and interests,
and they learn in different ways:

. They are more autonomous and depend far less on
the teacher.

o They continue to be inquisitive and receptive, are
easily motivated, and still show an uninhibited
attitude towards participation in class activities.

. Their interests are less focused on the here and
now. They are able to concentrate for greater lengths
of time.

. Their learning continues to be more intuitive than
analytical. Repetition, recycling and patient building
on earlier acguisitions still play a key role.

. They still need activities involving physical movement
and coordination.

. Thev are growing more secure emotionally. The
develooment of social relations in the class takes on
a greater importance.

. The affective aspects of teaching continue to be of
importance for them.

o They are still receptive to the world of fantasy and
imagination.

. They can now communicate in their own language
by reading and writing. Consequently, in their work
in the foreign language, the four skills can be
developed in a more balanced and integrated way.

r They are reaching an age when they can objectify
their work in school. They can reflect on how they
learn best and assess their own progress.

DIFFERENTWPES OF LEARNER

Mucfi has been written in recent years about the
differences which can exist between pupils in a single
class: different levels, different ways of learning, different
attitudes, different types of motivation. English
Adventure addresses this diversity through the variety of
activity types presented. Varied ways of working -

v||r

projects, movement, role play, etc. - enable eacl'r pupil to
develop their abilities to the maximum.

Research shows that to optimise learning, it is important
to engage both hemispheres of the brain. For this
reason, the techniques and strategies proposed in
English Adventure cater not only for learners with a right-
brain dominance - those who work well with movement,
feelings, etc. - but also those with a left-brain
dominance: those who work well with logic and
sequencing tasks.

English Adventure is founded on an underlying
awareness that children have different talents, all of
which need to be given the opportunity to succeed.
Further, many of the lessons involve the children in
activities where language learning is not the sole
objective: activities which may also bring into play
powers of logic and deduction, observation,
memorisation, etc. This provides the children with a
broad framework within whicl'r they can make progress
and feelconfident.

Finally, by particlpating in the numerous pairwork and
group activities which feature in English Adventure,
pupils will get to know their classmates and learn to
work together, thus developing their interpersonal and
socialski l ls.

ACTIVE LEARNING

ln English Adventure, the pupils are encouraged to play
as active a role as possible so that they will feel more
important, their motivation and interest will increase, and
their learning will be more meaningful. Developing an
active role in the learning process fosters a sense of
responsibility and cooperation, promotes confidence in
the pupil's own capacity to learn a new language, and
teaches a number of skills and strategies necessary for a
more autonomous type of learning.

English Adventure also takes into account the interests
and needs of the pupils, thus fostering a positive attitude
to learning. The Teacher s Book includes detailed
teaching notes to help promote this way of working in
the classroom.



THE TEACHING METHODOIOGY

) l coMMuNrcAnvE APPRoAGH
At this stage of their learning, the pupils can expect not
just to learn English receptively, but also to use the
language to express themselves and exchange
information. ln English Adventure Levels 1 and 2, the
focus is on communication as well as knowledge of the
language. lt is this instrumental aspect of language
learning which makes the classroom not just somewhere
to learn, but also the place where pupils come to learn
about themselves and the world around them, where
they share this knowledge with others, where they
develop cognitive skills and mature as individuals.

THE FOUR SKILLS

ln English Adventure Levels 1 and 2, the four language
skills play a more equal role than they did in the Starter
levels.

Listening:The listening material includes a wide variety
of songs, cfiants, dialogues, stories, graded listening
texts and pronunciation activities. In listening activities,
pupils are encouraged to listen for general
comprehension, to listen for specific information, and to
listen in order to become familiar with the rhvthm and
stress patterns of the new language. Speaking: English
Adventure offers many opportunities to practise and
develop speaking skills. In Lesson 5 of each unit, they
are invited to do role plays based on cartoon stories. In
Lesson 6, they have the opportunity to personalise the
language they have learnt and to talk about themselves.
The pronunciation activities in Lesson 3 are a light-
hearted way for pupils to practise sounds they may be
unfamiliar with in their own language. The pronunciation
models allow for work on stress and intonation.
Reading:The reading texts in English Adventure are
chosen for their appeal to the age group. Each has been
edited for ease of understanding. Accompanying
illustrations and photos guide the less confident reader.
It is important for the children to recognise that they
don't need to understand every word in the text to be
able to follow it. They are encouraged to read for an
overall understanding, and to extract specific information
in order to answer questions. Wdting: Through English

Adventure Levels 1 and 2, the pupils move from writing
simple words and sentences to producing their own
short texts based on a structured framework. Most
writing is done inthe Activity Book Notebooks can be
used for initial drafts. During writing activities, the
teacher should circulate and monitor. Involve pupils in
correcting their own work: point to mistakes and help
them to reach the correct version themselves.

SOCIO.CU LTU RAL ASPECTS

ln English Adventure Levels 1 and 2, teachers will notice
an increased focus on the sociecultural aspects of
language learning. Learning a language is a complex
process involving cognitive, affective and social factors -
all of which determine the child's progress. The pupils
don't simply learn a language: they also encounter with a
whole new way of seeing the world. This aspect of
language learning can become more enriching for the
children when they start to compare this new cultural
reality with life in their own country.

ln the magazine section - OurWorld - pupils are
presented with customs, traditions, types of organisation
and personal and social relationships which may differ
from those they have grown up with. The aim is to
nurture a curiosity for other cultures, to encourage an
open attitude towards speakers of other languages, and
to prepare the pupils to function in a culturally
heterogeneous environ ment.

EVALUATION

Evaluation can provide important information not only on
the performance of the children but also on teaching
methods and materials. The evaluation material included
in English Adventure has been designed to analyse
pupils' progress, with the aim of reinforcing the positive
aspects and identifying areas for improvement.

For fomative evaluation, it is advisable that both the
pupils'work and the classroom activities (methodology,
materials, etc.) are monitored on an ongoing basis. To
this end, an activity record sheet is provided on pageTT9
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of the Teachers Book.This can be photocopied and
completed at key points in the pupils' learning, allowing
teachers to compare different activities in terms of
suitability and effectiveness.

To carry out summative evaluation, teachers willfind
eight photocopiable evaluation sheets on pagesTSFT92
of the Teachers Book, corresponding to each of the core
units. As traditional tests can give rise to stress, with
negative consequences for pupils' motivation, the
English Adventure tests are made up of activity types
with which pupils will already be familiar.

Pupils can be involved in correcting evaluation sheets, to
make them aware of their progress.

As we move up the levels of English Adventure, seft-
evaluation assumes increasing importance. The pupils
are now more able to think about their progress, even if
only in a generalised and intuitive fashion. To help pupils
assess their performance, the final item in each unit of
the Activity Eook provides an opportunity for pupils to
assess their knowledge of the key functions taught.
Pupils use colours rather than numerical scores to
represent their achievements.

CORE ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

) sroRles
Stories are among the most motivating of language-
teaching resources, appealing as they do to children's
imagination and emotions. In Englbh Adventure Levels 1
and 2, each unit begins with a specially scripted story
featuring Disney characters, which serves to present
some of the key language of the unit. The stories are
self-contained and highly visual. The recorded material,
with its variety of voices and sound effects, ensures that
the pupils' first encounter with new items of language is
properly contextualised.

These opening stories offer several advantages:

o Thev present language within a narrative structure of
a type pupils will be familiar with through films and
television. lf they know the relevant Disney film, they
will recognise the characters and probably remember
the story. This familiarity can help to reduce anxiety in

the face of the unknown, and so promote learning.
. The language content of the stories is varied and

stimulating: ideal material for developing receptive
and productive skills.

. Taken together with the follow-up exploitation, the
stories offer a more holistic approach to teaching and
learning, in which the four skills combine as in few
other classroom activities.

. Stories often present pupils with socio-cultural
parallels and other ways of understanding reality,
helping them to reflect on their own culture.

. Stories can promote positive learning habits, most
notably extensive reading.

) SONGSANDcHANTS

Songs and chants are included in each unit of English
Adventure Levels 1 and 2, to develop listening and oral
skills. Children generally enjoy singing, so songs and
chants help create a positive learning environment. Their
repetitive structure makes them easy to understand and
retain. They also provide a good model for intonation and
stress patterns.

The lesson notes provide plenty of suggestions for
working with songs and chants.

+ GAMES
Games are part of everyday experience for children of
this age group, and their value can often exceed that of
practising a specific language point. Games are included
in each unit of English Adventure Levels 1 and 2.They
can be played in pairs or in groups.

The importance of games in the Primary English
classroom cannot be overstated:

. They facilitate authentic communication, in which the
pupils are focused on achieving an extralinguistic
objective rather than on practising language forms.

r They give teachers the opportunity to circulate and
evaluate the progress and difficulties of their pupils,
in a relaxed context.

o They may be competitive or cooperative.
Competition is stimulating for the pupils if used in a
controlled way. Cooperation can be promoted by
setting up a final goal for whole-class games, or by
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encouraging cooperation within smaller groups of
pupils playing together.

Each teacting unit has a corresponding set of picture
cards intended for language games. The Teadterb Book
includes extra ideas for using the cards. See pages
r75-176.

) nnraruD GRAFTWoRK

Artistic and creative activities are included in all the units
as part of the main lesson procedure, or in the
suggestions for extra activities. These activities have
been realistically designed, requiring minimal preparation
and the simolest of materials.

) uuronruATroN AND coMMUNtcATroN
TECHNOLOGY (rCTl

We now face the challenge of teaching our pupils to use
ICI as a learning tool in the classroom and as a means
of accessing information outside. Each level of English
Adventure includes an optional CD-ROM, on which the
language of the core teaching units is reinforced through
interactive exercises. The activities run oarallel to the
teaching units and provide an opportunity for
autonomous learning, in the classroom or at home.
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UNIT NEWVOCABUIARY NEW STRUCTURES RECYCLED
LANGUAGE

RECEPnVE
LANGUAGE

o
Hello!

. Numbers 1-15

. Colours

. Classroom items

. Days of the week

. l'm (Beth). Whats your
name?

. l'm (9). How old are
you?

. My favourite colour /
day is. . .

o
Toys

o ball, caL cowboy, dinosauc
dog, doll, spaceman, teddy
bear, toy
. big, small

a Itb, lt isn't ...
ls it a (dofl? ls it
(purple)?
What's my favourite
toy?

O

a

. Colours c What is it? Where's
, . '  ?

t bike, computer
game

o
Monsiers

o dtin, ean eye, face, hair;
mouth, nose, teeth
. monstel scary

o I've got (big ears). I
haven't got .. .

. Colours

. Numbers
a Look at me!

Thatb great!a

o
Everyone's
difiercnt!

. arm, bodv foot, feet, fingeq
hair, hand, head, leg
c long, short

.  He/Shebgot. . .

. He / She hasn't got ..
.  l 've got. . .
. big, small
r Face parts

. Everyoneb
different.
. beast, boots, hat,
lots of

@
lfs mogic!

c in, on, under
. bathroom, bedroom, kitchen,
living room
. Furniture
o genie, spider
r Numbers 16-20

. Where's ... ? . l t 's .. boat, cup, genie, hat,
magic lamp, magi-
cian, ring, spider

xtl
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UNIT NEWVOCABUIARY NEWSTRUCTURES RECYCLED
IANGUAGE

RECEPTIVE
I.ANGUAGE

o
I cqn do
fhot!

. climb, dance, flr1, hide, jump,
ride, run, swim, walk
. Wild animals

c l can / can't .. .
. l t can ...
. Can you ... ?

. big, long, smalL short

. I'm
t You're a .. .
. Be careful.
o fast, grass, horse,
juggle, jungle,
scooteL sticky, tree,
walls

o
I like
spoghetli

o banana, bread, dteese,
&icken, chocolate, fish, ice
cream, milk, pizza, peas, salad,
sandwidt, spaghetti

o lots of healthy
food, lundt box
. We're hungry.
t lfeel si*.

o
ftly tomily

. mum, dad, brothef sistef
grannq grandad, baby

. Haveyougota. . .  ?

. Here you are.
. can
t Heb /  Shes got . . .
o Parts of the body

. big band, cra^/, the
same, tall, twin,
wiggle, write,
fingerprints,
footprints, handpri nts

o
Whcfs he
weoting?

. boots, dress, glasses, hat,
ieans, scarf, shitt, shot'ts, skitt,
sweateL trainers, trousers,
T-shirt, shoes

. What are you wearing?

. I'm / He's / Sheb
wearing...

. Colours . mV your clothes
. onTV
. Let me see.
. Very funny!
. Be careful.
. lts late.

o
l-lolloween

. apple, ghost, Halloween, hat,
lantern, mask, witch, wizard

.  Have I  got . . .  ? .  I 've got. . . ,  l 'm . .

o
Chdslrnos

. candle, card, Christmas,
Father Christmas, present,
reindeen stal tree

. Colours . How many ... ?

o
Eosfer

. dlocolate egg, flower, rabbit,
sweets, treats, wall

. Wheres... ?, How
many ... ?, Whos
got. . .  ?
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LESSON 1

New target language Hello, I'm (+ name). What's
your name?
Numbers ' l-15

Presentotion
. Begin the lesson by smiling and waving to the class.

Point to yourself and say: Hello, I'm... . followed by
your name. Encourage pupils to reply Hello.

. Shake hands with individuals and introduce yourself
again. Encourage them to reply with their own name,
e.g. Hello, I'm Paolo. Encourage them to greet their
neighbours in the same way.

. Finally, say: Hello, I'm ... .to the whole class and
encourage them to chorus the reply, all saying their
own names at the same time.

1io PBposes2ond3 Q Listen ond point
. Pupils look at the picture on pages 2 and 3. Ask them

(in L1) what they can see. What do they think is
happening? (Beth and her two brothers are moving in
next door to Yasmin.)

. Play the recording. Pupils listen and point to the
characters as they speak. Play the recording again and
ask pupils to follow the words in the book with their
fingers.

. Divide the class into four groups and give each group
a role: Yasmin, Harry, Beth and Joe. Play the recording
again and ask pupils to speak with their character.
Change the roles and play the dialogue again. Have the
four groups read the parts again, this time without the
recording.

Proctice
. Ask pupils to chain around the class Hello, I'm Mario.

What's your name? Hello, I'm Nina. What's your name?
Point to pupils at random to continue the chain, so
that everyone is ready to answer at any time.

Presentotion
. tuk (in L'l) if anyone knows how to count in English.

Begin counting slowly in English, encouraging pupils to
count with you if they can. Count slowly on your
fingers as far as ten.

dJo pB poges 2 ond 3 @ Listen ond count
. Play the recording. Pupils point to the numbers as they

hear them. Play the recording again and ask pupils to
join in with the chant.

Proctice
.  Give each pupi la piece of paper.  Ask them ( in Ll) to

choose a number between 1 and 15 and to write it
down. Collect up the papers and redistribute them
randomly.

.  In Engl ish, cal lout numbers between 1 and 15 at
random and ask pupils to stand up when they hear
their number, holding up their paper so you can check.
When everyone is standing, call out numbers again and
have them sit down.

. Redistribute the numbers and repeat, but this time ask
a pupil to take your place and call out the numbers.

AB pose 2 O Reod ond motch
. Pupils draw lines to link the faces with the correct

speech bubble. They can refer to pages 2 and 3 of the
Pupil3 Book.

AB pose 2 e, Look ond motch
. Pupils match the words with the correct numerals.

Ending the lesson
. Have the pupils sit in a big circle. Hold a ball and say:

Hello, l'm ... . What's your name? Throw the ball to a
pupil. That pupil must reply: Hello, I'm ... . What's your
name? and then throw the ball to another child.
Continue until all the pupils have spoken.

On the board, draw three empty boxes. In the
first box, write: I and elicit one. Point to the
second box, elicit two. Point to the third box,
elicit three. Rub out the numbers and write,
e.g. 7 in the middle box. Point to the first box
and elicit sr'x then the third box and elicit erght.
Repeat, writing different numbers in the first,
second or third boxes, until all the numbers from
1 to 15 have been practised.
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LESSON 2

New target language red, yellow, blue, green,
black, white, purple, brown,
pink, orange

l'm (+ age). How old are you?

Numbers 1-15

Who is it? What colour is it?

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up
. Encourage pupils to introduce themselves to their

neighbours and ask their name, e.g. Hello, I'm Nina.
What's your name?

Presentotion
o Point to red objects around the classroom (clothes,

bags, pens, etc.) and say the word: red. After a few
examples, encourage pupils to repeat red after you.
Proceed in the same way with yellow and b/ue.

. Try pointing to something blue and asking RedZ Pupils
may correct you, if they do not, say: No, blue. Point to
something yellow and ask: Yellow? Confirm by saying:
Yes, yellow. Ask similar questions using all three
colours.

ai o PB pose 3 O Listen ond point.
Then sog

o Play the first part of the recording. Pupils listen and
point to the words as they hear them.

. Play the second part of the recording (Nowsay) Pupils
repeat the words.

RECORDING 4

Red, yellow, blue, green, black, white, purple,
brown, pink, orange.
Now say - Red. Yellow. Blue. Green. Black. White.
Purple. Brown. Pink. Orange.

. Before the lesson, make ten colour flashcards: simple
squares of card, each coloured a single colour. Hold up
the flashcards one by one and elicit the correct colour,
asking: What colour is it?

1r: PB pose I O Listen ond point.
Then onswer

. Tell pupils (in Ll)that they are going to learn how to
give their age in English and to ask other people how
old they are.

. Look at the pictures of the four children and elicit their
names: hold up your book, point to each picture in
turn, and ask: Who is it?

. Play the recording. Pupils point to each child as they
hear them speak.

. Play the recording again, pausing after each line for the
pupils to repeat. Encourage them to answer Harry's
question with their own ages.

o Ask individual pupils: How old are you? Elicit full replies
l'm eight. Pupils then chain around the class How old
are you? l'm nine. How old are you? etc.

I o AB pose 3 O Listen ond write
. Play the recording and have pupils write the correct

ages in the speech bubbles. They can refer to page 2
for the spellings.

KEY 1. seven 2. eight 3.  nine 4. s ix

RECORDING 6

YASMTN Hello. l 'm Yasmin. l 'm 7.
BETH Hello. l 'm Beth. l 'm 8.
HARRY Hello. l 'm Harry. l 'm 9.
JoE Hel lo.  l 'm Joe. l 'm 5.

AB pose 3 O Read ond cotour
. Each pupil will need a set of ten coloured pencils in the

target colours. Pupils read the words and colour the
stars accordingly. While they are working, walk round
the class and check their work. Pick up different
coloured pencils and ask them to say the colour.

Ending the lesson
. Play Touch the colour. Point to each pupil and say a

colour. Then call out colours in any order. When pupils
hear their colour, they must find and touch something
that colour.

Stick the colour flashcards on the board. Next to
each colour, stick one of the number flashcards.
Call out a number or a colour, and ask pupils to
call out the corresponding colour or number.
After a while, change the numbers so that all
fifteen have been used.
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LESSON3

New target langupge computet; pencil, pen, r9tle4
book, bag
Plural -s. Word order: a red

Recycled target
language

ruler etc.
What colour is my (pencil)?

Numbers

Receptive language What is it? How many ... ?

Worm-up
o Revise greetings (Hello, I'm Maria. What's your name?)

and add the question How old are you? Then hold up
different colour flashcards and elicit the words for
colours. Finally, ask the class to count from 1 to 15 in
chorus.

Presentotion
. Tell pupils (in L1)that in this lesson they are going to

learn words for things they use in the classroom.
. Hold up a school bag and say: a bag. Encourage pupils

to repeat. Ask: What is it? and ask individuals to
answer your question. Prompt them if necessary: a bag.

. Take a pen out of the bag and say: a pen. Proceed as
for bag, asking: What isitT Finally take a book out of
the bag, say: a book, and ask pupilsto identify it in the
same way.

. Point to the three items randomly and ask: What is it?

al o pB pose t @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Play Recording 7 and ask pupils to point to each item
as it is named. Play the recording again. Pause after
each number and elicit the correct word from the class.

ai o PB pose I @ Listen ond sog
. Ask the pupils (in L1) to look at the classroom picture

and tell you what they can see. When they offer ideas,
e.g. bag ask: What colour rs ftZ Model the phrase
a red bag and write it on the board.

. Say'. How many bags? One, tvvo, fhree. Write: three
bags on the board. Draw pupils' attention to the -s at
the end of plural nouns.

. Play Recording 8, asking pupils to point to the items
mentioned, then answer the questions in chorus. Be
ready to pause the recording while pupils find the
different items and decide on the correct colour.

RECORDING 8

PRESENTER 1

BETH l'm Beth. What colour is my bag?
It's green.
What colour is my book? lt's blue.

PREsENTER 2
yAsMrN l'm Yasmin. What colour is my pen?

It's black.
What colour is my ruler? lt 's red.

PRESENTER 3

HARRv l'm Harry. What colour is my pencil?
It's yellow.
What colour is my computer?
It's blue.

. Ask the class to repeat one of the questions, e.g. What
colour is my ruler? Ensure that everyone understands
the meaning of my.

AB poge 4 O Look, count ond write
. Working with the whole class, count the books in the

picture and read the example. Ask pupils to read aloud
five books.

. Working in pairs, pupils count the items named in the
box, and write numbers and nouns on the lines.

KEY (in any order)five books; one computer; two bags;
two rulers; seven pens; nine pencils.

Ending the lesson
o Hold up some some object of your own which the

pupils will be able to name, e.g. a pencil. Ask: What
colour is my pencil?

. Pupils should prepare a similar question about an
object of their own. Circulate in the class and listen to
their questions, monitoring pronunciation.

. lnvite pupils to hold up their object and put their
ouestion to the rest of the class.

Play What's missing? Put a number of classroom
objects on a tray. Make sure that allthe children
can see what's there. Ask them (in Ll) to look
carefully at the objects for a few moments and
try to memorise them.

Cover the tray with a cloth and, without pupils
seeing, remove one of the objects. Take off the
cfoth and ask: WhatS missing? The first pupil to
answer correctly takes over your role.

You can make the game more challenging by
removing two objects. Take the opportunity to
modef the word and, e.g. the ruler and the pen.
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LESSON 4

New target language Days of the week; My
favourite ... is ... ; My best
friend is ... .

Recycled target Colours
language r

Receptive language today is ... ; Happy Birthday;
What's your favourite colour?;
What's your favourite day?;
Who's your best friend?

Worm-up
. Hold up sets of classroom objects, e.g. three pencils.

Say: Three pencils. Yes or NoZ Elicit Yes. Repeat with
other numbers and objects. Start making deliberate
mistakes, e.g. holding up three rulers and saying: Four
rulers. Yes or No? Elicit No, and ask pupils to give you
the correct version.

1f o PB pose s O Listen ond point
. Ask the children (in L1) what is their favourite day of

the week. tuk them why. Ask if any of them already
know the days of the week in English. lf they do,
encourage them to tell you. Praise them and do not
worry about correcting pronunciation.

. Play the recording and have pupils point to the days as
they are mentioned. Play the recording again and ask
pupils to join in.

. Books closed. Play the recording and ask pupils to join
in without following the written text.

Word cords
. Before the lesson, make seven big word cards showing

the days of the week.
. Say: Today r ... . (whatever day it is) and stick that

word card on the board. Ask pupils to say the
following six days of the week in sequence. Stick
different word cards on the board, elicit the day, and
ask pupils to recite the six days that follow

AB pose + @ Find ond write
. In class or for homework, pupils complete the days of

the week, choosing answers from the word box.

a i o PB pcae s O Listen ond point
r Point to the picture of Beth and ask: Who isitT Point to

the birthday cake and ask: How old is she?
. Play the recording of the interview with Beth. Pause the

recording after each question and elicit Beth3 replies.
Pupils should point to the answers as they say them.

RECORDING 1O

NARRAToR Hello. What's your name?
BErH Beth Cook.
NARMToR How old are you?
BETH l'm 8.
NARRAToR What's your favourite colour?
BETH lt's yellow.
NARMToR What's your favourite day?
BETH ltt Thursday.

o Choose pupils and interview them in the same way.
Ask the same questions.

AB poge 5 O Look, write, drow ond circle
. Pupils complete the page, using Pupil's Book page 5 as

a model. They write their name and draw a picture of
themselves. Then they write their age and draw the
corresponding number of candles on the cake. They
circle their favourite colour and colour in the splash
accordingly. Then they circle their favourite day.

Ending the lesson
. Hide one of the days of the week word cards behind a

book. Gradually pull it out to reveal the word. Pupils
call out the correct word. Repeat with the other word
cards.

o Invite seven children to come to the front and hold the
word cards up in the correct order, starting with
Monday.

Pupils sit in a circle. Hold a ball and say a day,
e.g. Tuesday. Throw the ball to a pupil. They say
Wednesday then they throw the ballto another
pupil. Continue untilthe seventh pupil has
reached Tuesday again.
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LESSON I

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

dinonur, cowboy, spaceman

It's a (toy); lt's (big); small,
brg, [coloursl; No; Yes

Look!; Look at (the
cowboy); Help!; ls it (big)?;
It isn't (big); toy(s); Draw a
big dinosaur; Draw a small
dinosaur

Worm-up
. Begin chanting the days of the week and encourage

pupils to join in. Ask individuals: What's your favourite
day? and What's your favourite colour?

. Ask pupils (in Ll) to look through Unit 1 of the PupilS
Book and find the jigsaw piece. (lt 's on page 10.)Ask
them to guess what the theme of the unit is. Show
pupils some toys or the toy flashcards, and model the
word toys.

Presentot ion
. Stick the cowboy, spaceman and dinosaur flashcards on

the board. Say: look at the toys. Point to the spaceman
and say: lt's a spaceman. Repeat with cowboy and
dinosaur.

e Turn the flashcards over and rearrange them on the
board. Point to each in turn and ask: What rs it? Turn
the flashcards over to check. Repeat.

. Mime looking through binoculars: make circles with the
thumb and forefinger of each hand and hold them up.
Tell the pupils to make binoculars in the same way.

. Stick the cowboy, dinosaur and spaceman flashcards on
different walls. Say: Look at the cowboy and check that
the binoculars are pointing the right way. Say: Look at
the spaceman ... . Look at the dinosaur Repeat a few
times, accelerating the rhythm.

".-3 o AB pose 6 O Look ond listen.
Then reod

. Pupils open their books at page 6. Let them study the
cartoon story for a few minutes. Ask questions in L1
about the pictures, e.g. What toys can you see? What
are they doing?

. Play the recording, while the pupils follow in their books.

RECORDING 11

sroRyrELLER This is a story about some toys.
REX Look! lt's a toy.
wooDY ls it a cowboy?

No.
wooDY ls it small?
REX Yes . . .  Oops! . . .  l t  isn' t  smal l .  l t 's big!

. . .  HelP!

. Hold up your book and point to the dinosaur in frames
'f and 2. In Ll, ask: What's he looking af? Elicit a
spaceman. Point to frame 4. Ask: What's wrong? (fhe
dinosaur was holding the binoculars the wrong way
round.) Point to frame 6 and ask: Why is he scared?
(Seen through the right end of the binoculars, the
cowboy looks huge.) Play the recording again.

Presentotion
o Invite a volunteer to come to the board. Say: Draw a

big dinosaur. Encourage the pupil to draw a huge
dinosaur on the board. Ask for another volunteer. Say:
Draw a small dinosaur.

. Take two books, one big and one small. Hold up the
big book and ask: Big or small? Elicit btg. Hold up the
small book and elicit smal/.

. Repeat with other pairs of big and small objects.

AB poge 6 O Reod ond colour
. Revise names of colours by playing Touch the colour.

Then ask pupils to open their books at page 6.

. Pupils colour the cowboy according to the key.
Circulate and check that pupils have read the colour
words correctly.

AB pose G @ Reod ond circle
. Ask pupils to look at the picture they have coloured.

Ask someone to read sentence 1 lt's a toy. Say: Yes or
no? Elicit yes and point to the example.

. Pupils complete the exercise in pairs, then check their
answers.

KEY 1. Yes. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. Yes.

Ending the lesson
. Choose a known item from the classroom e.g. a book,

but don't say what it is. Pupils must try to guess what
it is by asking you questions - but you can only answer
Yes or No.

r Demonstrate by asking the first few questions ls it big?
ls it red? ls it a book? etc. Prompt as necessary.

For the next lesson
o Ask the pupils to bring a large envelope for storing

their picture cards.

Invite two confident pupils to role-play the story.
Read the text line by line and ask them to
repeat, while they mime the aqtions.

REX
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LESSON 2

New target fanguage dinosauc spaceman, toy(s);
What's your favourite (toy)?

Recycled target
language

doll, caf cowboy, teddy bear,
dog, ball; big;
Myfavourite ... is;
It's a (ball), lt's (green); my
(toys); My favourite toy is ... .

Receptive language ls it a (ball)?; ls it (green)?

Worm-up
. Hide a toy (or a toy flashcard) in your bag or behind a

large book. Pull it out slowly, so that only a part is
visible. Give the prompt lt's a ... . and let pupils supply
the word.

o Repeat with other toys. Invite individuals to come and
repeat the activity, taking the role of teacher.

lf o PB pose 7 @ Listen ond point.
Then sing

. Tell the children to look at the toy box. Ask them what
toys they can see.

. Play the song and ask them to point to the correct toy.
Play it again. Recite the song text slowly and check that
everyone is pointing to the correct toy.

. Hold up your book, point to the first word doll and
invite the pupils to read it. Say: Point to the doll.
Repeat with all the words.

. Pupils work in pairs. They take turns to point while
their partner reads.

. Play the song again and encourage pupils to sing
along. Divide the class into two halves and have them
sing alternate lines.

. Hold up each toy flashcard in turn, show it to the class
to elicit the word, then stick it on the board with the
picture facing the board.

. When all the flashcards are on the board, point to a
card and ask: What rs it7 lnvite a volunteer to answeL
then turn over the card to check. Continue until all the
cards have been named.

Picture cords
. Pupils cut out the eight picture cards of toys. They lay

out their sets on the table, face up. Say the names of
different toys a ca4 a teddy beat etc. Pupils hold up
the correct picture card, as in the photo on PupilS Book
page 7.

. Pupils work in pairs. They take turns to point to a card
and name it. lf they are correct, they keep the card. At
the end, the winner is the person with the most cards.
When the game is finished, tell pupils to put their cards
in their envelopes and keep them safe.

AB poge 7

. Working in
the toys.

AB pose 7 O Drow, colour ond wr:te
. Ask the class (in L1)which toy is missing from those

shown in Activity 3. (lt's the ball.) Pupils then draw a
ball in the space provided, and colour it according to
the description. They complete the description by
writing the word bal/.

Ending the lesson
o You will need a cloth feelie bag for this activity. Pupils

sit in a circle. Without them seeing, put a toy in the
feelie bag. Play some music and ask pupils to pass the
bag round. When the music stops, the pupil holding
the bag must feel and guess what's inside. Elicit full-
sentence replies, e.g. /t3 a doll. lf the answer is right,
change the toy. lf not continue passing the bag round.

Put the children in pairs. Ask them to draw a toy
but keep it secret - tell them to cover their
pictures with a book (or hand). Tellthem to
revealthe picture bit by bit" untiltheir partners
guess what it is. Encourage them to ask and
ansvt er ls it a ... ? NolYes.

O Recd ond motch
pairs or individually, pupils link the labels to
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LESSON 3

Recycled target
language

big; small;ftoysl.

Receptive language ls it a (toy)?; ls it (big)?;
It isn't ... ; What is it?

Worm-up
. Arrange toys and classroom objects on a table where

everyone can see. Begin to describe one of them, e.g.
It's small. lt's red. lt's a toy. lt's a ... . Encourage pupils
to complete the sentence, e.g. lt 's a car.

. Repeat with other items in the display. Introduce the
negative isn't: lt's brown. lt isn't a toy Shake your head
on the word rsn't to convev the idea that this is a
negatrve statement.

PB poges 8 ond 9 O Listen, point ond
sog

. Ask the class to open their books at pages 8 and 9.
Allorar them one minute to look at the picture, then ask
them to close their books.

r Divide the class into Wvo halves. Ask each group in turn
to name one of the toys in the picture BalL Dinosaur.
elc.

.  Tel l  the pupi ls ( in L' l )  that they are going to hear
somebody describing one of the toys. They must look
at the picture, listen carefully, and say which toy is
being described.

. Play the first description, then pause the recording. Ask
pupils to point to the correct toy. Elicit the answer /f3
the dinonur. Play the recording to confirm.

. Try not to say much during this activity. Let pupils
supply the answers, then let the recording confirm
them. Encourage with smiles and gestures rather than
woros.

RECORDING 13

BoY lt's big. lt 's green. What is it?
GIRL l t 's a dinosaur!
Boy lt's big. lt 's orange and purple. What is it?
crRL l t 's a bal l !
Boy lt's big. lt 's pink and white. What is it?
GIRL l t 's a dol l !
Boy lt's small. lt 's brown. lt isn't a teddy bear.

What is it?
GIRL lt's a dog!
Boy l t 's blue and green. l t  isn' t  a spaceman.

What is it?
G|RL lt's a car!

o 3 pB poges I ond 9 O Listen ond r.eod
t Say Point to the ball. Ask: /s it red? anc e :: 'y- ::

blue. Say'. Point to the pen. Ask: /s it b,t"e: i ,:: ,v: ::
purple.

. Ask pupils to listen to the recording ano rec€=: ,'.-;:
they hear.

o Hold up a piece of paper to your lrps and sd., i i,-€
ball.The paper should remain immobile. The^ sa.. =
purple pen. The paper should blow away from ,,c-- ::
on the 'p '  sound.

r Put the pupils in pairs and distribute pieces of sc.ac
paper. Ask them to practise saying a blue ball anc a
purple pen and to check that their papers dr€ rro,r - j
at the right moment.

AB poge 8 O Write ond colour
. Pupils work in pairs. They complete the sentences arc

colour the toys as described. While they are working,
circulate and check that they are using the correct
colourS.

KEY 1. teddy bear 2. dog 3. dinosaur 4. bal l  5.  car

AB pose s G) Reod ond write. Whot is it?
. Point to each picture in turn and ask: What isitZ Read

out number 1 and el ic i t  the word missing from the eno
of the sentence spaceman.

. Pupils complete the exercise in pairs. Bring the class
together to check the answers. Ask individuals to read
out the completed sentences.

KEY 1. spaceman 2. cowboy 3. dol l

Ending the lesson
. Sing the toys song from the previous lesson

Look round the classroom and pick an object
which the pupi ls can name in Engl ish. Choose
objects that have one main colour.

Say: I spy with my little eye something blue (or
red or green, etc.). Pupils look round the room
and guess what the object is. They must put up
their hands to answer. Repeat with several
objects.
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LESSON 4

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up
. Hide one of the toy flashcards (e.9. the spaceman)

behind a book. Slowly uncover it, asking: ls it the
dinosaur? Elicit No. Ask: Whaf rs it? Elicit lt's the
spaceman. Continue with other flashcards.

r Repeat the activity, with individual pupils taking the
teacher's role.

read.

AB poge 9 O Reod ond circle
o Hold up your book at page 9 and point to the first

picture. Then point to the words and read out: /s ft a
dog? Elicit the answer No and draw a circle round No
with your finger.

. Pupils complete the task in pairs. Go through the
answers with the whole class. Where appropriate, ask:
What is it?

KEY 1. No. (lt3 a doll.) 2. Yes. 3. Yes. 4. No.
(lt 's a dog.)

AB pose 9 O Drow o tog puzzle ond write.
Then osk o friend

o Tell the children to draw a toy. They can copy from the
Pupil's Book, or use their own ideas. Provide new
vocabulary as necessary. They then complete the
written question.

. Put pupils with partners they don't usually sit with, and
tell them to keep their pictures secret. They take turns
to guess what their partners have drawn, asking /s it a
car? elc.

Ending the lesson
. Ask a volunteer to come to the front. Blindfold him or

her and tell the rest of the class to stay very quiet.

. Ask another pupil to come to the front and say Hello in
a disguised voice. The child with the blindfold must
guess who it is, asking ls it Maria? etc. lf the pupil
guesses correctly, they have another turn.

. Reoeat with other volunteers.

For the next lesson
. Ask the pupils to bring one or two of their toys from

home.

Pupils work in pairs. Hand out a sheet of drawing
paper to each pupil. Tell them to draw and colour
a toy, but to keep it hidden from their partner.

Pupils take turns to describe their picture, while
their partner draws and colours it, using the other
side of their paper lt's a dinonur. lt's big. lt's
green and orange, etc.

Afterwards, they compare pictures. Are the two
versions the same? Hold up some of the more
successful pairs of pictures for the class to see.

ls it (the dog)?

ball, cac cowboltr dinosau6
dog, doll, spaceman, teddy
bear

What is it?

ls it a cowboy?
Yes.

ls it a dog?
No.

ls it a spaceman?
Yes.

ls i t  a dinosaur?
No.

-* 
pB pose 9 G) Listen, reod <rnd sog yes

or no
. Play the recording while pupils listen and

Encourage them to answer Yes or No.

RECORDING 15

1
MAN

WOMAN

2
MAN

WOMAN

3
MAN

WOMAN

4
MAN

!t/OMAN

Divide the class into two halves. One half listens and
repeats the questions while the other half answers.
Then reverse the roles.

r Finally, pupils work in pairs. They take turns to ask and
answer the questions.

?t poge I O Ask ond onsyyer
. Hde the dinosaur flashcard behind your back. Say: /t3

8. lft gree.n. lt isn't the car. ls it a dinosaur? Elicit the
ansrner Yes.

o Repeat, focusing the pupils' attention on the text and
encouraging them to join in. Then repeat the activity
6ng another flashcard. Encourage pupils to ask /s if
a ..- ? Repty Yes or No, as appropriate.

r F..|rtts rtork in pairs. One pupil thinks of a toy; the
Eilfirer hras to find out which toy it is by asking questions
@gnllllin'ftg ts it a ... . While they are working, circulate,
hmen and helo.
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I LESSON

New target language This (is my favourite toy);
ts it (big)?

Recycled target
language

ls it (a car)? YeslNo

Receptive language Where's ... ? Here it is;
What's your favourite toy?

Worm-up
. Slowly draw on the board one of the eight toys from

the song in Lesson 2. Ask: What isit? Repeat with
other toys. Invite individuals to come and draw
different toys that they have learned. They must ask
the class What is it?

"-j" PB poge lo @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. First, ask the children to bring their toys to the front
and arrange them in front of the class. Add your
own toy to the display. Briefly talk about the toys
( in L1).

. Look at the cartoon children on page 10. Point to each
of them and ask: Who is it? (Yasmin. /oe.)Ask the
pupils ( in L1)what they think Joe is doing. (He is
looking for one of his toys.)

. Pupils listen to the recording and follow the words on
the page with their finger. Establish the meaning of
Where's. Then ask: What's Joe's favourite toy?

. Divide the class into two groups: one half will be Joe,
the others will be Yasmin. Play the recording again and
ask pupils to read along with their character.

. In pairs, pupils practise reading the dialogue aloud.
Circulate and listen. After a few minutes, tell them to
change roles.

PB poge lo @ ast ond onswer
. Begin by pointing to each toy in the classroom display

and eliciting (or teaching) its name.

. Tell the pupils (in L1) that one toy in the display is your
favourite toy. Invite them to put up their hands and ask
you questions to find out what it is. Questions should
begin /s /t... , e.g. ls it blue? ls it big? ls it the car?

o They are only allowed to try guessing the toy once. lf
they guess wrongly, theY are out.

. When somebody guesses correctly, pick up the toy and
say: Ye5 this is my favourite foy Then the pupil who
guessed correctly takes over your role.

. Pupils continue the game in pairs. They should begin
their conversations by asking What's my favourite toy?
They can use the photo on page 10 as a model.

AB pose lo @ Reod ond colour. Then
wr:te true sentences

. Hold up the dinosaur flashcard and establish what
colour it is by asking: What colour is it? ls it red? ls it
purple? ts it green? Pupils then open their books at
page 10 and colour the dinosaur green.

. Working in pairs, pupils find and circle three true
sentences, then write them next to the numbers.

KEY 1. lt's big. 2. lt's green. 3. lt's a dinosaur.

AB pnge l0 @ Drow ond write
. Ask: What's your favourite toy? Elicit some suggestions

and write them on the board. Provide new vocabulary
where required. Tell the pupils to draw their favourite
toy, then write three sentences about it. They can write
whether it is big or small, say what colour it is and, in
the final sentence, identify it.

Ending the lesson
r Sing the song from Lesson 2.

Ask the children to draw and colour their
favourite toy for a classroom display. Tell them
to write a caption under their picture This is my
favourite toy. I(s a ... .
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LESSON 6

ifew target language lt isn't a (doll); lt isn't (small);

Recycled target
language

What is it? thing, bike,
computer game

This is my favourite ... .

Receptive language Well done.

Worm-up
. put the toys from the previous lesson in a box. Invite a

!'olunteer to come and choose a toy without showing it
:o you. The pupil can show it to the rest of the class,
:hen hide i t  behind his or her back. During this t ime,
you can close your eyes - or pretend to. Ask questions
beginning /s if to establish what toy it is, e.g. ls it big?
ls it green? ls it a ball? Repeat with one or two more
toys, then choose a toy yourself and elicit questions
{rom the class.

PB pose lt  @ Reod ond motch
. Ask the class to look at the photograph on page 11 for

two minutes, then tell them to close their books. Ask
trn L1 ) how many things they can remember. They can
name the toys in Engl ish or in 11.

o Ask them to read the first speech bubble quietly to
themselves, then ask them to read it aloud to you. Ask
ihem what the girl 's favourite toy is. Model The dog.
Working in pairs, pupils read the second speech bubble
and decide what the boys favourite toy is. Model Ihe
bike.

.  l f  you wish, explain ( in L1)that we use the art ic le the
because we're talking about a specific dog. Draw
oaral lels with 11.

. Still in pairs, pupils choose one of the toys in the
oicture. They write some clues about it, l ike the text
n the speech bubbles, to help other pupils guess
:vhat i t  is.

. C rculate and monitor their work, giving advice where
-eeded. lnvite pairs to give their clues to the class,
:  ̂  shing with What rs if? Encourage the rest of the
: ass to ouess /s it a car? etc.

Pc poge tt @ fott obout gour fovourite
tog

. : :.e children to look at the photo on page 1 1. Say,
.- _. ',t/ favourite toy is big and red. What isitZ Elicit
: -=s: 3^s untr l  they guess what i t  is.

.  , ' ,3-(  ̂9 rn pairs.  pupi ls choose one of the toys in the
:',::, 'e Allow time for them to practise describing it.
: '-: :-€ carrs together to make groups and tell them to

- 
r =:':-: : 'rerr favourrte toys.

o -r'1! :-€ c. nvo groups to repeat their conversations

OC AB poge tt @ Listen ond colour
. Pupils listen to the recording and colour the toys as

described. lf necessary, pause after each instruction and
ask pupils to hold up the correct crayon and point to
the correct toy.

RECORDING 17

The car's pink. The ball's red. The cowboy's orange.
The dinosaur 's purple. The dog's black. The
spaceman's green. The doll's yellow. The teddy
bear's brown.

AB pose t t  @ Find ond wri te
. Tell the children to follow the lines and complete the

sentences.

KEY 1. l ts a bal l .  2.  l ts  a dol l .  3.  l t 's  a doq.
4. lt's a car.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how well they feel they've worked in

the Toys unit. Ask them to look at the English
Adventure section at the bottom of Activity Book page
1 1. They should colour in the 'OK' face if they feel they
could have done better, 'good' if they've worked well
and 'fantastic' if they've done really well. Tell them you
are very pleased with all of them. Say Well done!

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Choose one of the toys in the photo on Pupil's
Book page 1 1. Ask a pupil to say one sentence
about it, e.g. lt isn't black. Ask another pupil to
repeat the sentence and to add a second
sentence. Continue for as long as possible, then
start again with another item.
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Recyded target
language

I've got ... ; eyes, ears, teeth,
mouth; big

LESSON I

lleuv target language plural -s; word order: big ears

RECORDING

PRESENTER

PINK MONSTER

18

This is a story about monsters.
l've got six eyes. You haven't got
six eyes. l 've got big ears. You
haven't got big ears. l 've got big
teeth.
And l've got a big ... mouth! Grrr!

Proct ice
. Tell the pupils you are going to draw another monster.

Ask: Big or small? and draw a big or small circle,
depending on what the pupils have said. Ask: How
many eyes? ... Big or small? and add the eyes.
Repeat with ears, mouths and teefh. Leave the
picture on the board.

o Invite volunteers to come and draw other monsters
while you ask the class the same questions.

o Point to each monster in turn. Elicit the words for facial
features by pointing and beginning a spoken
description which pupils complete, e.g. Big - teeth. Six
small - eyes. A big - mouth. Three big - ears.

9io ABpoge 12 Q Listen ond colour
. Pupils listen and colour the monster as instructed.

RECORDING 19

Number 1 is purple. Number 2 is red. Number 3 is
blue. Number 4 is green.

AB pose l2 @ Reod ond circte
. Ask pupils to look at the monster they coloured in in

Activity 1. Read the first sentence and ask: Yes or no?
Elicit No.

. Pupils complete the activity rn pairs. Then ask different
pupils to read out each sentence and ask the class Yes
or no?

KEY 1. No. 2. No. 3. Yes. 4. No. 5. Yes.

Ending the lesson
. Play the recording of the Monsters lnc. characters

again. Ask pairs of volunteers to come to the front to
act the dialogue. The more confident pupils can try and
act without their books.

Divide the class into two teams. Draw a vertical
line down the middle of the board and allocate
one side of the board to each team. Call out:
Three small eyes ... One big mouth, etc. A pupil
from each team runs to the board and draws
what you have said. The first correct drawing
wins a point for the team. Continue until every
pupil has had a turn at drawing.

Receptive language How many ... ?; You haven't
got... ; monster.

Materials toy flashcards; classroom
objects flashcards
(homemade); Blu-Tak;
(optional) 2 large pieces of
paper; (optional) different
coloured board pens or
chalks

Worm-up
r Revise colours by saying: Touch something red ... .

Touch something blue, etc. lf you prefer that pupils
remain seated, say: Point to something red. etc. Revise
toy words by holding up toy flashcards and saying, e.g.
It's a spaceman. Yes or no? ... No. What rs it? Keep the
pupils alert by making lots of deliberate mistakes.

Presentotion
. Ask pupils (in L1) to look through Unit 2 of the Pupil's

Book and find the jigsaw piece. (lt 's on page 13.)Ask
them to guess the theme of the new unit. Tell them
they are going to learn the English words for parts of
the face. Tell them they are also going to meet lots of
monsters. Model the word rnonsfers.

o Draw a monster on the board. Give him three eyes, two
ears, a big mouth with four sharp teeth. Point to each
feature in turn and say the word: eyes, ears, mouth,
teeth. After a few repetitions, point to the features
wrthout speaking and ask the class to chorus the word.

. Point to the eyes and ask: How many eyes? Count the
qps aloud in English, encouraging the pupils to count
wrth you. Write: fhree eyes on the board. Continue in
the same way with ears, mouths and teeth.

C3o PB poee t2 Q Look ond listen.
Then reod

r A,lbrr pupils a few minutes to look at the pictures. Play
fie first sentence of the recording (Ihis is a story about
mtrtstec), then elicit or say the name of the film
,tlomters /rrc. Ask (in L1) if anyone has seen the film.

. Fat $e recording for the first picture. Pupils repeat it,
ncth a mudr expression as possible. Encourage them to
sond a if they are really showing off, emphasising /'ve
gd eadr time. Do the same with the other pictures. Play
t!"'e uftde recording while the children read and join in.
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LESSON 2

terr target language chin, monster, scary
How many (eyes)?

Recyded target
language

Worm-up

face, hair nose, eyes, eas,
teeth, mouth

. Ask four or five confident pupils to come to the front
of the cfass. Tell them Touch your ears. Check that all
are touching their ears. Continue with mouth, eyes and
teeth.

. Repeat in any order, increasing the pace. The rest of
the class watch the demonstration and keep a look out
for mistakes.

1f : PB pose t3 @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Play the recording and tell pupils to point to each word
as they hear it.

RECORDING 20

A face. An eye. Teeth. Hair. An ear. A mouth.
A drin. A nose.

. Book closed. Play the recording again and tell the
pupils to point to the correct parts of their own face.
Tell them (in L1) to listen and point once more,
watching their partners at the same time and
monitoring for errors.

. Play Simon says and include all the words for parts of
the face Simon says touch your chin, etc. Include
numbers, e.g. Simon says touch three noses. Pupils will
have to borrow other people3 faces!

?! pose t3 @ Picture cords
. fupils cut out the eight picture cards showing faces.

Ttey lay them out face up on their desks. Give short
descriptions - just two or three words of what appears
on each card, e.g. an eye ... a big nose... brown hair.
fupils must hold up the correct card.

a" PB poge t3 @ Sing
o Te{l the children to look at the oicture and ask them

' n Ll ) what they can see. Do they think the mask is
frghtening? Play the song while the pupils follow the
u.ords. Ask them to guess the meaning of scary.

o Books closed. Play the song again. This time, pupils
pBnt to the different parts of their faces as they are
rploned. Books open. Play the song once more.
Errot rage the pupils to sing along.

AB pose 13 @ Reod ond motch
r Working individually or in pairs, pupils draw lines

linking the words to the different parts of the
girlS face.

. Afterwards, explain the distinction between a and an:
we use an in front of words beginning with a, e. i, o,
u, because it would be hard to say, e.g. 'a ear'. (There
are a small number of exceptions to this rule - e.g. a
useful box - but they all involve relatively advanced
vocabulary.)

AB poge 13 @ Drow ond write o or on
. Pupils read the captions and draw the appropriate

face part in the boxes. They complete the caption with
a or an.

Ending the lesson
. Five pupils come to the front of the class and stand in

a row. Ask the class: How many noses? Elicit Five. Ask,
e.g. How many eyes? (ten). Continue in the same way
with eyes, ears, mouths, faces and chrns. As a joke,
ask: How many teeth? but do not expect a proper
answer!

Pupils work in pairs. Each pupil draws a monster's
face, but keeps the picture hidden.

Pupils take turns to describe their monster to
their partner, e.g. Three big eyes. Two mouths.
One small ear Circulate and listen. Check that
they are adding the plural -s where necessary.
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lF
LESSON

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Colours; fm brg); l've got ...

l'm a (monster); Find the
monster What colour is it?;
Look at me!; (thre gren
teeth).

Worm-up
. Play the Simon says game from Lesson 2. Then sing the

song from PupilS Book page 13.

9'f o pB poges tt ond t5 @ Listen, point
ond sog

. Pupils look at the big picture on pages 14 and '15.
After one minute, ask them to close their books and to
telf you what they saw. Ask: How many monste62 Tell
them to open their books again to check.

o Pupils look at the picture and listen to the recording.
They point to each monster as it is described. Pause
and check each time.

. Ask pupils (in L1) how many more monsters are in the
picture but not in the recording. (3.)

RECORDING 22
MoNsrER I l'm a monster. l'm big. l've got two

eyes, a nose and a mouth. Grrr!
GIRL Find the monster. What colour is it?

It's blue and purple.
MoNsrER 4 l'm a monster. l've got teeth and one

big eye.
GIRL Find the monster. What colour is it?

Itt green.
MoNsrER 6 l'm a monster. l'm big. l've got five

eyes.
GIRL Find the monster. What colour is it?

It's blue.
MoNsrER 2 I'm a monster. l've got two eyes. l've

got big teeth. Snap!
GIRL Find the monster. What colour is it?

It's purple. lt's a scary monster.

Proctice
. Tell pupils (in L1)that you are going to describe one of

the remaining monsters. Say: l've got a red nose. Pupils
must say which monster you are (e.9. It's brown), then
ask a child to describe another one of the three
remaining monsters.

o Pupils continue the activity in pairs. One pupil chooses
any of the seven monsters and describes it: the other
pupil guesses which monster it is. Then pupils change
roles.

T14

€fo pB poses tl ond t5 @ Listen ond reod
o Tell the pupils to look at the picture while you play the

recording. Ask them to point to the monsterS teeth.
o Ask them (in Ll) which English sound is represented by

the letters printed in blue. Elicit the [i:] sound and ask
the class to listen for it while you play the recording
again. How many times do they hear the [i:] sound?

. Tell pupils to listen while you say some words. They
must stand up if they hear [i:] Me. Car. Three. Friday.
Dinosaur. Please. Ball. Cheese. Green. Pen. Red. Teeth.
See.

AB pose lt @ Look ond write
. Pupils look at the first picture. Read the text aloud,

pausing at each gap to elicit the missing word.
o Working in pairs, pupils talk about the other two

pictures and complete the sentences, choosing words
from the box.

KEY 1. l've got two eyes, tvvo ears and a nose. l've got
a chin. 2. l've got hair. l've got one eye. l've got a
mouth. 3. l've got a big face. l've got one big eye.

AB posc l[ @ Count ond write
. Pupils look at the monsteq count its various features,

and write the totals in the speech bubble.

KEY 1. l've got one ear. 2. l've got one nose. 3. l've got
three eyes. 4. I've got eleven teeth. 5. l've got one
mouth.

Ending the lesson
o Pupils work in small groups. They take turns saying one

true sentence about themselves - I've got brown eyes.
l've got two ears. l've got white teeth. etc. - without
repeating anybody elseS sentence.

Books closed. Give each child a blank sheet of
paper. Play any one of the recorded descriptions
from Activity 5 in the Pupil's Book. Tell pupils to
draw a monster'that fits the description.

Pupils compare pictures: do they all match the
description? Play it again to check.



LETSSON t

ltrytarget language righg wrong; I haven't got.

maptlve language What's missing?

Worrn-up
. lbllthe pupils (in Ll) that you are going to draw some

faes on the board: they have to say whatS missing.
Draw a face with no nose. Ask: What's missing? and
e$cit nose. Repeat with other parts of the face.

Cio ?! poee t5 @ Listen ond sog right
o? w?ong

. Tell the class to look at the picture of the monster. Read
the speech bubble I haven't got a nose. Ask: RrghtT
Wrong? Underline meaning by showing thumbs up or
thumbs down - or whatever gestures your pupils will
rrognise. Elicit Rrght.

. Point to yourself and say: I haven't got green teeth.
REht? Wrong? Elicit Rrghf. Then say: I haven't got tvvo
ars. Right? Wrong? ElicitWrong.

o Write two headings on the board: l've got and I
laven't got. Say:. blue ears and point from one
heading to the other, reading them aloud. Confirm that
the correct choice is I haven't gof. Write: I haven't got
bhle ears under the 'haven't got' heading.

. Proceed in the same way with tvvo eyes. Write: /'ve got
tvro ey6 under the 'l 've got' heading. Elicit suggestions
for other l've got and haven't got sentences.

. Play the recording. Pupils listen and point to each
rnonster as it is described. Pause the recording after
eadr description and encourage pupils to say Right or
Wrong.

RECORDING 24

Boy l'm monster number 6. I haven't got a nose.
Gnr Right.
BOY

GAI

rcY

l'm monster number 5.
Wrong.
l'm monster number 7.
mouth.
Wrong.
l'm monster number 4.
Ri9ht.
l 'm monster number 2.
Ri9ht.
l 'm monster number 1.
Wrong.

l've got red hair.

I haven't got a

l've got one big eye.

l've got big teeth.

I haven't got a nose.

GNL

rcY
GML

rcY
Gm_
MV

GML

PB poges 14 ond 15 @ Look. Then sog
. Pupils work in pairs. They take turns to be one of the

monsters in the picture on pages 14-15. They should
describe themselves as in the model in Activity 8,
making sentences with haven't got Their partner
guess which monster they are. Circulate, listen and
help.

&" AB pose ts @ Listen ond drow the
monster

o Play the recording, pausing it where necessary to give
pupils time to draw.

RECORDING 25

l'm a scary monster. l've got one big eye. t've got
three small ears. l've got red hair. I haven't got a
nose. l 've got a big mouth and six big teeth.

o Find a pupil who has drawn the monster correctly and
ask him or her to describe it, beginning I've got.The
others check their own drawings.

AB pose 15 @ Look, reqd ond complete
. Pupils look at the monster. Read the example aloud,

pausing after /'ve got to elicit eyes. Go through the
other sentences orally if you feel it's necessary.

. Pupils complete the activity in pairs.

KEY '1. l 've got eyes. 2. l 've got a big mouth. 3. l 've got
big teeth. 4. I haven't got a nose. 5. I haven't got ears.

Ending the lesson
. Pupils sit in a circle facing each other. Hold a ball and

say: I haven't got blue han. Then throw the ball to a
pupil, who must say another true sentence beginning
I haven't gof. Continue until everyone has spoken.
They are not allowed to repeat a sentence.

Ask pupils to take out their monster picture cards.
lndividually or in pairc, they choose one or more
cards (depending on the time available) and write
two speech bubbles for the monsters shown. One
bubbfe should begin l've gof; the other, I havent
got Circulate, read the sentences and try to guess
which monster is speaking.
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-

I LEssoN
neclrcled target
language

l'm a ... (scary monste);
I've got ... (a yellow face);
My name is ... .

Receptive fanguage That's great; mask

Worm-up
. Make statements about yourself. Ask pupils if what you

say is right or wrong. Revise as many structures as
possible l'm eight. Right or wrong? ... I've got tvvo
qes. I'm big. I haven't got four ears. I'm purple. l've
got a nose. l'm a dinosaur. l've got green hair. I haven't
got a blue nose. l've got a scary face. etc.

CIo PB pose t6 (O Listen ond reod.
Then oct

r Pupils look at the two cartoons on page 16. Ask them
(in L1) what Beth and Yasmin are doing. Elicit
descriptions of the two masks a yellow face, a big
green nose, tvvo big teefh, etc. Pupils listen to the
recording and follow in their books.

RECORDING 26

BErH l'm a scary monster! l've got a yellow face
and black hair! Whooo!

yAsMrN That's great, Beth ... l've got a red face,
big eyes and a big mouth! Grrrl

. fupils work in pairs, role-playing Beth and Yasmin. Play
the recording again and have pupils join in with their
parts. Repeat, with the pupils changing roles. Then ask
them to practise the dialogue with their partners.

?t poge 16 @ mote o mosk. Then sog
. tupils look at the girl and boy in the photograph.

Explain (in L1) that they have been making masks, like
Beth and Yasmin. Read aloud what the girl says. Read
again, pausing before the key phrases - black hair and
green nose - and elicit these from the pupils.

. Girre pupils paper plates or pieces of card to make their
orrrn masks. There is no need to make holes for the
eles, etc. as the masks will not be tied to the face.

o Flave a stock of wool, sticky paper, glitter etc. for pupils
to decorate their masks. While pupils work, circulate
ild ask them to describe their masks to you. They
should hold up their mask like the girl in their books,
and give a description beginning l've got.

#fo AB poec t5 O Listen ond write
. Pupils listen to the recording and decide which mask

belongs to which child.

. Pause the recording to allow them time to write the
correct names.

KEY 1. Harry 2. Beth 3. Joe 4. Yasmin

RECORDING 27

BETH l'm a scary monster. l've got a big white
face. l 've got small, black teeth. l 'm Beth.

yAsMrN l've got black hair. l 've got a big mouth.
I haven't got teeth. l 'm Yasmin.

HARRY l've got three eyes. I haven't got hair.
l 've got big ears. l 'm Harry.
l've got big teeth. l 've got black hair.
l 'm Joe.

AB pogc 15 @ Drow o monster. Then
write

. Tell pupils to draw a monster's face, then write a
description of the monster. While they work, circulate
and help as necessary.

. Individuals show their drawing and read their
description to the class.

Ending the lesson
. Invite pupils to come to the front with their masks,

hold them in front of their faces, and say their
descriptions beginning I've got.

. Ask pupils to write their names on their masks. Collect
them in for the next lesson.

Shuffle the masks and distribute them randomly
to the pupils. Ask a volunteer to stand up and
describe their mask, beginning l've got. The other
pupils must find the mask in question. Pupils
repeat the activity.
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$eO target
trqr.ge

Parts of tace; I've got;
I haven't got; I'm a
(dinonu); l'm (big).

l.EssoN 6

bfgct language head; l've got no ...
(hairlears).

AB pose 17 @ Write obout gourself
. Pupils write sentences to describe their faces, beginning

l've got or I haven't got. Encourage them to use therr
imaginations for the 'haven't got' sentences, e.g. /
haven't got a blue nose. I haven't got t heads.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how wellthey feelthey've worked in

the Monsters unit. Ask them to look at the English
Adventure section at the bottom of Activity Book page
17. They should colour in the 'OK' face if they feel they
could have done better, 'good' if they've worked well
and 'fantastic' if they've done really well. Tell them you
are very pleased with all of them. Say: Well done!

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Ask pupils (in Ll) if they can think of any other
famous monsters. They may know of the Loch
Ness Monste4 King Kong, Big Foot or
Frankenstein's monster. There may be legends of
monsters specific to their own country or region.

Elicit sentences about these monsters in English,
using the texts on Pupil's Book page 17 as models.
Write them on the board. Ask pupils to choose
one of the descriptions and copy it to make a
classroom display. They can draw pictures of the
monsters or look for magazine pictures to
illustrate their work.

Worn-up
. --au ,crit ail the masks on a table at the front of the

nx< d5l each pupil (in L1) to describe his or her mask,
begrinnrng l've got. Once the description is given, ask
aother pupil to find the right mask on the table and
qsilore rt to its owner.

€ = ?! posc t7 @ tisten. Then reod ond
motch

. t{l the pupils (in L1) they are going to read about
srE nrythical monsters. Ask them if they recognise
ay of the creatures at the top of page '17. Do they
rcpr,u wtrich countries these legends come from?

USIE - Some people believe that yetis really exist in
:i€ Hrrrulayas. The Hydra and Cyclops are from Greek
1'rology. The Kraken is from Noruuegian legend, and
s probably based on the giant squid.

o aprb l6ten to the description of the Cyclops and
,fu[otr in their books. Pause the recording after the
ecnption and say: Point to the monster. Ensure that
ef€i.yone is pointing to picture 4. Ask: One, tvvo, three
q{utr? Elicit Four. Play the next line of the recording
to cmfirm the answer.

o Roeed in the same way for the remaining
Gcriptbns.

fY (a) Cyclops - picture 4. (b) Yeti - picture 1.
d,l-lt#d - picture 2. (d) Kraken - picture 3.

Fqr r l  @ Describe the dinosour
. Ftpib look at the picture of the dinosaur. Read the text

ild eficn suggestions as to how it might continue,
e-g l"re gat a big mouth, big teeth and tuvo eyes.

. fi.rpils wnte a description of the dinosaur. Circulate and
i@ a necssary. When they have finished, invite
tr9is to read their description to the class.

Itq: r? O Drow gour foce. Then
wri te ond motch

o ft{ils faw their own faces, using the face shape as a
tFiR El them (in L'l) to give themselves nice big
lnilb so trat freir teeth are showing. They then arrow
nn rd l&l fie different parts of their face face, haif
qlci etl rlcor,, mouth, teeth and chrn. Write these
ffi cl the board as prompts, if necessary.
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tEssoN 2

Rsision Parts of the face; Toys

l've got alan ... ; I haven't got
alan . . .  .

Worm-up
Play Simon says to reactivate words for parts of the face.
Incf ude chin, teeth and har in the game.

P8 poge 18 Boord gome
. Remind pupils of the object of the game: to collect all

the items that have fallen out of the van. This time
they have to collect the parts of Mr Potato Head's face
as well as the toys.

. Divide the class into two teams as before. Write the
names: Woody and Buzz on the board (or cowboy and
spaceman), with the list of toys between them. Draw a
blank outline of Mr Potato Head's face under each
team name.

. Play the game as in Lesson 1 but this time, when pupils
land on a face part, draw it in the Mr Potato Head
outline which belongs to their team. Play continues
until one team has collected all the toys and all the
face oarts.

. Once the game has been completed by the class as a
whole, organise pupils to play the game again in pairs.
Go round listening and helping where needed.

Proct ice
o Use a game of Bingo to practise I've got and I haven't

got.

. With the whole class, brainstorm all the words they
have learned for toys. Encourage them to think beyond
the words in the Pupil's Book and remember the
favourite toys they discussed in Unit 1 Lesson 5. Write
all the toys on the board.

. Give each pupil a sheet of paper and ask them to
divide it horizontally and vertically into four. Each pupil
should choose four of the toys listed on the board and
draw them on their sheet. lf time is short, they can
simply write the word.

. Read out words for toys in any order. When pupils hear
you say one of the toys they have drawn, they tick
their drawing. The first pupil to tick all four of his or
her toys calls out Bingo! and is the winner. Ask them
to read back their toys, using l've got.

o Ask other pupils to tell you what toys they've got.
Point to 'toy' words on the board and elicit sentences
about the toys you are pointing to, beginning I've got
or I haven't got.

AB poge 19 @ Look ond complete
. Pupils follow the strings to see which toys belong to

which child. They then complete the speech bubbles
saying which toys they have and which toy they
haven't got.

KEY (Order of toys may vary) 1. I've got a doll, a dog
and a drnosaur. I haven't got a car, 2. l've got a car,
a dinosaur and a dog. I haven't got a doll.

AB pose 19 @ Look ond write
. Pupils look at the pictures and write the words in the

correct boxes either across or down the grid.

KEY 1. face 2. hair 3. teeth 4. eve 5. chin 6. nose
7. ear

Round-up

. Play Musical Flashcards - The class stands in a circle.
Take two or three of the 'face' flashcards and give
them to different pupils placed evenly around the
circle. Play some music and ask the pupils to pass the
flashcards clockwise round the circle. Stop the music
from time to trme and elicit sentences from the pupils
holding the cards, e.g. t've got a mouth. Be ready to
correct mistakes of a and an in the case of an eye and
an ear.

. Substitute other 'face' flashcards and continue.

. Round off the lesson with the scary monster song from
Unit  2 (Recording 21).
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LESSON I

New target language he's got, she's got; long,
short.

Recycled target
language

I've got... ; word order (big
teeth); head, arms, feet; hat,
coat; big, small

Receptive fanguage beast, boots; very; Oh, no!;
your

Worm-up
. Ask pupils if they can remember any of the sentences

they wrote about their faces, beginning I've got o( I
haven't got. Organise the activity as a team game, if
you wish. Teams take it in turns to supply different
sentences.

. Then sing the scary monster song from Pupil's Book
page 13.

. Ask the pupils to look through Unit 3 of the Pupil's
Book to find the jigsaw piece. (lt 's on page 24.) Ask
them to guess (in Ll)the theme of the new unit. Tell
them they are going to learn the English words for
parts of the body.

o Focus on the unit title - Everyone's different! - and
explain what it means.

Presentot ion
. Make a 'big' gesture with your hands and say: brg.

Then gesture 'small' with your hands and elicit smal/.

o Draw a big pair of boots on the board, like those in the
story on Pupil's Book page 20. Say: big boofs. Draw a
small pair of feet and elicit small feet. Draw a big hat
and say: big hat. Next to the hat, draw a tiny head and
elicit smal/ head.

o Draw a long line on the board. run your finger right
along it, and say: long. Draw a short line along the
board, run your finger along it and say: shorf. Reinforce
long and short by pointing to examples in the
classroom (pupils' hair, rulers, pencils, etc.) and eliciting
long and short.

o c PB pose 2o Q Look ond listen.
Then reod

. lf you have any Beauty and the Beast pictures or
models, show them to the class. Otheruvise, quickly
show the story on page 20 and elicit the name of the
f i lm in 11. Ask ( in Ll)  what the pupi ls know about the
film. Teach the name in English Beauty and the Beast.

. Pupils open their books at page 20. Ask (in L1) what is
happening in the first picture. Ask them whose boots
they might be. (They're the beast's.)

. Pupils listen and point to the character who is
speaking.

RECORDING 29

sroRyrELLER This is a story about a girl and a
beast.

HAT STAND

GIRL

CANDLESTICK

GIRL

BEAST

Your boots.
Oh, no! l 've got smal l feet.
Het got big feet.
He's got long arms ... And he's got a
very big head!
She's got my hat!

. Play the recording again while the pupils join in. Then
divide the class into four parts: hat stand, girl,
candlestick, beast. Play the recording again while they
read their oarts.

AB pose 2o Q Reod ond motch
. Pupils read each sentence and decide whether it

describes the beast or the girl. They draw lines
connecting the sentences to the appropriate character,
as in the examole.

AB poge 20 @ Reod ond colour
. Tell the pupils to look at the speech bubble. Read the

text aloud, then ask pupils to colour the picture as
described.

Ending the lesson
. Pupi ls work individual ly or in pairs.  Tel l  them ( in L1) to

draw pairs of objects that are either small and big, or
long and short. Give them some examples, e.g. a big
house and a small house; a short snake and a long
snake. They don't need to know the name of the
objects in English. Ask each group to hold up their
pictures and say big - small or short - long.

Ask pupils (in Ll) to imagine that the beast in
the story is describing himself, l ike the mythical
monsters they saw on Pupil's Book page 17. What
might he say? Working in pairs, they write a short
speech for the beast, beginning I'm a beast. I've
got . . .  .

Record some of the descriptions and let pupils
listen to themselves.
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LESSON 2

l{evv target language finger; toe, foot; alan.

Recycled target
language

head, arms, legs, feet, eyes,
haic hand, body

Receptive fanguage keep moving, keep moving
everyone!

Worm-up
. Read sentences from the story on Pupil's Book page 20.

Pause before key words (feet, arms, head, hat) and see
if  pupi ls can supply them.

'* o pB pose 2t @ S:ng
r Sing the first verse of the song - the part that appears

on page 21 -and march on the spot.  Hold up one
finger, then one hand, at the appropriate moments.

. Ask the class to stand. Sing the verse again and
encourage pupils to join in the actions.

. Sing the second verse, introducing foe and foot. Touch
the tip of your shoe on toe, then slap the side of your
shoe on foot. Sing the verse again and encourage
pupils to join in with the actions.

o Now play the recorded version of the song,
encouraging pupils to sing along. Let the song run
on to the end. For the remaining body words in the
song - arm, leg, body and head - slap those parts of
your own body. Each line is repeated three times, so
pupils should be able to pick up the actions.

. Say the different body words slowly and clearly, tn any
order, and ask pupils to touch the corresponding part
of themselves.

. Pupils sit down, open their books at page 21, and look
at the photos of the boy and girl. Read out the body
words (preceded by a or an) in any order. Ask pupils to
repeat and point to the word. Draw their attention to
foot and feet. Explain (in Ll)that in English we don't
say foots, we say feet.

. Ask them to look at the song text. Ask (in L1) if there
are any words they don't know. Explain Keep moving,
everyone.

Picture cards
. Pupils cut out the eight picture cards. Give them time

to put together their own cards and form the
character. Say different parts of the body and ask
pupils to point to the corresponding picture card.

Spinner gome
. For this game, each pupil will need their set of picture

cards. You will also need to make some hexagonal
cardboard spinners, with the numbers 1-8 written on
them. Push a cocktail stick through the middle of each
spinner to serve as an axis. Secure it with a blob of
ldex glue.

. Hold up each of the corresponding flashcards in turn,
elicit the correct word. then stick the flashcard on the
board. Ask different pupils to come to the board and
write the correct word next to each picture. Then write
numbers 1-8 next to the pictures.

. Divide the class into two teams. Ask one pupil from
each team to take a turn spinning the spinner and
saying the number. Look at the board and say which
part of the body the number represents. They must say
a or an before each word, except in the case of feet.

. The pupils in that team place the corresponding card
face up on their desk. The aim is to be the first team to
complete the figure.

AB poge 2l O Reod ond motch
. Explain (in L1)that in each picture the beast has part of

his body bandaged. Ask a pupil to read the first word,
head. Pupils follow the line to picture 2.

o Working in pairs, pupils read the words and link them
to the appropriate picture.

KEY head - 2, foot - 8, finger - 6, leg - 3, hand - 7,
arm - 1, toe - 4, body - 5

ABpoge2l O Circle the words. Then
write

. Pupils look for nine body words in the word-search
puzzle. Warn them that words may read horizontally or
vertically. They should write the word beside the
appropriate picture.

KEY 1. head 2. foot 3. finger 4. arm 5. feet 6. body
7. hand 8. leg 9. toe

Ending the lesson
o Hum the tune of the song, without playing the

recording. Touch parts of yourself in sequence, but see
if pupils can supply the words.

Put the pupils in pairs. In each pai[ one pupil is
'1' and the other is '2'.

Pupils stand facing their partner. Tell them (in Ll)
that they are fooking in a mirror. iay:. Number l:
arm! ln each pair? pupil 1 moves an arm and pupil
2 mirrors the movement. Then say:. Number 2:
head.

Continue with armt leg, legs, foot, feet, hand,
hands, body and even hair - they could lift it up!
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LESSON 3

New target language hair

Recycled target
language

rightlwrong; he's got (big
teeth ... )

Worm-up
o Ask: What day is it? ... What's your favourite day? Go

on to revise questions learned so far. Ask individuals:
What's your name? How old are you? What's your
favourite colour? Once a pupil has answered, say:
Good. Ask Maria, etc. so that the pupil relays the
question to another pupil.

. Then sing the scary monster song from Pupil's Book
page 13 (Recording 20), or play Simon says to revise
parts of the body Simon says touch your arm eIc.

Presentotion
. Ask a boy and a girl to come to the front of the class.

Point to the girl and say: She's got two arms. Right or
wrong? Elicit the answer Rrght Point to the boy and
say: He's got three /egs. Elicit Wrong. Make other
statements using known vocabulary, varying between
He's got and 5he3 gof.

o Write examples on the board and remind pupils of the
distinction between 5he3 and He3.

E{o PB poges 22oind23 @ Listen ond sog
right or wrong

. Pupils look atthe big picture on pages 22 and 23. Ask
them (in L1) if they know the story. fihe man thinks
the beast is bad. He wants to attack him. The girl is
looking at the beast in a magic mirror. She knows that
he is really good.)

. Ask the class to look at the picture of the beast in the
mirror as they listen to the recording. Explain (in L1)
that they will hear a boy talking about the beast, then
the girl will say Right or Wrong. Play the recording,
pausing before the girl replies to elicit answers from the
class.

RECORDING 31

BoY He's got two heads.
GIRL Wrong. He's got one head.
BoY He's got two legs.
GIRL Right.
BoY He's got small feet.
GIRL Wrong. He's got big feet.
BoY He's got short fingers.
GIRL Wrong. He's got long fingers.
BoY He's got big teeth!
crRL Right.

. Working in pairs, pupils write down three wrong
sentences about the beast.

T22

. Put the pairs together to make groups of four. Pupils
take turns to read one of their sentences. The others
try to correct.

. Early finishers can write three wrong sentences about
the gir l .

ai o PB poges tT ond 22 @ Listen ond reod
. Ask pupils to turn back to page '17 and look at the

picture of the Yeti. Say: lt's got lots of hair. lt's hairy. lt's
got a hairy head and a hairy body. Go back to page 22
and focus on the picture of the beast. Ask: ls he hairy?

r Practise the sound [h]. Tell pupils to put a hand in front
of their mouth. They should be able to feel the air
being expelled as they say [h].

. Play the recording while the pupils listen and read.
Then say the sentence together, slowly at first, then
faster and faster.

. Ask pupils to think of other words beginning with
an H.

AB pose 22 @ Reod ond circle
. Working alone or in pairs, pupils read the five

sentences about the beast and decide if they are right
or wrong.

KEY 1. No 2. No 3. Yes 4. Yes 5. No

AB pose 22 @ Wrlte He or She
. Pupils complete the sentences using He or She.

KEY 1. He 2.  She 3.  She 4.  He

Ending the lesson
. End by singing the song from Lesson 2 (Recording 30).

Give each pupil a piece of blank paper. Tellthem
to write right on one side and wrong on the
other.

Ask the class to look at the pictures of the girl
and the beast on Pupil's Book page 20. They must
listen as you say sentences about the characters,
and hold up their paper to show if what you said
was right or wrong.

Say: 5he3 got big hands. Check that everyone is
holding up wrong. Then say a 'right' sentence.



LESSON 4

New target language HelShe hasn't got; blond
hair.

Recycled target
language

HeSlShe's got; smalL big, long;
hah feet, head, hands, arms;
Colours

Worm-up
. Ask a boy and a girl to come to the front of the class.

Repeat the Presentation stage for Lesson 3, making
'right' and 'wrong' sentences about the two pupils He3
got brown hair. etc.

. Teach blondhai, as itwill be useful later, when pupils
have to describe their friends.

. Ask the boy and girl to go back to their places.

Presentotion
. Circulate in the classroom, stand by another pupil and

say a 'wrong' sentence, e.g. 5he3 got blue harr. Elicit
Wrong.

. Model She hasn't got blue hair. She's got black hair -
or whatever colour it is. Give further examples of
hasn't, using other pupils.

. Write two headings on the board: has got and hasn't
got Record two or three sentences under each heading
He's got brown hair. He hasn't got green eyes. etc.

Proct ice
. Ask pupils to think of a 'hasn't got'sentence about

one of their friends. Sentences could involve short hair
or long hair; blond, black, brown or red hair; strangely
coloured eyes, hands or teeth; or preposterous numbers
of arms, legs, etc. Pupils can write their sentences on a
piece of papel so that you can correct the English
beforehand and veto any ideas which might be hurtful.

. Pupils turn to the friend in question and read out their
sentence.

9J * PB poges 22 crnd 23 @ Listen, reod ond
sog right or wnong

. Pupils look at the picture of the girl dancing with the
beast. Ask someone to read the first sentence. Ask:
Right or wrong?

. Play the recording, pausing the machine after each
sentence. Elicit Rrght or Wrong.

RECORDING 33

1
GIRL She's got short hair.
BoY Wrong.

2
GIRL

BOY

3
GIRL

BOY

4
GIRL

BOY

5
GIRL

BOY

He hasn't got small feet.
Right.

He hasn't got a big head.
Wrong.

She hasn't got big hands.
Right.

He's got long arms.
Right.

4lf'" PBposes 22ond23 @ Listen. Then sog
with o friend

. Play the recording. Then say another wrong sentence,
e.g. 5he3 got short hair. Elicit Nq she3 got long hair.

. In pairs, pupils alternately make or correct wrong
sentences about the girl and the beast.

AB pose 23 @ Reod ond motch
. Pupils read the sentences and decide which person is

being described. They write the number of the picture
next to the sentence.

KEYl-2.2- 1.3-4.4-3.

AB pose 23 @ Look ond complete
o Tell the pupils to look at the picture and have a pupil

read out the words in the box. Read out the first
sentence (She's got small ears), and have the pupils
point to the gir ls ears. Check that they are al l  point ing
to the girl. Put them in pairs to complete the exercise,
then have different pupils read out their completed
senlences.

KEY 1. smal l  2.  long 3. big 4. big 5. short  6.  smal l

Ending the lesson
. Invite three boys or three girls to stand at the front.

Choose one of them and describe him or her, using
hasn't got sentences only. Can the class guess who you
are talking about?

. Repeat with different pupils. Then ask for volunteers to
come and make hasn't got sentences.

Play Guess Who? one pupil leaves the room.
The others choose one person in the class. The
pupil outside returns.

Pupils take turns to say one sentence describing
the chosen person, without looking at him or her.
They can use got or hasnt got The pupil who
went outside tries to guess who is being
described.
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LESSON 5

Recycled target
language

HelShe has got; HelShe
hasn't got; long/short;
biglsmall;Body

. Pupi ls l isten to the recording and match the names and
the pictures.

KEY 1. Beth 2. Yasmin 3. Harrv 4. Joe

RECORDING 36

Harry's got short arms. He's got big eyes but he
hasn't got a nose.

Beth's got big hands and long f ingers. She hasn' t
got hair .

Yasmin's got long legs, but she hasn't got feet.

Joe's got big feet,  big hands and a big mouth. He
hasn't got ears.

AB pose 24 @ Write
. Pupils complete sentences relating to the children s

drawings in Activity 9.

KEY 1. Hes got big eyes. He hasn' t  got a nose. 2. She's
got big hands. She hasn' t  got hair .  3.  Hes got a big
mouth. He hasn' t  got ears. 4.  Sheb got long legs. She
hasn't got feet.

Ending the lesson
. Put the pupi ls in groups of s ix and give each chi ld a

number from 1 to 6. ( l f  the last group has fewer than
six pupi ls,  some people can have two numbers.)

.  Tel l  them they are going to draw a person together:  1
draws a f ace,2 draws two arms, 3 draws two leqs, 4
draws a body, 5 draws two feet, 6 draws two hands.
Begin by calling out Number 4, so that the body gets
drawn f i rst .  Then cal l  the other numbers at random.

. When the drawings are complete, el ic i t  descr ipt ions of
each one.

Pupi ls imagine that a gir l  or a boy is looking at
her- or himself in a distorting mirror. On a loose
sheet of papei they write three sentences
describing the funny ref lect ion, beginning
ihe'slHe's got or ShelHe hasn't got.

They exchange papers with another pupi l .  Pupi ls
draw pictures showing the mirror reflections
described by their friends.

To encourage pupils to make sentences with and
you could wri te a template on the board:
He'slShe's got - -and

Worm-up
.  Play the mirror game from Lesson 2. Then ask al l  the

class to stand. Each pupi l  must remember one of their
hasn't got sentences from the previous lesson
(Practice). Once they have said a sentence correctly,
they can sit down.

PB pose 24 @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. Pupils look at pictures 1 and 2. Ask (in Ll) who the
chi ldren are and what they are doing. (Yasmin, Beth,
Harry and Joe. They are looking in a distorting mirror.)
Ask if anyone has ever seen such a mirror. Where was
it? What did i t  make them look l ike?

. Focus on the f i rst  picture. Ask ( in L1)who is looking in
the mirror.  (Harry.)  Play the recording whi le the pupi ls
look at the pictures. As different parts of the body are
mentioned, ask pupi ls to point to them in the pictures.

RECORDING 35

vASMTN Look at Harry! He's got short legs and a
long body.

JoE And a long face!
vASMTN Look at Beth! She's got small feet.
JoE She's got a big body and short arms.
HARRY She hasn't  got a head!

. Play the recording again. Pause after each sentence and
ask pupils to repeat without reading the text.

PB pose 24 O Drow ond sog
. Hand out drawing paper.  Each pupi l  must draw the

reflection of one of the story children as if that child
was looking at him- or herself in a distorttng mirror. For
example, chi ldren could be given a smal l  head, short
legs or long arms.

.  Hold up individual drawings and make statements
about them, followed by a question, like Yasmin at the
bottom of page 24. Focus on the model, read it aloud
and ensure that everyone has understood.

.  Pupi ls look at each other 's drawings, descr ibe them,
then ouess who is shown.

AB pose 24 O Listen, point ond
write

.  Focus on the four pictures. Explain that they are a
'  young chi ld 's attempts at drawing the chi ldren in

the Pupi ls Book.
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LESSON 6

Recycled target blond
language

Worm-up
. Sing the song from Lesson 2 (Recording 30). Then draw

a funny person (male) on the board, with no hair, big
ears, long arms, short legs, and wheels instead of feet.
Ask the pupils to tell you what's wrong with the picture
He's got long arms. He hasn't got feet etc.

PB pose 25 @ Reod ond motch
. Remind the class about the title of the unit Everyone's

different! Do they remember what it means?
Encourage them to think about all the people in their
school, including children, teachers and helpers. They
are all different and unique.

. Pupils look at the photos on page 25. Explain (in L1)
that you are going to mention details from the photos
and that you want pupils to point to one of the photos
which the details belong to. Say: long hair, short hair
blond hair brown eye5 etc. Include g/asses. touching
your own glasses if you wear them, or'drawing'
glasses on your face with your fingers.

. Ask pupils (in L1)what other details from the photos
you might mention. Provide translations, e.g. curly hair,
dreadlocks, earrings.

. Ask someone to read out sentence 1. Ask the class to
point to the correct picture: b. Pupils then complete the
task in pairs.

KEY2. e 3. f  4.  c 5.  a 6.  d

PB pose 25 O Describe o friend
. Tell pupils (in L1)that you are going to describe one of

your friends: it is another teacher in the school. They
must guess who it is.

. The pupil who names your friend correctly then
describes one of his or her friends: someone from the
class. The others try to guess who it is.

. Again, the pupil who gets the right answer goes on to
describe their friend, and so on.

AB pose 25 @ Drow gour friend. Then
write ond motch

. Pupils draw a picture of a friend. They write seven
more words and arrow them in hair body, arms, hands,
fingers, /egs and feef.

AB pose 25 @ Write
. Puoils write sentences about their drawinqs of their

friends.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how well they feel they've worked in

this unit. Ask them to look at the English Adventure
section at the bottom of Activity Book page 25. They
should colour in the 'OK' face if they feel they could
have done better, 'good' if they've worked well and
'fantastic' if they've done really well. Tell them you are
very pleased with all of them. Say: Well done!

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Ask two volunteers (A and B) to come to the front
of the class. A should stand where B cannot see
him or her. Perhaps they could stand either side
of a large cupboard.

Ask the rest of the class to make sentences about
A beginning HelShe hasn't got or He'slShe's got.
Sentences can be right or wrong. B must listen
carefully to each sentence and reply Right or
Wrong.

Finish by standing out of sight of B yourself and
letting the class make right-or-wrong sentences
about you.
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LESSON I

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

JAFAR

ALADDIN

Numbers 16-20; genie,
lamp, box, magic

How many ... ?

lwant; Don't stop!; Oh no!;
in; box;Welldone!

o(

Worm-up
. Play Touch the colour or any other movement game

which the pupils enjoyed.

Presentot ion
. Ask pupils to look through the pages of the new unit

and find the jigsaw piece. (lt 's on page 31.) Have them
guess (in L1) what the theme of the unit is. (Rooms and
furniture.)

. Ask the pupils to open their Pupil's Books at page 26.
Can they tell you who the characters in this picture
story are?

r Ask the class (in Ll) if they know the story of Aladdin.
(Aladdin is a poor boy who finds a magic lamp with a
genie inside. Jafar, the evil vizier, wants to own the
lamp so that he can rule the country. lago the parrot is
Jafar's assistant.) Tell them that there is plenty of magic
in Unit  4.

PB pose 26 (D toot ond listen.
Then reod

. Play the recording. Pupils follow in their books.

RECORDING 37

sroRyrELLER This is a story about a genie and a
magic lamp.

JAFAR The genie's in the magic lamp. I want
the lamp . . .  The lamp's in the box.

rAGo Two lamps ... sixteen, seventeen,
eighteen, nineteen . . .  Oh, no!
Twenty lamps!
Don't stop.
Wel l  done!

. Ask questions (in L1)to check understanding of the
story. The vizier wants the magic lamp because the
genie is in it. The parrot opens the box where the lamp
is kept, but finds twenty lamps, all identical. The genie
has bewrtched the box to produce lots of fake lamps
and confuse the vizier.

Presentot ion
o Draw a lamp on the board. Ask: What is it? Eltcrt lt's a

lamp.Tell the pupils to look at picture 4 Ask them Hot?
many lamps? Count with the class as far as fifteen, tnen
encourage them to continue with you up to twenry.

o Count from one lo twenty again, all together, then
count backwards from tvventy to one.

. Play the recording again and have the pupils read
along. Then put the pupils in pairs to read the dialogue
without the recordinq.

AB pose 26 (D Reod ond motch
. Pupils match the words to the numerals by drawing

l ine.

AB pose 26 @ Co.rnt the lomps. Write
the number

. Pupils count the lamps and write the total in word form.

KEY Seventeen

9J AB pose 26 O Listen ond colour
. Ask pupils to look at the picture in Activity 2 again.

Ask them (in L1) what they can see in the picture.
Model the English translations a chair, a box, a bird,
lamps,abag,agenie.

. Play the recording twice. then ask them to colour the
Drcture.

RECORDING 38

The chair's red. The box is green. The lamps are
yellow. The bag's orange - and the genie's blue!

Ending the lesson
. You will need to make twenty large word cards

showing the numbers one to twenty in word form, with
the numerals on the reverse. lf your class has fewer
than twenty pupils, leave out the lower numbers.

. Offer the number one flashcard to a pupil. Say: One,
and ask him or her to stand at the front, holding the
card. That pupil then chooses another pupil and says
Two.The second pupil takes the two card and stands
at the front, chooses a third pupil, and says Three.

. Continue until there are twenty pupils standing at the
front, all holding up their cards so that the words are
showing. lf the twenty numbers are not showing in
sequence, ask the pupils to rearrange themselves.

. Check by asking them to turn their cards over to revea
the numerals.

Show pupils collections of rulers, books, p€ns, etc.
There should be between ten and twenty items
in each colfection. Ask: How many rulerc? etc Tell
pupils to write down their guesses.
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LESSON 2

New target language there islthere are; lamp,
carpet, box, cupboard

Recycled target
language

genie; in, on, under; table,
chaif bath, bed, computer

Receptive language Where's the ... ?

Worm-up
. Chorus the numbers from one to tvventy. Then draw

three dashes on the board. Write a number 17 above
the third dash, then point to the first two dashes and
elicit Fifteen. Sixteen. Repeat with other combinations
of numbers and dashes.

Presentotion
. Hold up a bag and a book. Put the book in the bag

and ask: Where's the book? Model ln the bag and ask
the class to repeat. Tell them (in L1) that they are going
to learn English words for saying where things are.

"-'( a PB poge 27 @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Pupils turn to page 27 and look at the picture in
Activity 2. After one minute, ask them to close their
books and tell you what was in the picture. Accept
answers in L'|, but model the English translations,
including the indefinite article A bed. A table. etc.

. Pupils open their books again. Play the first part of
Recording 39. Pupils listen and point to the different
items named.

r Tell the pupils to look at the bedroom picture again.
Ask Where's the doll? Model slowlv and clearlv lhe
doll's in the box.

. Pupils read the three sentences while you play the
second part of the recording, beginning Now listen and
repeat. Ask them to repeat the sentences, pointing to
the doll, the lamp and the book when they are
mentioned.

RECORDING 39

MAN A box. Acupboard. A lamp. A bed.
A table. A chair. A carpet. A bath.

PRESENTER Now listen and repeat.
woMAN The dol l 's in the box. The lamp's on the

cupboard. The book's under the table.

PB poge 27 @ Picture cords
. Tell the pupils to cut out the eight picture cards

showing the genie from Aladdin. Say. Ihe genie's in
the box, and encourage pupils to show you the correct
card. Continue with the other pictures.

9-i "* pB poge 27 @ S:ng
. Tell the pupils to cover the text of the song and look at

the picture. Ask them (in L1) what they can see. Elicit
table, chair box and carpet.

o Point to the spider and model sprder. Ask: Where's the
spider? Elicit /n the box. Pupils keep the text covered,
look at the picture and listen to the recording.

. Ask them to follow the text as you play the song
again. Encourage them to sing along.

AB pose 27 @ l,totctr
. Pupils draw lines linking the words to the appropriate

piece of furniture.

AB pose 27 O Reod ond motch
. Puoils read each sentence and decide which of the four

pictures it describes. They then write the number of the
picture beside the sentence.

KEYa-3. b-2.  c-1.  d-4

Ending the lesson
. Hide one of the f lashcards behind a big book. Slowly

pull it out, so that the class can see part of the picture.
Ask: Where's the genie? Continue revealing the picture
unt i l  the f i rst  pupi l  cal ls the correct answer.

Choose objects that the pupils can name, e.g. a
ruler, a pen, orthetoysfrom Unit 1. Showthem
to the class.

Choose two pupils to stand outside the classroom
while the rest of the pupils hide the objects
around the room. Make sure that they are hidden
in places that the pupils can describe in English,
e.g. on the chaic under the carpet.

lnvite the two pupils back into the classroom. Ask:
Where's the (pen)? etc. Tell them to search the
cfass. When they see it, elicit ln the cupboard, etc.
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LESSON 4

New target language

Recycled target
language

Materials

Where's the ... ?

Rooms; Colours; box, table,
bath, bed, carpet; in, on,
under

blank paper (one piece for
each pupil); flashcards 17-22;
Blu-Tak; selection of different
coloured pencils

Worm-up
. On the board, draw a box with a spider sitting on top.

Ask Where's the spider? Elicit On the box. Rub out the
spider and draw it under the box. Repeat the question
and elicit Under the box. Continue in the same wav to
elicit /n the box.

. Rub out the spider and simply indicate where it might
be by pointing in, on or under the box. Elicit the
corresponding phrases (in the box, etc.) in random
order, increasing the pace.

9-f ;: PB poge 29 @ Listen, look ond scg
right or wrong

. The class opens their books at page 29. Focus on the
pictures of Aladdin and the genie at the top of the
page. Ask two pupils to read the speech bubbles aloud.
Ask the class to look for the pink box, point to it, and
repeat lt's under the table.

. Play the recording, pausing the machine before the boy
says Right or Wrong. Pupils listen and point to each
box as it is mentioned. They say right or wrong afler
each of the gir ls repl ies.

RECORDING 43

Where's the pink box?
It's under the table.
Right.
Where's the green box?
It's under the chair.
Wrong.
Where's the yellow box?
It's in the cupboard.
Wrong.
Where's the brown box?
It's in the bath.
Right.

PB poge 29 @ asf ond onswer
o Ask the class to look at the'c'.r 3' :: :-'3: :.:ts ::".

them to point at  each box i- : rr-  
-- :  

s;  .  : -€ - ,^- : : :
colour.

o Focus on the big cutaway ptcture o' :-€ c; 31= -1:v i
pupil Where's the green box? Eltct c' c':-c: '--.'zc ,
It's in the living room, on the carpet. fu< o -3'=-:
pupils about each of the other boxes. Tng. :e :-€
class to work in pairs and to take turns as(  ̂ g a-:
answering.

AB poge 29 @ Look ond wri te.  Where's
the bird?

. Focus the pupils' attention on lago the parrot rn
picture 1. Ask: Where's the parrot? Encourage the ciass
to chorus the answer.

. Pupils complete the other two sentences in pairs.

KEY 1. on 2.  in 3.  under

AB poge 29 @ Drow gour bedroom.
Write the words

. Pupils draw a picture of their bedroom. They draw and
list some furniture or toys that they have in their
rooms. Help with any new vocabulary that they need.

Ending the lesson
. Show the pupils a selection of coloured pencils. Put

them round the classroom in places that the pupils will
be able to describe: in the cupboard, on the table,
under the chair, etc. Ask'. Where's the (brown) pencil?
Elicit the correct reply, and ask a pupil to retrieve the
penci l .  Cont inue unt i l  a l l  the penci ls have been
collected.

Stick the genie flashcards round the classroom.
Divide the class into teams of six or fewer. Tell
them to number team members 1 to 5. Some
pupils might have to have two numbers.

Caf f out Number 6: in the bath. The 'number six'
who touches the correct flashcard first wins a
point for his or her team. Continue until everyone
has had at least one turn. Then count points to
f ind the winning team.

BOY

GIRL

BOY

BOY

GIRL

BOY

BOY

GIRL

BOY

BOY

GIRL

BOY
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-

I LESSON

Neur target language

Recycled target
language

magtcan, magtc; nng, cup;
l'm a ... (magician); ls it
(under the table)?

Look!; Where's the ... ?;
It's (magic); one, two, three;
table, hat

Worm-up
o Warm up by singing the song from Lesson 2 (Recording

40). Then repeat the coloured pencils activity from the
end of the orevious lesson.

Presentotion
. You will need a small metal ring to help with

understanding of the magic trick scene. Bring in cups
and counters for pupils to play-act the scene.

. Hold up the ring and model nng. Ask one pupil to
leave the room while the rest decide where to hide it.
The pupil returns and asks ls it in the cupboard? ls it
under the chair? etc. The class chorus No or Yes.

1- ' PB poge 30 @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. Pupils open their books and look at Activity 9. Ask (in
L1)who the chi ldren are and what they are doing.
(Beth is doing a magic trick for Joe and Harry.) Pupils
listen to the recordino and follow in their books.

RECORDING 44

BETH l'm a magician! Look! The ring's under the
cup! . . .  Abracadabra!
1,2,31 . . .  Look! Where's the r ing?

JoE ls it in the cup?
HARRY ls it under the table?
BETH No. lt 's under my hat!
JoE lt's magic!

. Ask (in L1) if anyone knows how Beth does the trick.
(As she puts the cup over the rrng, she slips the ring
into her hand. When she lifts her hat, she alreadv has
the r ing in her hand.)

. Pupils listen to the recording again and read the text
aloud.

. Divide the class into groups of three. Give each group a
counter and a paper cup. Tell them to practise the trick.

PB pose 3o @ Find the diftrurc
. In pairs, pupils play a garne of FeLnansnn. -s,g a

double set of genie picture cards. The-l s|r"{Hts fu.
sixteen cards and lay them out face Oo',"* -g tF.-?lr
take turns to turn over two cards. sayng n-cre tlm
genie is in each case, like the boy in tfre photo nf tt
two cards are the same, the pupil who turn€o tnefinr
over can keep them. lf not, he or she turns bofi ads
face down again. Then it is the other player's tum.

AB pose 30 @ Then write obout picture B
. Working in pairs, pupils look for four differences

between picture A and picture B. They then complete
four sentences about picture B, using the words in the
boxes.

KEY 1. The book is on the chair. 2. The dinosaur is on
the bed. 3. The oencil is under the table. 4. The ruler is
in the bag.

Ending the lesson
o Invite two or three pupils to demonstrate the trick from

Pupil's Book Activity 9. Ask for volunteers to show the
class a magic trick next lesson.

Do a four-part picture dictation. Give each pupila
sheet of paper and ask them to write their names
at the top. They should then divide it into four
equalsections by drawing a horizontal and a
vertical line in the middle of the sheet. Ask them
to number the sections 1 to 4.

Tell them to draw different items in each section
I The ball is under the table. 2 The doll is in the
box. 3 The car is in the cupboard. 4 The dinonur
is on the chair.
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LESSON 6

Itlew target language boat, room

Recycfed target What is it?; Where's the ... ?;
fanguage There's a ...; [rooms];

[furniture]; big, small

Receptive language I live (on a boat).

Worm-up
o Use actual classroom items and toys to demonstrate

different prepositions The ball's in the bag. The book's
under the chair. The doll's on the cupboard. etc. Elicit
these and other phrases from the pupils.

6-,'o pB poge 3t @ Listen, look, reod ond
sog

. Ask the pupils to look at the photo at the top of page
31. Ask: What is i t? and model / t3 a boat.  Ask ( in L1) i {
anyone has ever been on a boat. Did they sleep on it?
Ask them to guess how many rooms there are on the
boat. Tell them that the boat is the boy's home.

. Pupils listen to the recording, pointing to each item as
it is mentioned.

RECORDING 45

BoY My room's on a boat. Look!
l've got a magic room. lt 's small but it 's a
living room and a bedroom. Here's the
living room. lt 's got a table, a big chair and
a small chair. Where's the bed?

Now it's a bedroom. lt's got a bed. Where's
the table? Where's the big chair? Where's
the smal l  chair?

. Play the beginning of the recording again, as far as /'ve
got a magic room. Pause the recording and ask (in Ll)
why the boy says his room is magic. (Because it
changes from a living room to a bedroom.) Play the rest
of the recording while the pupils read.

. Say: Look at picture 1. Where's the bed? Elicit /n the
cupboard. Ask: Ihe big cupboard or the small
cupboard?

. Say: look at picture 2. Where's the table? Elicit Under
the smallcupboard. Ask: Where's the big chair? (ln the
box.) Where's the small chair? (On the small cupboard.)

PB pose 3t @ fott obout Uour room
. Ask pupils to look back to the picture they drew of

their own room, on Activity Book page 29. In pairs,
they practise describing their rooms. Circulate, listen
and help. Prompt them to use /t3 got, where
appropriate. Provide new words if necessary.

r Invite four or five pupils to describe their rooms to the
class. Make discreet corrections. Sav: Welldonel when
they have finished.

AB pose 3l @ Reod ond drow
. Ask the class to read the first sentence aloud with you.

Make sure they understand that they have to draw a
lamp on the table.

. Pupils complete the activity individually. Circulate and
check. Ask: Where's the lamp? etc.

AB pose 3l  @ Find ond circ le
. Hold up your book. Point to each item of furniture in

turn and el ic i t  the name. In pairs or individual ly,  they
find and circle the rest of the words.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how well they feel they've worked in

this unit. Ask them to look at the English Adventure
section at the bottom of Activity Book page 31 and
colour in one of the faces in the usual way. Tell them
you are very pleased with all of them. Say: Well done!

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Ask the class (in Ll) to imagine different and
unusual houses. What would it be like to live in a
caravan or on a space station? How about a
submarine or a tree house?

Ask them to draw cutaway pictures of the house
of their choice, labelling the different rooms and
the different items of furniture. Circulate and talk
to pupils about their drawings. Point to a room
and say, e.g. lt3 got a bed. Encourage them to do
the same.
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LESSON I

New target language

Receptive target
language

Revision

house, flat

wall, window, plan,
classroom

Rooms; Furniture
in, on, under

Worm-up
. Revise prepositions by playing Where's the ring? from

Unit 4 Lesson 5 (Presentation).

t'{3o PB poges 32 ond 33 Listen ond do
. Look at the picture of Harry's room together and ask

pupils: What's in the bedroom? (A bed, a chai7 a table,
a cupboard, a box.) What's on the table? What's on
the bed? What's in the box?

. Ask pupils to point to picture number 1 on Harry's wall.
Play the first part of the recording:

RECORDING 46

Hello, l 'm Harry. This is my bedroom. Look at
picture number 1 on my wall. lt 's my house. Draw
your house. Where's your bedroom?

. Explain wall and house and write them on the board.
Ask how many pupils live in a house like Harry5. Write:
flat on the board and explain what a flat is.

. Give out sheets of paper. Explain (in Ll)that you want
pupils to draw a picture of the building where they live
- a house or a flat - and to draw an arrow pointing to
the window of their room - teach the word window -
and to write: My room's here. Go round asking
questions and helping where needed. The finished
pictures can be displayed on the classroom wall.

. Ask pupils to point to picture number 2 on Harry's
table. Play the second part of the recording:

RECORDING 46

Look at picture number 2. lt 's a plan of my room.
Find the table, the chair, the cupboard, the box and
the bed. Draw a plan of your bedroom.

o Write: plan on the board. lf necessary explain (in L1)
that a plan is a simplified picture of a place as if seen
from directly above.

o Draw a big square on the board and tell pupils it is
their classroom. Ask: What's in the classroom? (A big
table, smalltables, chairs, cupboards.) Ask: Where's the
big table? Is it here? Or here? Or here? How many
smalltables? How many chairs? Show how the
furniture is represented by squares and rectangles.

o When the plan is complete, ask pupils to come out and
point to their table.

. Give pupils a sheet of paper and ask them to draw a
plan of their bedroom. They should draw squares and
rectangles for the furniture and label them, as Harry is
doing in the picture.

AB pose 32 @ Write
. Pupils complete the crossword, using the picture clues.

KEY 1. chair 2. cupboard 3. lamp 4. carpet 5. table
6. box 7. bath 8. bed

AB pose 32 O Look ond comptete
. Pupils complete the sentences using a preposition from

the word box.

KEY 1. The lamp is on the table. 2. The book is under
the chair. 3. The ball is in the box.

AB pose 32 O Circle the odd word
o Introduce the concept of finding the odd word. On the

board. write: ba4 kitchen, teddy bear and doll. Draw a
circle round kitchen and explain (in L1) that it is the
odd word kitchen is a room but the other three words
are all toys.

. Focus on Activity 3. Ensure that everyone understands
why cupboard is the odd word in
quest ion 1.

o Talk through question 2 with the whole class, then let
them complete the activity, working individually.
Circulate, check and offer help where needed.

KEY 1. cupboard 2. bathroom 3. living room 4. box

Round-up
o Sing the Spider's in the box song from Unit 4

(Recording 40).
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LESSON 2

Rwision Parts of the face; parts of the
body; prepositions

Worm-up
. Play a game of Simon says to revise parts of the face

and parts of the body. Say: Simon says touch your
foot ... Simon says touch your feet - to ensure that
everyone understands the distinction between foot
and feer.

af o PB poges 32 ond 33 Listen ond do
. Ask pupils to point to picture number 3. Explain that

this is Harry's painting of himself. Play the third part of
Recording 46 and ask pupils to point to the parts of
Harry's body as he names them.

RECORDING 46

Look at picture number 3. lt 's me. l 've got short
hair. l 've got green eyes. Draw a picture of you.

. Ask questions: Has Harry got long hairlblue eyesT etc.

. Play a game of Who is it? one pupil describes a
classmate and the rest of the class try to guess
who it is.

o For the next Listen and do activity, you will need a
stock of old magazines, catalogues, etc. featuring
pictures of people and animals; a large sheet of paper
for each pupi l ;  and some glue.

. Ask pupils to point to picture 4. Play the fourth part of
Recording 46.

RECORDING 46

Look at picture number 4. lt 's an Odd Bod. lt 's got
two different arms, two different legs and two
different feet. Find eight different pictures and
make your Odd Bod.

. Help pupils to understand Odd Bod. (lt means a
strange person.) Give out the magazines and paper.
Ask pupils to find eight different pictures of people or
animals from which to cut the parts needed. Pupils
then stick them together to form an 'Odd Bod'.
Circulate and ask questions What's this? ls it an arm?
How many arms has helshe got? ehc.

. Play the recording and ask pupils to find picture
number 5 and point to the two funny drawings. Play
the fifth part of the recording.

RECORDING 46

Look at picture number 5. Play'Head, Body, Legs,
Feet' with your friends.

. Give everyone a piece of paper. Tell them to draw a
funny head and a neck, without showing their drawing
to anyone. Ask them to fold the paper over halfway
down the neck, so that the head is hidden. They pass
the paper to their neighbour, who draws a body and
arms. The paper is then folded again at the waist, so
that the body is hidden, with the lines of the waist
extending just below the fold. They pass the paper to
their neighbour, who draws legs and feet, then passes
the paper on.

e Demonstrate each stage of the activity by drawing a
schematic figure on the board. Give instructions in
English Draw the head. Draw a short neck. Fold the
paper across the neck. Draw the body and the arms.
Don't make the arms too long. Fold the paper across
the waist. Now draw the legs and feet.

. Everyone opens out their paper to see what kind of a
creature they have.

. For the final Listen and do activity, play the last part of
Recording 46.

RECORDING 46

Look at picture number 5. lt 's my toy box. Look at
the toys. Then close your book. What's in the box?
. Ask pupils to look carefully at the toys in the box for

one minute then close their books. Can thev name all
the toys?

AB pose 33 O Look ond wri te
. Pupils follow the strings to find which part of the

puppet they control. Then they write the numbers by
the body parts in the list.

KEY 1. hands 2. legs 3. arms 4. feet 5.  body 6. f ingers
7. toes 8. head

AB poge 33 O Reod obout gou ond circ le
. Pupils read the sentences and circle the appropriate

words in order to describe themselves.

Round-up
o Sing the One f inger,  one hand song from Unit  3

(Recording 30).  Or do a picture dictat ion l ike the one in
Unit 4 (Lesson 5, Optional activity). Ask pupils to draw
pictures as follows 1 The lamp is on the cupboard.
2 The spider is under the chair. 3 The dog is in the
bath. 4 The hat is on the table.
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LESSON I

New target fanguage I can danceljumplclimblrun.

Recycled target
language

It 's a . . .  .  l t  isn' t  a . . .
big, small

Receptive language Can you (dance)? You can
dance. A monkey can dance.
monkey, bear

Worm-up
. Warm up by singing one of the songs from earlier

units. Then dictate four sentences and ask pupils to
write them 1 The car is under the bed. 2 The table is in
the kitchen. 3 The book is on the char Help
understanding by doing drawings on the blackboard.

Presentot ion
o Tel l  the pupi ls to look through the new unit ,  beginning

on Pupil's Book page 34, to find the jigsaw piece. Have
them guess ( in L1)what the theme of the unit  is.  (The
j igsaw piece is on page 37. The theme of Unit  5 is
actions.)

. lf you have any pictures or models of Jungle Book
characters, show them to the class. lf not, open a copy
of the Pupil's Book at page 34, show it to the class
quickly then close i t  again. Ask ( in L1) i f  anyone has
seen the film. lf you wish, write the English title on the
board: The Jungle Book.

. Ask a confident pupil to come to the front of the class.
Do a little dance and say to the pupil: / can dance. Can
you dance? Encourage the pupil to dance, then look
happy and say: Yes, you can dance! Choose another
pupil and repeat, this time with jump. Choose a third
pupil, mime 'flying', look sad and say: I can't fly. Can
you fly? Elicit No, and say: No, you can't fly.

o c PB poge 34 Q Look ond l isten.
Then reod

. Ask the class to open their books at page 34 and look
at pictures 1 and 2. Ask ( in L1)what the bear is doing,
and why. (He is dancing because he wants to be like
the monkeys.) Write the words: monkey and bear on
the board and ensure that everyone understands them.

o Ask the class to point to the appropriate speech
bubbles while thev listen to the recordinq.

RECORDING 47

sroRyrELLER This is a story about a boy ard a cear
BALoo l'm a big monkey.
KING Lours Uh? . . .  A monkey can dance.
BALoo I can dance.
KING Lours A monkey can jump.
BALoo I can jump.
KING Lours A monkey can cl imb.
BALoo Er . . .  I  can cl imb.
MoNKEY He can' t  c l imb!
BALOO come on, run!

.  Play the recording again whi le the pupi ls read aloud.

Proct ice
. Play Simon says, to consolidate understanding of action

verbs dance, jump, climb, run and f/12 Pupils can dance,
run or jump on the spot.  They can mime cl imbing or
f ly ing by cl imbing an invisible tree trunk or f lapping
their arms as if they were wings. Recycle any other
action verbs the class may know. Introduce other
action verbs if you wish, e.g. walk, swim.

o e AB poge 34 (D Listen ond number
. Pupils listen and write the number of the recording

next to the correct prcture.

RECORDING 48

1 - |  can cl imb. 2 -  |  can dance. 3 -  |  can jump.
4- lcanrun.

KEY 1. c l imb 2.  dance 3.  jump 4.  run

AB pose 34 @ Reod ond motch
. Pupils match the sentences to the correct animal.

Ending the lesson
. Draw a vertical line down the middle of the board, and

write the headings: Monkeys can and Monkeys can't,
one at the top of each column. Elicit suggestions from
the class and make two lists, e.g. Monkeys can jump,
climb. Monkeys can't fly. etc.lf time allows, they can
make simi lar sentences beginning with Dogs, or with
any other animals the pupi ls know.

In teams, pupils play a game of Chinese whispers.
Teams should stand in a line. Whisper a sentence
incf uding can or can't, e.g. Monkeys can't swim
to the first person in the team. Pupils pass the
message down the line, speaking quietly. Ask the
two final pupils in the line to say the sentence
aloud. Compare and, if necessary, corre(t.
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LESSON 2

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up

hide, fly, ride,

run, jump, dance, climb
lcan swim etc.

too; so can you

. lf possible, have the pupils face each other in a circle.
Throw a ball to a pupil and say: Dance!That pupil
mimes the verb, then throws the ball to another pupil,
saying another verb.

ai o PB pose 35 @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Ask the class to listen to the recording and point to
each action as they hear the word.

RECORDING 49

1 -Walk.  2 -  Run. 3 -  Jump. 4 -  Dance.
5 -  Cl imb. 6 -  Swim. 7 -  Hide. 8 -  Fly.

. Play the recording again and have the pupils repeat
each word.

. Books closed. Play the recording a third time. This time,
ask the pupils to mime each action as they hear the
word.

Proct ice
o Put the pupi ls in smal l  groups and tel l  them to take

turns to call out one of the words while the others
mime. Walk round the class monitoring their work and
giving help where needed.

PB pose 35 O Picture cords
. Ask pupils to cut out the eight picture cards that show

different actions. They should then lay the eight cards
face uo on the desk in front of them.

. Say different action verbs and ask the class to show
you the corresponding picture. Then ask pupils to
continue the activity in pairs, takings turns to say the
words or show the card.

lj o pB pose 35 @ Si"g
. Tell the pupils to look at the pictures while you play the

song through once.

. Play the first line again, and ask the pupils to point to
the picture representing walk. Play the second line and
ask them to find the oicture for ride. Ensure that
everyone understands the meaning of the word.

. Play the song again from tlre b€q -- .q,. .tr/: :€
pupils pointing to the different p(:.r€s as :E! -ear
the corresponding words. Play the so.'rg aEar rE acn
pupils to read and join in. Ask thern to - re :E
actions with you as you all sing them

AB pose 35 O Look ond write
. Pupils write captions for each picture, choosng a rero

from the box.

KEY 1. run 2. walk 3. f ly 4.  jump 5. swim 6. c l imb
7. dance 8. hide

AB pose 35 O Reod ond tick (z). Then
drow gourself  ond wri te

. Ask pupils (in L1) to tick each sentence which is true
for them. They should then choose one thing that they
can do from among the eight actions, and draw a
picture of themselves to il lustrate it.

Ending the lesson
. Say: /  can . . . .  and mime swimming. El ic i t  srazrm. Ask

pupils to repeat the full sentence I can swim.

. Pupils work in small groups. Ask them to look at Pupils
Book Activity 2 again and have them each take a turn
to say /  can . . . .  and mime one of the verbs i l lustrated,
with the others completing the sentence.

You will need to bring in a few old magazines or
mail-order catalogues. Pupils select photos from
the magazines and write and cut out an
appropriate speech bubble, beginning I can. For
example, a photo of someone in swimwear can
say I can swim.

Be ready to help with unknown vocabulary.

walk, swim,
sing
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LESSON 3

New target languagetige6 monkey, bea4 fish,
elephant, bird, snake
I canlcan't ... .
Phonics practice: [dz]

Actions; I'm a ... .

tree, grass; What is it?; juggle

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up
. Revise action verbs with a game of Simon says. Then ask

the class: Can you stand on one foot and count to
tuventy? Demonstrate, or choose a volunteer. Then ask
everyone to stand up and try while you count to twenty.

o Ask individual pupils the question again and elicit Yes or
No.

#to pB poges 36 ond 37 O Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Ask the class to open their books at pages 36 and 37
and look at the big picture. Remind them of the word
jungle. Play the recording while they listen and point to
each animal as it is mentioned.

RECORDING 51
1 -A t iger. 2 -A monkey. 3 -A bear. 4 - A f ish.
5 - An elephant. 6 - A bird. 7 -A snake.

. Say numbers from 1-7 at random. Ask pupils to point
to the corresponding animal and to name it. Let them
continue the activity rn pairs.

af o PB poges 36 ond 37 @ Listen ond onswer
r Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and listen, while

you play the first part of the recording - as far as the
first pause. Play it again and repeat the words with the
pupils. Explain the meaning of grass.

. Elicit answers to the question What isit?, then play the
answer on the recording, to check. Continue with the
rest of the recording. At each pause, elicit guesses from
the pupils, then have them point to the correct animal.

RECORDING 52
Boy I can't walk. I can't fly. I can hide in the grass.
GIRL What is it? lt's a snake.
Boy I can climb. I can't fly. I can hide in the trees.
crRL What is it? lt's a monkey.
Boy I can run. I can't jump. l 'm big. I  can't hide.
GIRL What is it? lt's an elephant.
Boy I can walk. I  can run. I can't cl imb.
GIRL What is it? lt's a bear.
Boy I can run. I can swim. I can jump. I can hide in

the grass.
crRL What is it? lt's a tiger.
. Play the recording again with the pupils supplying the

answers and pointing.
T36

Prqctice
. On the board, write a list of four verb phrases climb

trees, walk on my hands, fly, juggle. Point to fly and
indicate yourself. Say: I can't fly. (Try flapping your arms
about and looking sad.) Then point toTuggle and say
sadly: / can't juggle. Try miming bad juggling.

o Put the pupils in pairs and tell them to prepare one or
two / can't sentences each. Provide extra verbs as
required. Then elicit sentences from different pupils.

#'o PB pose 36 O Listen ond reod
o Write: jungle on the board. Point to the / and make the

sound /d5l. Have the pupils copy you. Tell them to feel
their throats while they do so: the sound /dy' should
vibrate.

. Tell them to look at the picture and point to the boy.
Tell them his name is Johnny. Have them repeat the
name. Say: lohnny can juggle. Mime juggling. Tell them
to look at the picture while you play the recording.

. Play it again and ask them to repeat it.

AB pose 36 @ Reod ond number
. Tell the pupils to look at the pictures and read the four

animal names aloud. Ask a pupil to read the text in the
first speech bubble. The class should point to the correct
picture, i.e. the elephant. Pupils complete the exercise
in pairs.

KEY I can cl imb ...  3 (the monkey). /  |  canjump ...
1 (the tiger). / | can't walk ... 2 (the snake).

AB pose 35 @ fina the words ond circle.
Then write

. Ask the pupils to point to each picture in turn and name
the animals. Tell them to circle the words in the word
snake, and write them next to the correct picture.

KEY 1. elephant 2. snake 3. f ish 4. t iger 5. monkey
6. bird 7. bear

Ending the lesson
o Invite different pupils to imitate one of the animals. Tell

them they are allowed to make noises, but they mustn't
speak. Have the class guess by asking: Are you a tiger?
etc.

For the next lesson
r Ask the pupils to bring in animal pictures from comics

or magazines.

Put the pupils in groups and tellthem to choose
an animal. Tell them to imagine they are the
animal, and write a description, e.g. fm big.lE
got four legs and a long nose. I cant dimb ts
Tell them to choose one person to write the
description down, and to finish with Vlltnt afl, t?

Check the written descriptions, then ast eadl
group to read out their descriptions for ttp re*
of the class to guess.



LESSON 4

ilsY target language

Recycled target
hnguage

I canlcan't... ; Animals;
Colours; /ong

Worm-up
r Tell the pupils (in L1)that you are going to pretend to

be one of the animals. Say: I can climb trees. / can't fly.
I can jump. l'm small and brown. Elicit monkey. Invite
volunteers to be other animals.

PB pose 37 O Reod ond guess the onimol
. Ask the pupils to read the first sentence aloud with you

I can swim. Elicit suggestions for which animal it
is (there is more than one possible answer; it could be
the fish or the snake). Put the pupils in pairs or small
groups, and have them read and discuss each sentence.
Then elicit suggestions from the class for each one.

KEY (These are suggestions only. There are other
possibi l i t ies.)  1.  snake, f ish 2. f ish, snake, bird.  3.  bird
4. elephant, snake, bear 5. monkey, tiger, bear, snake.

li o PB poge 37 @ Listen. Then sog with
o friend

. Play the example on the recording. Then ask the pupils
to work in pairs and practise reading the text in the
speech bubbles.

. Pupils take turns to pretend to be one of the animals in
the picture. They should give clues while the other
pupil guesses. While they are working, go round and
listen, offering prompts where necessary. Encourage
them to include I can't in their sentences, e.g. I'm big.
l've got four legs. I've got a long nose. I can run. I can't
climb. (Elephant.)

AB pose 37 @ Reod ond complete
. lndividual ly or in pairs,  pupi ls complete the table as

shown. El ic i t  phrases about each animal,  beginning
I can or I can't.

AB pose 37 @ Choose ond write
. Pupils look at picture 1. Ask: What is it? Elicit Fish.

Explain ( in Ll)  that each of the four animals is
describing itself.

. Tell the pupils to write the missing word. They can
check spellings in the Pupil's Book.

. Say: / can ... . and elicit swim. Have the pupils write the
missing word'. swim. Say: I can't ... . and elicit a verb: it
could be cl imb, run, walk,  s ing . . .  Pupi ls choose one
action and write it in the gap.

. Pupils complete the activity in pairs. Explain that there
is often more than one oossible answer and that the
verbs given can be used more than once.

KEY 1. l 'm a fish. I can swim/jump. I can't run/climb/fly.
(pupils' own answers) 2. l 'm a bird. I can flylrun/jump.
I can't climb/swim. (pupils' own answers) 3. I'm a tiger.
I can run/climb/jump/swim. I can't fly. (pupils' own
answers) 4. l 'm a bear. I can run/climb/swim. I can't
flyljump. (pupils' own answers)

Ending the lesson
. Make a display of the animal pictures whrch the pupils

brought from home. Put the pupils in small groups and
tell each group to choose to be one of the animals. Ask
them to brainstorm as many sentences as possible,
beginning I can, l 'm or I've got. Ask one pupil in each
group to wrrte the sentences down. Circulate, listen
and help.

. When they have finished, ask each group to read their
sentences to the class.

Help each pupil to write a neat copy of one of the
sentences from the Ending the lesson activity,
above. Make a classroom display with magazine
photos surrounded by the pupils' written work.
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LESSON 5

New target fanguage scooter; ride a horse, walk
on your hands, climb a tree;
Can you fly? etc.

Recycled target Actions
language

Receptive language Be careful!

Worm-up
.  Sing the song from Lesson 2. Then el ic i t  the animal

names from Lesson 3, using blackboard drawings,
mime or animal noises.

o '  PB poge 38 @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

o Ask the class to look at the first picture on page 38.
Ask ( in L1) what Joe and Harry are looking at.  (A circus
poster.) What does the poster show? What is Beth
doing? Look at the rest of the pictures and ask what
happens next. (Joe rides his scooter but falls and lands
in the flower bed.)

. Pupils listen to the recording, pointing to the correct
speech bubbles.

. Play the recording again, pausing after each speech
bubble. The pupi ls repeat as a class.

. Ask a pupil: Can you ride a scooter? Elicit Yes or No.
That pupil then asks another pupil a different Can you?
quest ion, and so on.

PB poge 38 @ Picture cords
. Pupils work in pairs, sharing a set of picture cards. They

take turns to turn over a card and ask a Can vou?
quest ion, l ike the boy in the photo.

o '  AB poge 38 O Do o surveg. Listen
then osk three fr iends

. Divide the class into groups of four pupi ls and give
each group a large piece of paper. Tell them they are
going to carry out a survey. Ask them to open their
books and look at Activity 9 while you play the
recording.

.  Ask the same two ouest ions to var ious individuals.
Continue with Can you swim? and Can you climb a
free2 Ensure that evervone understands'

.  Tel l  the pupi ls to complete: 'e ' ' ' :  : :  - - -  : . '
answering Yes or No to eacn ou€si l -  --=- as. : - : -
to wri te the names of the other t . '€ :-c i  -  : - : '
group at  the top of  the remaining co --- :  . "  : -  -
their  groups, pupi ls ask and answer iae ' : - '  : ,=; :  : - :
and record their  f r iends'  repl ies.

.  l f  there is t ime, you can show groups how :c 'e. : ' :
the results of their  survey in a bar chart .  Al te"a: .e. .
make a chart showing the results for the whole c ass

Ending the lesson
. Give each pupi l  a piece of blank paper.  Ask them to

wri te /  can in big let ters.  Tel l them ( in Ll) to think of
one or two ski l ls they are proud of.  Give pupi ls the
vocabulary to wri te about any special  ski l ls they have,
e.g. I can drive a tractor. I can play the guitar.

.  Encourage them to i l lustrate the paper with patterns or
pictures. Make an / can display for the classroom.

Give each pupil a piece of blank paper. Tell them
to wri te the name of an animal on i t ,  in big
letters.

Col lect the papers and shuff le them. Cal l  s ix pupi ls
to the front and attach a random piece of paper
to each person's back. The six pupils have to find
out who they are, by asking yes/no questions,
e.g. Can I fly? Have I got four /egs? Model these
questions by holding a word card for yourself and
trying to f ind out which animal you are.
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LESSON 6

Recycled target
language

It's got ... , lt hasn't got ... ,
It canlcan't ... ;

PB pose 3e (D Look ot the photos. Totk
obout the f ish

. Pupils work in groups, making sentences to ce;:- ::
the mudskipper. Write prompts on the boaro '
necessary lt 's got ... , lt hasn't got ... , lt can ... ,
I t  can' t  . . .  .

o Invite one pupil from each group to come to the boaro
in turn and write a sentence. Prompt as necessary.

AB pose 39 @ Look ond wri te
. Pupils complete the crossword individually or in pairs.

KEY 1. dance 2. run 3. c l imb 4. hide 5. swim
b. watK / .  Ttv

AB pose 39 O Write obout gou

Pupils write sentences about themselves, beginning / can
and I can't.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how well they feel they've worked in

this unit. Ask them to look at the English Adventure
section at the bottom of Activity Book page 39 and
colour in one of the faces in the usual way. Tell them
you are very pleased with all of them. Say: Well done!

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Pupifs write three Can you questions on a slip of
paper. Circulate and help, ensuring that a variety
of verbs are represented. Pupils write their name
on their paper.

Collect in all the papers, shuffle them and
distribute to other pupils. Pupils write Yes or No
in answer to each question.

Return the papers to the pupils who wrote the
questions. Each pupil reads the answers and tries
to guess who wrote them.

I canlcan't ... , ' Actions

Receptive language amazing, sticky, walls

Worm-up
. Use mime to elicit different action verbs. Include those

introduced in the most recent lessons ride a horse, ride
a scootef walk on your hands, climb a tree.

. Ask questions around the class: Can you ride a scooter?
Once a pupil has answered, say: Ask Marta ... Ask
Stefan, so that the pupils practise the question form.

o-' PB poge 39 @ Listen, reod ond motch
. Tell the pupils to look at the three animals on page 39.

Ask (in Ll) if they have ever seen these animals in a
zoo.

. lt is not essential for pupils to know the animals' names
in English, but teach them if you wish lo gecko, flying
frog and flying snake. Explain (in Ll) that all three
animals come from the Asian rainforests.

. Pupils listen while you play the first part of the
recording. Ask them to choose the correct picture: the
flying frog. Pupils read the text together and point to
the frog's big feet. Tell them lt isn't a bird, but it can
fly! (BoIh the frog and the snake can launch
themselves into the air to move from tree to tree.)

. Tell the pupils to listen while you play the whole
recording, pausing after each description to make sure
they are pointing to the correct pictures.

KEY1.b2.c3.a

. Ask pupils to read the three descriptions quietly to
themselves, then have three pupils read them aloud to
the class. Explain the meaning of sticky and wal/s. Play
the recording again while the pupils listen and read
silently.
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LESIiON I

Heurtarget language

Rec!/cled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up

Do you like ... ?
bread, cheese, chicken, fish
My favourite food is ... .

table, cupboard
in, on, under
Colours

Come back!; We're hungry
What's your favourite food?

. Make true or false statements about individuals,
using can and can't Pierre can ride a horse. Right or
wrong? ... Sylvie can fly.

r Tell the pupils (in Ll) that today they are going to begin
a new unit. Let them look through the pages of Unit 6
to find the jigsaw piece. Can they guess what is the
theme of the new unit? (The jigsaw piece is on page
44. The theme of the unit is food.)

Presentotion
. Hold up your Pupil's Book, open at page 44. Point to

the jigsaw piece and ask: What ls ffZ Teach the word
cheese. Smile and rub your tummy and say: / /*e
cheese ... Do you like cheese? Yes? No? Write the
question on the board: Do you like cheese?

1f * PB poge c0 Q Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. lf you have pictures or models of any characters from
The Sword in the Stone, show them to the class. lf not,
open a copy of your book at page 40, show it briefly to
the class, then close it again. Elicit the title of the film
in 11, i f  they know i t .

r Ask the class (in L1) to open their books at page 40
and look at the picture story. Ask them what happens
in the story. Ohe wizard offers the boy bread and
cheese, then fish. He doesn't like them. Then the
wizard conjures up a chicken, which runs away.)

. Play the recording while the pupils point to the
appropriate speech bubbles.

RECORDING 57

sroRyrELLER This is a story about a boy and a
wizard.

BoY I don't like bread and cheese.
wrzARD Do you like fish?
BoY No.
wrzARD Do you like chicken?
BoY Yes.

wrzARD Good! | l ike chicken. OK ...
BoY lt's a chicken! ... Oh, no!
wtzARD Come back! We're hungry.

. Explain We're hungry. Then divide the clrys Into turo
halves, wizards and boys. Play the recording again wth
the pupils reading their parts. In pairs, pupils practrse
reading the dialogue without the recording.

o Stick the flashcards showing chicken and cheese on the
board. Ask a pupil: Do you like cheese? Elicit Yes or
No. Say: Ask Sylvie, etc. Continue the chain until all the
pupils have spoken.

€3 
" 

AB pose 4o O Listen ond drow
. Pupils listen to the recording and draw the food in the

correct place.

RECORDING 58

The bread is in the cupboard. The chicken is on the
table. The cheese is in the cupboard. The fish is
under the table.

AB pcae 4o @ Reod ond colour
. Read the first sentence with the class. Pupils colour the

cupboard green. Pupils read the rest of the sentences
in pairs, and colour the pictures accordingly.

Ending the lesson
o Say: / like chicken and I like cheese. But my favourite

food is spaghetti. (Substitute other foods for spaghetti,
especially if the class know that there is some food you
particularly like.) Continu e What's your favourite food?
Elicit answers from the class. Supply new vocabulary as
required, writing the new words on the board.

. Give each pupil a sheet of paper and ask them to draw
their favourite food. Underneath, they should write My
favourite food is pizza - or whatever their favourite is.

Use a bag of fruit and vegetables as a vehicle for
revising colours, etc. Put the produce in a carrier
bag so that pupils can't see it. Put your hand in
the bag and begin to pull out a banana, without
actually taking it out of the bag so the class can
see it. Say: lt's yellow. lt isn't big. lt's long. What is
rt?Accept answers in 11, but modelthe English
translation and write it on the board.

Other useful items might be a lemon, an apple,
an orange, a cherry a carrot, a cabbage.

T.NI
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LESSON 2

il€ur target language spaghetti, peas, salad, ice
cream, milk, bananas
I l ike .. .  ,  ldon't l ike .. .  .

Rcq/ded target
language

cheese, chicken
Do you like ... ?
What is it?

Receptive language with

Worm-up
. Before pupils open their books, play the recording of

the picture story from Lesson 1 (Recording 59) line by
line. Pause after each line and ask individuals to repeat
what they heard. Then ask pupils if they like various
foodstuffs (Do you like fish?) and tell them to relay the
question Ask Tony, etc.

Presentotion
. Hold up the eight food flashcards one by one. Say each

word and ask the class to repeat. Vary the rhythm by
asking: Do you like nlad? etc. Stick the flashcards on
the board and walls round the room.

. Say the words in random order and ask pupils to point
to the correct card. Collect the flashcards. Hold up
each card in turn, elicit the correct word and stick it on
the board. Point to each card in turn and invite a pupil
to say the word while you write it underneath.

Fo pB pose 6t @ Sing
. Pupils look at the picture of the boy and the girl having

a meal, at the top of page 41. Describe foods in terms
of shape and colour, as in the Optional activity in
Lesson 1, e.g. /t3 white. lt's /ong. Elicit the English
words Spagheffi etc.

. Play the song and ask pupils to point to the correct
items in the picture as they hear them. Play the song
again and encourage the pupils to join in.

PB pogc tt @ Picture cords
. Pupils cut out the eight picture cards showing food.

Say different foods and ask pupils to hold up the
correct card.

. Pupils practise in pairs, taking turns to point to pictures
and ask their partner What is it?

AB poge 6l @ Look ond motch
. Pupils match the words to the pictures by drawing

lines.

AB pose tt O Tick (rz) or cross (r). ft-
hos the wizord got?

. Pupils to look at the food on the table. Ask. wM ltar
he got? Elicit sa/ad, fish, bread and chlcken. Th€n d
the pupils to look at the list of words. Read each ore
aloud with them, then put them in pairs to complete
the task.

KEY bread / milk /r cheese I chicken / peas f
bananas I fish / salad /

Ending the lesson
o Sing the I like spaghetti song again. Rather than letting

pupils read the words in their Pupil's Books, arrange
the food flashcards in a row and point to each one as
the word occurs in the song.

o Sing the first verse without the recording. In place of
spaghetti, sing other foods which pupils have said they
l ike.

Pupils draw a picture of themselves, sitting in
front of a big plate of their favourite food,
looking happy.They can give themselves a speech
bubbfe saying I |ike ice cream - or whatever.

Tal
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LESSON 3

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

sandwich, pizza, chocolate
Phonics practice [tS]

Names of food
I l ike .. .  ,  ldon't l ike .. .  .

chips

Worm-up
o Stick the flashcards around the room. Say the different

foods and ask pupils to point to the corresponding
flashcard. Then sing the song from Lesson 2, with
pupils pointing to the appropriate flashcard as the
different foods are mentioned in the song.

'L2 o pB poges 42 ond t3 @ Listen, point
ond sog

. Tell the pupils to look at the big picture on pages 42
and 43, and ask ( in L1) what they think is happening in
the picture. (The wizard is conjuring up lots of different
food for the boy.) Ask why they think he looks cross.
(He's fussy: there are many types of foods he doesn't
like.) Model the new words sandwich, pizza and
chocolate and ask pupils to repeat.

. Play the recording while the pupils listen and point to
each item as it is mentioned. Ask (in L1) what is the
only thing the boy likes. (The sandwich.) Play the
recording again and have puprls read out the wizard's
reply each time the boy asks What is it?

RECORDING 60

BoY Bread and cheese again!
wrzARD I like bread and cheese! OK. Try this. Jetti-

zetti-kaletti.
BoY Ooh, what is it?
wrzARD lt's spaghetti.
BoY I don't like spaghetti.
wrzARD OK. Try this. Jeem-fleem-byzeem!

Ooh, what is it?
It's ice cream.
I don't like ice cream.
OK. Try this. Eetsa-beetsa-weetsa.
Ooh, what is it?
It's pizza.
I don't like pizza.
OK. Try this. Mocklet-docklet-pocklet!
Ooh, what is it?
It's chocolate.
I  don' t  l ike chocolate.
Well, try this! Switch-kitch-banglitch!
Mmmm! This is good! l t 's chicken and
bread and . . .  mmm! What is i t?
It's just a sandwich.

PB pose {2 O Listen ond reod
. Tell the pupils to look at the picture of the boy. Ask:

What's he got? (A sandwich.) Play the recording while
the pupils read the sentence. Explain what chrps are
and ask: Do you like chips? Play the recording again
and ask the pupils to repeat. Tell them that, in English,
the letters 'ch' often make the sound [tfl. Practise the
sentence in small groups.

AB pose [2 @ Reod ond motch
o Tellthe pupils to look at the picture. Ask them (in L1)

what is happening. (The wizard and the boy are having
a meal. They are sharing it with an owl and a dog.)

o In pairs, pupils read the sentences and decide who says
them. For example, the wizard is happily eating bread,
so he says I like bread. Pupils draw lines linking the
speech bubbles to the characters.

KEY 1. I  l ike chicken. 2. I  l ike bread. 3. I  don' t  l ike
bread. 4. I don't like cheese. 5. I l ike cheese.

AB pose 42 @ Circte ond write

Pupils circle the words for different foods, then write
them beside the appropriate pidure.

KEY 1. pizza 2. bananas 3. peas 4. spaghetti 5. bread
6. salad 7. f ish 8. mi lk

Ending the lesson
o Mime eating one of the food items learned so far: you

could break pieces off an invisible bar of chocolate and
put them in your mouth. The pupil who identifies what
you are eating comes and does a mime.

. Extend the activity by modelling a sentence after each
mime, e.g. Sandro likes ice cream. Ask the pupils who
have mimed to stand in a row. Point to different pupils
and elicit the different sentences from the rest of the
class.

Pupils can play Bingo with their picture cards. Ask
them to choose four cards and lay them face up
on their desk. Call out different food words.
When pupils hear one of their cards mentioned,
they turn it face down. The first pupil to turn all
four cards face down calls out Bingo! - and is the
winner.

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD

BOY

WIZARD
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LEssoil r

k1ldedtarget
hgrrege

Names of food
l l ike . . .  ,  ldon' t  l ike . . .
Do you like ... ?

AB pose 43 @ t'totctr. Then drow
. Hold up your book and point out the word sa/ad joined

to the picture of the salad. Ask: Do you like salad? Tell
them to draw a smiley face or a sad face in the circle
next to the salad picture, depending on whether they
l ike or dis l ike salad.

. Working individually, pupils continue in the same way
for the other foods. Circulate and elicit sentences
beginning I like and I don't like.

AB pose 43 @ Write. I l ike... or I don't
l ike. . .

. Puprls write a sentence about each of the pictures in
Activity 7.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils to sort their picture cards into foods they

like and foods they don't like. Circulate and elicit
sentences based on the cards, beginning I like or I
don't like.

Pupils can make additionalfood picture cards,
using blank cards and photos cut from magazines
or supermarket circulars. The activity described
above in Ending the lesson can be done with
picture cards made by the pupils.

Worm-up
. Rrt the pupils in groups. Tell them they have two

nninutes to think of as many food words as possible.
Let them write them down if they wish. After two
mlnutes, divide the class into two teams. Teams take
turns to call out a food word. Award a point for each
correct word.

. In stronger classes, each team could choose one or two
people to run to the board and write the words,
instead of just calling them out.

Presentotion
o Hold up different food flashcards and say: I like salad.

t don't like bananas. etc. Ask individuals: Do you like
br,nanas? Ask Eva. etc.

c-': PB poge 43 @ Listen ond sog right or
wrong

. Ask the pupils to look at the pictures and name the
different types of food. Point out (in L1) that in the first
picture the wizard is happy because he likes the food
he sees; in the second picture he is unhappy because
he doesn't like what he sees.

. Pupils listen to the recording. Pause where necessary
and elicit right or wrong.

RECORDING 62

1. I  l ike cheese. Right.
2. I don't like chicken. Wrong.
3. I  don' t  l ike bananas. Wrong.
4. I  l ike mi lk.  Wrong.
5. I  don' t  l ike pizza. Right.

PB pose 43 O SoU whot gou like ond
don't  l ike

r Put the pupils in pairs to practise talking about what
food they like and don't like. Circulate, listen and
correct oronunciation as necessary.
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LESSON 5

k rget language milkshake

ncyUeO target
hguage

Do you like ... ?; p/ease

ncgtirc language lfeel sick; lots of ... ; lt's my
favourite food.

Worm-up
. S'-9 tne song from Lesson 1 (Recording 59). Then ask

:,-c s to name other foods they have learned, that are
-,:: -entioned in the song.

. :-.cdrage pupils to ask you whether you like different
':oos, using Do you like ...

'- ' PB poge 44 @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. Tell the pupils to look at the picture and ask them (in
Ll)  where the chi ldren are and what they're doing.
rThey are in a caf6 and they're looking at menus.) What
would they, the pupils, choose if they went to a caf6
wrth their friends. lf possible. have them tell you in
Engl ish.

. Ask the class to read the words while you play the
recording.

. Focus on picture 2, and ask a pupil to read Joe's words
again. Ask if anyone knows what a milkshake is. lf not,
show them the milkshake in picture 1, on the poster
behind Joe. Ask: Do you like milkshakes?

r Focus on picture 4. Use mime or translation to explain
I feel sick. Ask (in Ll)why Joe feels sick. (Because he's
eaten so much.)

o In groups of three pupils practise reading the dialogue.
Alternatively, play the recording again and ask them to
repeat after each sentence.

PB poee 44 @ Picture cords
. Focus on the photo at the bottom of page 44. Tell the

class to work in pairs, sharing a set of eight picture
word cards. They must take turns to turn up pairs of
cards and ask their partner a question based on the
two cards, e.g. Do you like peas and ice cream?

. Ask them to find one really nice combination of two
foods and one horrible mixture. They should practise
their conversation and perform it for you when they
feel ready.

AB poge 44 O Oo o surveg. Ask four
f r iends. Do gou t ike . . .  ?

o Focus on the oictures of the food and elicit the names
pizza, fish, peaS cheese and sa/ad. Tell pupils to write
the name of four children sitting near them, one at the
too of each column. Tell them to ask their friends Do
you like pizza? etc. They should tick or cross the boxes
accordingly. Circulate, listen and correct as necessary.

Ending the lesson
. Say'. pizza. The pupils who like pizza stand up and

chorus I like pizza. Those who don't like pizza remain
seated and chorus I don't like pizza.

. Continue with more controversial choices fish, cheese,
snakes.

Pupils work in small groups. Give each group a
large sheet of paper and let them design their
own caf6 menu.

Arrange three or four chairs in a circle at the
front of the class and ask for three volunteers to
be customers in a caf6. When the customers are
seated, ask a pupil from the class to read out the
menu, and invite the customers to place their
orders, adding p/ease.

Put the pupils in different groups, and let them
choose from each other's menus.

T44
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LESSON 6

Letv target language healthy food

R€cycled target I've got ... .
language

Receptive language Excellent; Eat more fruit and
salad; Oh dear!
lunchbox

Worm-up
r ,'.'rt€ on the board: Do you like healthy food? Help

r-cils to deduce the meaning of healthy food. Say:
3ananas are healthy. Fish is healthy. Show them a
r..reet chocolate bar or afizzy drink. Say: This isn't
.ealthy.

. Encourage them to name other healthy foods in
Enol ish.

Pt pose 45 @ Reod ond onswer the
questions

. Give pupils a piece of paper and ask them to write the
numbers 1-10. Read the quest ions together and ask
pupils to write Yes or No in answer to each question,
next to the appropriate number on their piece of paper.

. Tell them to turn their books uoside down and read the
marking system together. Ask them to write how many
marks they scored for each question, and to add up
therr total. Ask them to guess the meaning of excellent,
Eat more fruit and salad and Oh dear! Ask (in L1) if
they think their results are fair.

PB pose 45 O Whot 's in gour lunchbox?
. Read the question aloud to the class What's in your

lunchbox? Explain (in L1) that some schoolchildren in
Bri tain take own their  lunch to school in a lunchbox.

. Ask pupils to draw what they would like to have in
their lunchbox. Circulate and help with vocabulary.
Then put pupi ls in pairs to ask and answer the
quest ion.

. Ask volunteer pairs to perform their mini dialogues for
the class.

AB pose 45 @ Find ond circle
r  Point to each of the prctures and e c:  : -e :3"3::

words. Ask the pupi ls to f ind and crrc e €a:- : , . ' .  '
the word search.

AB pose 45 O Drow gour fovourite
sondwich. Then write

.  Tel l  the pupi ls to draw their  favouri te sandwrcf a 'c
then complete the sentences. Monitor their work a-c
give prompts where necessary.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L1) how well they feel they've worked rn

this unit. Ask them to look at the English Adventure
section at the bottom of Activity Book page 45 and
colour in one of the faces in the usual way.

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Working in groups, pupils make posters showing
healthy and unhealthy foods. Give each group
two sheets of paper and ask them to write
headings along the top

These are healthy foods.

These aren't healthy foods.

(They can copy these from the blackboard.)

Distribute magazines, etc. and ask pupils to cut
out photos of food and drink, and stick them on
the appropriate sheet. Each food should be
captioned with its name in English. Be ready to
help with unknown vocabulary.
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LESSON 1

New target language eat, fire
Revision Action verbs; Animal names

canlcan't; like; don't like

Worm-up
. Revise action verbs with a quick game of Simon says.

Have pupi ls mime cl imbing, running, swimming, f ly ing,
hiding, etc. After a while, ask for volunteers to take
your role and give instructions, with or without Simon
says.

PB poges 45 o;nd h7 Boord gome
o To play the game you'll need two dice and a counter of

some kind for every pupil.

. Look at the game on pages 46 and 47. Ask pupils (in
L1) if they can tell you what's happening. (The game is
a journey through the jungle with a river to cross and
the tiger and fire to avoid.) Play a practice game with
the whole class. Ask pupils where to start. (Bottom left
corner.) Tell them they should move left to right along
the bottom line, then right to left along the second,
and so on. Ask them to read the instructions together.
Explain eat and frre. Make sure they understand what
the arrows mean.

. Divide the class into three teams. Each team is an
animal: a snake, an elephant or a bear. Ask pupils:
What are you? Elicit I'm a snake. etc. Ask: Can a snake
jump? (No.) Can a snake climb a tree? (Yes.) Can a
snake hide in the grass? (Yes.) Can a snake swim?
(Yes.) Can a snake run? (No.) Do snakes like bananas?
(No.) Do snakes like fish? (No.) Ask about bears and
elephants in the same way. (Bears can jump, can climb
trees, can't hide in the grass, can swim, can run; they
like bananas and fish. Elephants can't jump, can't
climb, can't hide in the grass, can swim, can run; they
like bananas but they don't like fish.)

r Everyone puts their marker on the Start square. Pupils
in each team take turns to throw the two dice and call
out the numbers, e.g. Two and six. Eight! All members
of the team move the total of the two numbers
thrown, counting aloud as they go.

o lf they land on a square with an instruction, e.g. Jump
they say either / m a bea7 I can jump and move to the
square indicated - or I'm an elephant, I can't jump and
stay where they are.

. lf the instruction involves food, e.g. Eat a banana they
say either |m a bear I like bananas and move on - or
I'm a snake I don't like bananas and stav where thev
are.

o Play continues until one team reaches the finish. lf their
last throw takes them past the finish, they go back to
the start and continue round the board.

AB pose 46 O Reod ond write
. Pupils read the text and decide which of the four

animals is speaking. They write the animal name in the
space provided.

KEY Text 1. an elephant. Text 2. a snake.

AB poge 66 @ Look ond write
. Pupils look at the picture clues and complete the

names of the animals.

KEY 1. dinosaur 2. monkey 3. t iger 4. elephant 5. bear
6. bird 7. dog 8. horse 9. snake

Round-up
o Sing the I can walk song from Unit 5 (Recording 50).
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LESSON 2

Revision I like; ldon't like; Do you like ... ?
I can; I can't, Can you ... ?
l'm; I've got

Picture card vocabulary from Units
1 to 6: toys; parts of the face;
parts of the body; prepositions;
action verbs; food

Worm-up
o 5in9 the I like spaghetti song from Unit 6 (Recording

60) to practise / /rke and I don't /rke. Don't forget to
have pupils rub their tummies or make a face
according to their likes and dislikes.

. Play another round of the board game on Pupil's Book
pages 46 and 47.

Picture cords
. Use the flashcards and the picture cards for a revision

of all the language learned in Units 1 to 6. Ask pupils
to spread their picture cards face up on their desk, in
six rows of eight. They should keep the cards organised
in sense groups: all the toys together, etc. Congratulate
the class on having learned so many words and
phrases.

r Do a Listen and show activity with all the cards. Say
words and ask the class to show you the corresponding
picture cards. In the case of the genie picture cards, say
entlre phrases The genie's in the cupboard, etc. Avoid
jumping between sense groups too much. For example,
say three or four different words for food before
changing to another topic.

. Organise a team game using the flashcards. Shuffle the
flashcards and ask teams to take turns to choose a
card. They must make up a sentence using the word
illustrated by the card. Pupils in your weaker classes
may need help to create sentences, e.g. you could
suggest words they might use in addition to the one
illustrated on the flashcard; or you could mouth a
sentence silently and ask them to lip-read.

Role plog
o Ask the pupils to work in pairs and write a sketch

about two animals meeting in the jungle. On the
board, show them how to set out the dialogue, with
Lhe names of the speakers on the left, followed by the
:ext of what they say.

o Ask them to make their animals tell each other about
things they can and cannot do, using / can and I can't.
They should also ask each other questions about what
they can do, using Can you... 7 They can talk about
food they like or dislike, using llike, ldon't like and Do
you l ike . . .  ?

r Encourage them to extend the dialogue. The animals
can begin by greeting each other, and asking each
other's name and age. They can describe themselves
using /'m (green), etc. and I've got (big eyes), etc. Help
with vocabulary.

o lnvite volunteers to read their sketch for the class. lf
you wish, record their performances on audio tape or
camcorder and play them back. Pupils who do not wish
to perform can write their dialogues neatly, using
different coloured pens for the two speakers. They can
illustrate their dialogues with drawings or with photos
of animals cut from magazines. Encourage them to
draw a jungle border round their dialogue, like the one
round the board game on Pupil's Book pages 46 and 47.

AB pose t7 @ Write. t l ike... or I don't like
. Pupils look at the pictures and decide what food the

animal likes and has eaten. and what foods they don't
like and don't want to eat. Pupils complete the speech
bubble accordingly, using food words chosen from the
answer box.

KEY 1. I  l ike bananas. 2. I  don' t  l ike ice cream.
3. I l ike oizza. 4. I don't like chicken.

AB pose 47 @ Circte ond write
o Pupils read the word lists, circle the odd word and add

it to the correct list.

KEY 1. bread 2. fly 3. elephant 4. brown

Round-up
. Play the mime game from Unit 5, Lesson 3 (Ending the

lesson). Let volunteers imitate the animal of their
choice. The rest of the class must guess which animal it
is, asking Are you a snakeZ etc.
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LESSON I

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

mum, dad, brothe| sister
Have you got a brotherlsister?
I've got (tvvo sisters and a
brothe). I haven't got a
(brothe).

Parts of the body

family
king, princess

r Draw a family tree with stick figures representing you,
your parents and your siblings - real or fictitious. Tell
the class about your family, indicating each person as
you mention them, e.g. This is my mum- This is my
dad. I've got tvvo sisters. I haven't got a brother-

o Ask several pupils: Have you got a sister? Repeat with
Have you got a brotherT and write the questions on
the board.

. Then pupils read the story together in pairs.

€fo AB poge {8 O Listen ond number
. Read the instruction in the speech bubble and ensure

that everyone understands what it means. Ask pupils
to listen to the recording and point to the lioness
which they hear described. (lt 's picture 1.)

RECORDING 65

My mum's got big eyes, a black nose, and big
teeth. She's got black toes.

o Ask a pupil to repeat what he or she can remember of
the description. Encourage other pupils to help.

. Play the recording again, while the pupils point to the
parts of the body as they hear them.

AB pose 48 @ Look ond circle
. Pupils look again at picture 1 in Activity 1' In pairs, they

read each sentence and circle yes ot no.

KEY 1. yes 2. no 3. no 4. Yes

Ending the lesson
o Point to yourself and repeat what you said about your

family earlier in the lesson , e.g. I've got tvvo s6ters.
! haven't got a brother Then name a pupil and have
him or her say similar sentences. Let that pupil choose
another pupil, and so on.

Do a picture dictation, describing your mother
and father. Recycle language from Unit 3, e-9.
My mum's got short black hair Introduce comic
touches if you wish, e.g. My dad's got big feet-
lf you have time, photocopy outline figures on
which pupils can fill in the details. Add a brother
and a sister if you wish, to create a complete
family group.

Worm-up
. Use mime or animal noises to elicit the words for

animals which the pupils learned in Unit 5. Finish by
roaring like a lion and shaking an invisible mane. Model
the word /ion and write it on the board. Alternatively,
simply brainstorm animal words, giving the first letters
as clues.

Presentotion
. Ask the class to look through the pages of the new

unit and find the jigsaw piece. Can they guess what
the theme of the unit is? (The jigsaw piece is on page
50. The theme of Unit 7 is families.)

. lf you have any pictures or models of characters from
The Lion Krng, show them to the class. lf you wish,
write the English title of the film on the board and
explain its meaning.

ac. PB poge 48 Q Look ond listen.
Then reod

o Set the scene. Ask the class (in L1) if they know which
film this is. (Ihe Lion King ll: Simba's Pride.) Explain that
the two young lions, Kovu and Kiara, are meeting for
the first time. Have the pupils point to each character
as he or she is mentioned. Play the recording while the
pupils point to the correct picture.

RECORDING 64

sroRyrELLER This is a story about lions.
KIAM Have you got a sister?
KovA Yes. l've got a sister and a brother.
KIAnl l 'm a princess. My dad's the king'
KovA I haven't got a dad. l 've got a ..'

Mum!
KrARA This is my dad.

. Check in L'l that the pupils understand king and
pn'nc6s.
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LesioN 2

klarget language granny, grandad, baby
brother
wiggle her nose, write with
his toes, walk on her hands,
juggle with fish

can, sing, dance
mum, dad, sister, brother

crazy big band

}gded target
lErrage

fcptive language

Worm-up
o Walk around the class, stopping by different pupils and

sryfng. e.g. Ihrs is Michael. He's got one brother. He
i6r1't got a sister. Right or wrong? Use your
knowledge of pupils' families, or make guesses. Make
deliberate mistakes and elicit corrections.

. lf a pupil has a baby brother or sister, take the
opportunity to teach baby brother and/or baby sister,
writing them on the board.

. Draw your own family on the board, eliciting words for
family members Ihis is my ... mum elc.

a9 o pB pose rr9 €) S:ng
. The class open their books at page 49. Read the words

for family members and ask pupils to point to the
appropriate people in the picture. Ensure that everyone
understands granny and grandad.

. tuk them (in L1)what's funny about the family. Spend
a few moments identifying the funny things that the
people are doing: he's writing with his toes, etc.

. Play the song. Encourage the class to point to each
person as they are mentioned.

o Run through the various skills mentioned in the song,
using mime to underline meaning. Say: Look, lcan
wiggle my nose. Rita, can you wiggle your nose? eic.
Explain crazy and in a big band in L1 . Ensure that
everyone understands the difference between brg
brother and baby brother.

.  Play the song again, and encourage the pupi ls to join
in,  s inging and miming.

PB pose 49 @ Picture cords
. Ask pupils to cut out the eight picture cards showing

Yasmin's family. Ask pupils to show three cards one by
one, as previously. Then focus on the photo on page
49 and explain the new activity (in L1). You are going
to ask the pupils to put groups of three cards in order.

. Say: Put the cards in order. 1 granny. 2 baby 3 mum.
Encourage pupils to compare their cards with their
partners' and change the arrangements if necessary.
Circulate and check. Ask individuals to read back the
cards, including the numbers. Continue with other
combinations of family members.

AB pose 49 O Find ond write the numbers
. Open your book at page 49 and point to the family.

Say: This is a family tree and write: family tree on the
board. lf the concept is new to the class, spend a
few moments discussing family trees in 11. What
information do family trees give us?

o Point to the first word on the page, mum, and ask:
What number is mum? (5.) Pupils complete the activity
individual ly or in pairs.

KEY mum - 5, dad - 6, sister - 9, brother - 7,
Yasmin - 8, grandad - 2 and 3, granny - 1 and 4,
baby brother - 10

Ending the lesson
o Focus again on the song text in Pupil's Book Activity 2.

Ask: Who can wiggle her nose? Elicit the answer My
srster Ask similar questions about the other family
members. Sing the song again.

For the next lesson
. Ask the pupils to bring family photographs for the next

lesson. Tell them that you would like to keep them in
school for use in two more lessons after that.

Stick all the flashcards on the board except the
picture of Yasmin. Point to each family member in
turn, saying: This is her mum. This is her grandad.
etc. Then ask a pupil to come to the board to do
the same.

Remove the picture of Yasmin's big brother, and
replace it with the flashcard showing Yasmin.
Repeat the activity from the point of view of
Yasmin's brother, saying hrs instead of her This is
his dad. This is his srster. etc.
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J-
LESSON 3

New target language Phonics [l]

Recycled target
language

Family members
He'slShe's got ...

Worm-up
o Start singing the song from Lesson 2 slowly, without

the recording. Pause before key words and phrases to
elicit them from the class. Encourage pupils to sing the
song with you.

. Use the flashcards to revise words for family members.
Show the picture of Yasmin, then show her various
relatives, eliciting the words This is Yasmin. This is her...
dad etc.

flf . PB poses 50 ond 5l @ Listen ond point
. Ask the class to look at the big picture on pages 50

and 51. Use L1 to establish the situation: the young
lioness is showing her friend some cave paintings of
her family. Ask the class to listen and point to the
different family members as they are mentioned.

. Play the recording as far as She's got green eyes. Check
that the pupils are pointing to number 4, and elicit
She's number 4.

. Play the rest of the recording. Pause the recording
before the number of each painting is given. Elicit the
answer from the class. Be ready to correct mistakes
involving He3 and 5he3.

RECORDING 67

PUPIL I

NARRATOR

PUPIL 1

NARRATOR

PUPIL 2

PUPIL 1

NARRATOR

PUPIL 1

NARRATOR

PUPIL 2

PUPIL 1

NARRATOR

Look. This is my picture. l'm small.
She's number 5.
And this is my mum. She's got green
eyes.
She's number 4.
Where's your dad?
This is my dad. He's got a big head and
long hair. He's got big teeth.
He's number 3.
This is my granny. She's got brown
eyes. She hasn't got long hair.
She's number 2.
ls this your grandad?
Yes. He's got a big head and brown
hair.
He's number 1.

Proctice
. Show the pupils photos of your family. Say who the

people are and add a short description beginning HeS
got or She's got, e.g. This is my mum. She's got short,
curly hair.

o Have the pupils show their family photos and make
descriptions in the same way, either in small groups or
as a whole class activity.

. You could ask the pupils to draw and write about a
member of their familv. Use the work to make a
classroom display.

. Collect the photographs and keep them for Lessons 4
and 5.

'efo PB poge 5o O Listen ond reod
. Tell the pupils to look at the picture. Ask: How many

fish? Play the recording, while the pupils read the
sentence. Play the recording again and ask the pupils
to reoeat the sentence.

o Practise the sound /r/. Contrast it with the sound /i/.
Put the pupils in small groups and ask them to
brainstorm more words with the sound h/. Elicit
suggestions from the class, e.g. milk, chicken, chin.

AB pose 50 O Circle the fomilg words.
Then write

. Pupils find and circle seven family words, then write
them on the lines.

KEY grandad, granny, mum, dad, brothel sister, baby

AB poge 5o O Reod ond colour
. Puoils read the texts and colour the lion cubs

accordingly. Ask volunteers to read the texts and show
the class their oictures.

Ending the lesson
o Play a memory game. Say: My srter3 got a doll.lnvire

volunteers to add an item, e.g. My srster3 got a doll
and a scooter ... My stster3 got a doll, a scooter and a
dinosaur. etc. Use flashcards or actual toys as prompts,
if necessary.

o Start a new chain with My brother's got a book.

Hold up the flashcards of Yasmin, her big brother
and her sister. Dictate descriptions and ask the
class to write them 1. This is Yasmin. She's got
long, black hain 2. This is her big brother. He's got
short, black hair. 3. This is her sister. She's got
Iong, brown hair.

Ask individuals to read the sentences back to you,
holding up the cgrresponding picture card.

I
5
I
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Worrn-up
. Std the family flashcards on the board. Say: He hasn't

got lnir. Elicit Grandad. Repeat with other pictures,
grvrng descriptions with She's got or He3 gof. Invite
rdunteers to take your role.

* o pB poge st @ Listen ond sog right or
wrong

. Tell the pupils to look at the picture of the big lion and
listen to the young lion describing him. Pause the
recording after each of Kiara's sentences and elicit
Right or Wrong. Continue the recording to check.

RECORDING 69
(ARA My dad's got small, yellow feet.

ITESSON 4

ktarget language

fcyOeO target
trgrrage

'RESENTER
(iARA

,RESENTER

<IARA
)RESENTER

<tARA
PRESENTER

KIARA

PRESENTER

Order of adjectives, e.g. long,
brown hair

feet, ears
He'slShe's got
Family members

Ri9ht.
He's got big, black teeth.
Wrong.
He's got short, white legs.
Wrong.
He's got a big, brown head.
Right.
He's got long, brown hair.
Right.

. Pupils work in pairs and make more sentences with
two adjectives to describe the lioness. Write prompts
on the board: legs, feet, haic head, eyes, nose, teth.
Ask different pupils to say their sentences to the class.
Pupils may not have the same ideas: some may thrnk
that the lioness's legs are short; others that they are
long. This needn't matter, as long as the pupils express
an opinion and understand the words.

AB pose 5t @ Reod ond find. Circle the
number

. Read the speech bubble aloud while the pupils follow
in their books. Then ask pupils to look at the four lions
and decide which is Kovu's brother.

KEY Picture 4

AB pose 5t @ Cotour ond wri te
. Pupils colour the baboon according to the key.

. Then they complete the sentences, using the adjectives
from the box in the correct order: size followed bv
colour.

KEY 1. He's got a small, blue face. 2. He's got a long,
red nose. 3. He's got big, yellow eyes. 4. He's got long,
white hair.

Ending the lesson
. Work with the whole class to draw a monster on the

board. Ask the class (in L1) if they want to draw a girl
monster or a boy monster. Draw a head and a body
yourself, then instruct volunteers to add details, e.g.
He's got long, green hair. He's got one big, yellow eye.
He's got short, blue legs.

. When the picture is finished, ask individuals to repeat
your instructions back to you, e.g. point to the
monster's hair and elicit the sentence He's got long,
yellow hair.

Play Guess who? Ask a pupil to describe
somebody in the class using two adjectives
together, e.g. She3 got short, black hair. She's
got big brown eyes. The person who guesses
correctly continues the game.

Proct ice
. On the board, wrile: smalL yellow feet / big, white

teeth / a big, brown head / long, brown hair Explain (in
L1) that words that tell you about the size of
something always come first, before colours. Describe
your own hair, e.g. l've got brown hair. l've got long
hair. I've got long, brown hair.

. Ask a pupil - one who isn't shy - to stand up. Elicit a
description of his or her hair, beginning He's/She's got
shortllong...

PB pose 5t O Look ond sog
. Ask the class to look at the picture. Invite a volunteer

to read the text of the speech bubble. Elicit ways to
end the sentence, e.g. short, brown hair.
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ktarget language

h<yded target
brryage

Here you are.

Family members
Have you got a brother? etc.
My mum can dance. My
grandad can't swim. etc.
My granny's shorf. etc.

Worm-up
. Ask pupils if they can remember and describe the

rnonster you drew together in the last lesson. Elicit
sentences beginning He'slShe's got, followed by two
adjectives. Draw the monster again as instructed by the
pupils. Make deliberate mistakes, e.g. draw red hair
instead of green hair. Encourage the class to correct
you.

9f n PB pose 52 @ tisten ond reod.
Then oct

. Ask the pupils (in L1) to look at the pictures and tell
you what is happening. (Harry is showing Yasmin some
photos of his family.) Play the recording while the
pupils look at the pictures. Encourage them to point to
the people as they are mentioned.

r Ask a pupil to read Harry's first speech bubble. Then
ask different pupils: Can your mum dance?

o Ask two more pupils to read the next two speech
bubbles. Tell the class to point to granny and grandad.
Use gestures to show them what short and tal/ mean.
Then ask different pupils: Can your grandad juggle?

o Put the pupils in pairs to practise reading the dialogue.
Then ask them to change over so they read both parts.

P8 poee 52 @ Picture cords
. Divide the class into groups of four. Ask each group to

put all four sets of picture cards together and shuffle
them, then deal out eight cards to each pupil.

r The aim of the game is to collect sets of four identical
cards: four sisters, four grannies, etc. Players mustn't let
other players see their cards. Player 1 asks one of the
other players Have you got a (brother)Z lf the player
has any brother cards, he or she must give one of them
to Player 1, who can then ask another player for
another card, until someone says Nq sorry. The player
who said No then asks for a card that he or she wants,
in the same way.

. When players have a set of four, they put them on the
table in front of them. The winner is the fi6t player to
get two complete sets.

. Encourage pupils to say Here you are when handrng
over cards, like the boy in the photo. They can say
Yippee! when they get a full set, like the grd in the
Dhoto.

AB pose 52 @ Reod ond motch
. Pupils read the descriptions in each speech bubble,

then decide who is being described. They write the
corresponding number in the box.

KEY
My granny3 got short  hair  . . .  2.
My granny5 got long hair  . . .  1 .
My grandad hasn't  got hair  . . .  4.
My grandad's got black hair. ... 3.

AB pose 52 O Do o surveg. Ask three
friends

. Pupils complete the first column by writing Yes or No in
each square. lf they have, say, two sisters, they should
write Yes, 2 in the appropriate square.

. Pupils circulate and ask three other children. They
should write their friends' names at the top of each
column, ask them the two questions and record their
answers.

Ending the lesson
. Sing the song from Lesson 2 (Recording 66).

Using Activity 8 on Activity Book page 52 as a
model, pupils draw members of their family and
write about them. Write examples on the board
of how they can begin sentences My dad's got ... .
He can ... . He can't ... .
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rEssoN 6

Xew target language

R€cyded target
language

Receptive language

tne same
straight, curly

l'm tall. He'slShe's tall. etc.
l've got brown hair. He's/She's
got. . .  .

tuvins, twin sister
hand pri nts, footpri nts,
fingerprints

o Working with a partner, pupils write pairs of sentences
contrasting themselves with their partner, using the
sentences on the board as a model.

r Invite volunteer pairs to stand up and ask the rest of
the class to suggest what the contrast might be. Then
ask the pupi ls standing to read their  sentences. Be
careful to ask only confident pupils to stand; avoid
focusing attention on physical characteristics about
which pupi ls may be self-conscious.

AB pose 53 @ Look ond motch
. Pupi ls ident i fy each member of the family by drawing a

l inking l ine.

AB poge 53 O Drow someone in gour
fomi lg.  Then wri te obout
them

. Pupi ls draw a member of their  family then complete
the capt ion, delet ing He's or She s, as appropriate.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupi ls ( in L1) how wel l  they feel  they've worked in

this unit. Ask them to look at the three faces at the
bottom of Activity Book page 53 and colour one of
them in the usual way.

r lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

"  J '* :  
' t .  

= '  -

Ask pupils to create their own Right or wrong?
exercise about members of their family. They
shoufd write sentences such as My dad's got
g/asses or My brother hasn't got a bike. Provide as
many models on the board as you feel your pupi ls
need.

Encourage them to mix false sentences with true
sentences, and to give no clues as to which is
which. After each sentence, they should write yes
ot no.

They exchange papers with their friends, read
each other's sentences and circle yes ot no as
appropriate. lf they know each other's families,
so much the better. Alternatively, collect in their
work and try to circle the correct answers
yourself, monitoring their written work as you do.

Worm-up
. ls< random pupils around the class: Have you got a

:.other? ... Have you got a sister? ... Ask Thomas ...
.lsk me.

c-' PB poge 53 @ Listen, look ond reod
r Tell the class to look at the photos of Rosa and Sharon.

i l rcrt  ( in L1)that they are twin sisters. Explain that Rosa
and Sharon are identical twins so they look exactly the
same. Model the word tvvin. Play the recording while
:he pupi ls fol low in their  books.

r Demonstrate the meaning of the expression the same.
lf possible, find two pupils in the class who have the
same pencil case or some other possession. Say, e.g.
Cristina and Maria have got the same bag. Give pupils
a few moments to discuss with their partners to see if
they have any identical possessions. Encourage them to
make sentences beginning We've got. Everyone should
at least be able lo say We've got the same book.

r Ensure that the class understands the meaninq of
handprints, fingerprints and footprints.

PB pose 53 O Look ond f ind the
differences

. Ask the class to look at the ohotos of David and Paul.
Tel l  them ( in L1)that David and Paul are twins, but not
identical twins. Write on the board: David's got long
hair. Paul's got short hair.

.  In pairs,  pupi ls study the photos of David and Paul and
find two more differences. Helo them make sentences
rn Engl ish

David's got curly hair. Paul's got straight hair.
David's got glasses. Paul hasn't got glasses.

Proct ice
. Invite a pupil who isn't shy to come to the front of the

class. Choose someone whose appearance contrasts
with your own in some way, and say, e.g. l 've got
straight hair. Eva's got curly harr Write this model on
the board.
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LESSON I

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up

He'slShe's wearing (a big hat).
What's helshe wearing?

hat, boots
He's a . . .  .  He isn' t  a . . .  .
Toys

on TV Let rne see. Be careful.
Very funny!

. Use the flashcards to reactivate vocabulary from earlier
units. Show cards and elicit the words. Vary your
questions and the responses you elicit Have you got
a dog? Have you got a spaceman? ... Touch your
nose ... Where's the genie? ... Do you like spaghetti?
... Ask me. Ask Eva ... .

o Leave the flashcards on view in a row so that pupils
get a sense of how far they have come in their English
learning.

1!.  pB poge 5{ O Look ond l isten.
Then reod

. Ask the pupils to look through the pages of the new
unit to find the jigsaw piece. (lt 's on page 59.) Help
them guess (in L1)the theme of the unit (c/ofhes).

. Draw a large W screen on the board. Stick the cowboy
flashcard in the middle of the screen and say: Look A
cowboy on fV Replace with the spaceman flashcard
and ask: What's on TV? Elicit A spaceman. Repeat with
the dinosaur flashcard.

. Ask pupils to look at the picture story and listen to the
recording.

RECORDING 72

sToRyTELLER This is a story about some toys.
?EX

.,.ooDY
?o(

=.:a
;5r
rtrOCD'"

Look! A cowboy on TV.
What's he wearing?
He's wearing a big hat. And he's
wearing boots ... lt 's you! You're
on TV.
Let me see.
Be careful !
Very funny! He isn't a cowboy. He's a
chicken.

o Ask the pupils (in L1)what happens in the story. ffhe
dinosaur tells the cowboy that he - the cowboy - is on
W. The spaceman rushes to see, causing the dinosaur
to step on the remote control and change the
programme. When the cowboy gets to see the screen,
there's a chicken on instead. He thinks the dinosaur
had been joking.)

. Play the text for picture one, and have the pupils point
to the cowboy on TV. Play the text for picture 2, and
have the pupils point to the big hat and the boots.
Then play the rest of the recording while the pupils
point to the correct speech bubbles. Play the recording
again, this time pausing after each section for the
pupils to repeat the words.

o Help pupils deduce the meaning of let me see, Be
careful! and Very funny!

AB pose 54 O Tick (Z) or cross (r().
Whot con gou see?

. Pupils read the list of toys and put a tick beside those
which appear in the picture and a cross beside those
which do not.

KEY 1. A spaceman /  2.  Acar /  3.A horse I
4. A doll / 5. A chicken X 6. Aball X 7. A cowboy /
8. A dog ,/ 9. A teddy bear ,( 10. A dinosaur /

AB pose 54 @ Circle the tog words
. Ask pupils to look for words for toys and draw circles

round them.

KEY spaceman, teddy bear ball, dog, doll, cowboy

Ending the lesson
. Ask a boy to stand up. Ask. What's he wearing?

Answer the question yourself by pointing to one thing
the boy is wearing and saying, e.g. HeS wearing a
sweater. Repeat the process with a girl, asking: What's
she wearing? ... She's wearing a dress. Write the
sentences on the board. Read them again and ask the
class to repeat. Tell them that in the next lesson they
will be learning more words for clothes.

Give out drawing paper and ask the class to draw
a W outline. Alternatively, draw one yourself and
make a photocopy for each pupil.

Pupils draw an animal or a person on the sheet.
Encourage them to stick to known vocabulary.
Circulate and make suggestions.

Pupils hold up their drawings and say, e.g. Look!
There's a lion on TV.
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LESSON 2

New target language hat, T-shirt, sweate4 dress,
scart, jeans, shirt, shorts,
trainers, boots
What are you wearing?
l'm wearing ...

Recycled language Colours

Worm-up
. Ask a confident pupil to leave the room, then ask the

class: What3 he/she wearing? Elicit the correct answer
He/She's wearing ... , supplying words as necessary
then have the pupi l  come back in.

. Ask the question again and check that the pupils were
right.

2! = PB pose 55 @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. lf possible, bring into the class the ten clothes items
shown on page 55. Alternatively, use the clothes
flashcards.

. Ask the pupils to listen to the recording and point to
the correct pictures in the book. Play the recording
again, pausing after each item for the class to repeat.

r Place the ten clothing items around the classroom. Call
out: sweater and encourage the pupils to point to the
sweater. Invite a volunteer to take over from vou and
call out more words.

PB poge 55 @ Picture cords
. Ask pupils to cut out the eight clothes picture cards.

. Say the different words for clothes and ask pupils to
show you the correct picture card.

. In pairs, pupils practise saying clothes words, using the
cards as prompts. They can say the word and see if
their partner can show the correct card. Or they can
point to different cards to see if their partner knows
the word.

5::' PB poge 55 @ Sittg
. Pupils listen to the song and follow the words in the

book.

.  Play i t  again, and encourage the pupi ls to join in.  Have
them point to the correct pictures or to the clothes you
brouoht in.

AB pose 55 O Reod ond motch
. Point to the first word and elicit snzeater. Have the

pupils follow the line to the picture. Then ask them to
complete the task in pairs.

1! o AB pose SS @ Listen ond colour
. Pupils look at the picture and listen to the recording.

. Play the first phrase again and ask them to repeat it
a brown hat. Say: Where's the hat? and ask them to
ooint to it. Ask: What colour is it? and elicit brown.
Ask them to colour the hat brown.

. Play the recording again, allowing time for them to
complete the colouring.

RECORDING 75

A brown hat. A yellow T-shirt. A red dress.
A pink scarf. A purple sweater. Orange shorts.
A green skirt. Black jeans.

Ending the tesson
o Sing the song again (Recording 74), with the pupils

pointing to the pictures or real items as before.

For the next lesson
o Ask pupils to bring in pictures of people from

magazines or clothes catalogues.

Play a game of Guess who? using clothes as clues.
Ask pupils to write a sentence saying what their
partner is wearing. Sentences should begin He3
wearing or 5he3 wearing and list two or three
items of clothing.

Collect in the work. Read out sentences and ask
the rest of the class to say who is being described.
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LESSON 3

New target language

Recycled target
language

trousers, shoes
Phonics: [sh] sound

He'slShe's wearing ...
glasses, short
Clothes
Colours

Receptive language That's wrong.

Worm-up
r Sing the song again (RecordingT4), then ask

individuals: What are you wearing? Elicit replies
beginning l'm wearing ... .

9i o PB poges 56 ond 57 @ Listen ond
correct

o Put the pupils in pairs and ask them to look at the big
picture on pages 56 and 57. Allow a few minutes for
them to discuss ( in Ll)what is happening in the
picture. (The doll is looking out of the window through
binoculars. In the inset picture, we see what she is
looking at: a man is putting the cowboy into a bag in
the boot of his car. The doll is relaying this information
to the other toys, who are drawing the man on an
Etch-a-Sketch.)

. Focus on the picture of the man. Model the words
glasses, shirt, trousers and shoes. Ensure the class
understands them.

. Tell the class (in L1)that they are going to hear two
children talking about the picture. Play the recording as
far as Nq that's wrong. He's wearing ... . and elicit the
correct answer from the class HeS wearing a red shirt.

. Play the rest of the recording, eliciting or modelling the
correct words each time the boy says Nq that's wrong.
He'swearing ... .

RECORDING 76

GIRL Oh no! This man has got the cowboy.
He's wearing a yellow shirt.

Boy No, that's wrong. He's wearing ... a red

GIRL

BOY

GIRL

BOY

GIRL

BOY

GIRL

shirt.
Oh, yes. He's wearing orange glasses.
No, that's wrong. He's wearing black
glasses.
Oh, yes. He's wearing green trousers.
No, that's wrong. Oh, yes. He's wearing ...
brown trousers.
Oh, yes. He's wearing blue shoes.
No, that's wrong. He's wearing black shoes.
Oh, yes.

Proctice
. Ask the class to take out their magazine photos. In

small groups, they practise describing their pictures,
using He3lShe's wearing ... .

o When they are ready, stick all the pictures on the
board. Have one pupil from each group describe one of
their photos. The other groups guess which photo it is.

'=9F" PB pose 56 @ Listet ond reod
o Tell the pupils to look at the prcture of the doll. Ask

them: What's she wearing? (A green shirt and a purple
skirf.) Ask: Is the skirt long or short? Elicit short

. Play the recording while the pupils read the sentence.
Play the recording again, then ask the pupils to
repeat it.

o Tell them that in English the letters sh make the sound
/j/. In pairs, pupils think of more words that include the
sound /j/, e.g. she, shoe, fish, milkshake.

AB pose 56 @ Wr:te the words
. Pupils complete the word puzzle.

KEY 1. sweater 2. shorts 3. hat 4. skirt 5. jeans
6. dress 7. T-shirt 8. boots

AB pese 56 O Reod ond motch. Whot's
he/she weoring?

. Ask the class to look at the four pictures. Read the first
sentence aloud: He's wearing trousers. Ask the pupils
to point to the relevant picture.

. Pupils complete the task in pairs. Remind them to take
note of He and She - they are important clues.

KEY 1.2 2.1 3.3 4.4 5.1 6.3 7.2 8.4

Ending the lesson
. Pupils can play Bingo with the clothes picture cards.

Ask them to choose four cards and lay them face up
on their desk. Call out different clothes words. When
pupils hear one of their cards mentioned, they turn it
face down. The first pupils to turn all four cards face
down calls out Bingo!- and is the winner.

Return the magazine photos to the different
groups. Help them to produce posters. They
should arrange the photos on a sheet of paper,
with a written description underneath. They
should write a rough draft first, for you to check.
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LESSON i

}qldedtarget
t4uage

What's helshe wearing?
He'slShe's wearing ... .
Clothes
Toys
Colours

Worrn-up
o ln(rrre putting on a pair of trousers, then ask: What am

t r€€. ng? El icit trousers.

r Fr't€ a volunteer to come to the front. Show him or
-€. cne of the clothes flashcards, without letting the
e: of the class see it, then ask him or her to mime
i,-1-Jn9 on that item of clothing. Ask the class: What3
-'eShe wearing? Continue with other volunteers.

. p'actise the tongue twister again (Recording 77) or sing
:€ song (Recording 74).

r-'o PB poge 17 @ Listen ond sog
. Play the first sentence of the recording He's wearing a

hat and boors. Ask: Who isit? Elicit the reply lt's the
cowboy.

.  Cont inue with the recording, encouraging pupi ls to
guess the toy each time, before it is named.

RECORDING 78
PUPIL 1 He's wearing a hat and boots.
PUPIL 2 lt's the cowboy.
PUPTL I She's wearing a dress.
PUPIL 2 lt 's the doll.
PUPrL 1 He's wearing blue jeans.
PUPIL 2 lt's the cowboy.
PUPIL 1 She's wearing a pink hat.
PUPIL 2 l t 's the dol l .
PUPIL 1 He's wearing a yellow shirt.
PUPIL 2 lt's the cowboy.

o Put the pupi ls in pairs to pract ise a dialogue simi lar to
the one on the recording. They take turns to describe
one of the characters on pages 56 or 57, beginning
HelShe's wearing ... . Their partner guesses who it is.

PB pose 57 G) Reod. Who is it?
r Tell the pupils to look at the two cowboys, then ask

them to look at the text while you read it aloud. Ask:
Who is it? One or Two? Elicit the answer One.

. Optionally, before the class sees the text, you could use
it for dictation. They could then check what they have
written against the text in the book.

AB pose 57 O Reod ond colorr
. Pupils read the descriotrons ano coc'-i.:€ a€:-"rE

accordingly.

AB pose 57 O Find. Then write
. Ask pupils to follow the line from nurr*r ' crc -el

you what the girl is wearing. (A skrrt anc a ls- I rs{
them to complete the exercise, taking care lc r'r-t€ ''rE
and She correctly.

KEY 1. She's wearing a skirt and a T-shirt. 2. Hes
wearing jeans and a sweater. 3. She's wearing a T-shrt
and shorts. 4. He's wearing jeans and a shirt. 5. She s
wearing a dress.

Ending the lesson
. Hold up the magazine photos from Lesson 3, or point

to them if they are already part of a classroom display.
Say: Right or wrong? then describe what the people in
the photos are wearing. Make deliberate mistakes from
time to time and elicit a correct version. Include gender
mistakes, e.g. He3 wearing instead of 5he3 wearing.

Ask pupils to draw a boy and a girl or a man and
a woman, dressing them in any clothes they
please and colouring them in. Circulate and
discuss their pictures. Ask: What's helshe wearing?

Ask them to write captions under their pictures,
beginning He's wearing and She's wearing.

When they have finished they can do a picture
dictation in pairs. Pupils take turns to read their
captions to their partners: their partners draw and
colour two people as described. Afterwards, they
can compare the new version with the original.
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LglS'ON 5

hc1ldedtarget
hguage

tcptive language

what are you wearing? I'm
wearing... .
my, your

Where's ...
It's late.
Quick!

Worrn-up
o lldd up each of the flashcards in turn. Elicit the words,

ad stick the cards on the walls around the classroom.
Ask- Where3 the scarf? Pupils point to the scarf.

o Repeat with the other cards, or have a pupil take over
your role to ask the questions.

G" PBpoge5S @ Listen ond reod.
Then oct

. Ask the pupils (in L'l)to look at the pictures and tell
you what3 happening. (Harry and Joe have been
swimming. They are in such a hurry that they put on
eadr otherb clothes.)

. Play the recording while the pupils read the words,
pdnting to the correct speech bubble as they do.
Explain (in Ll)what Harry means when he says /t3 /ate/
Qtick, Joe!

. fupils practise reading the dialogue in pairs.

tl poge 58 @ Picture cords
o hrt the pupils in small groups. The pupils put all the

picture cards together, shuffle them and place them in
a pile, face down.

. Pupils take turns to turn over the top card. The object
is to try to collect four items of clothing that they could
wear together. After their first turn, they can only keep
an item if it would be possible to wear it with the
clothes cards they already have. For example, if they
already have a dress, they can't wear a skirt.

. Cards they cannot use should be returned to the
bottom of the pile. When they have collected four
cards that go togethel they can say Ytppeel Their
friends ask them What are you wearing? They reply,
using /'m wearing... , laying their cards on the table in
front of them as a set. Then they try to collect another
s€t.

. The winner is the pupil who collects the most sets of
clothing.

. Before play begins, run through the rules in 11, using
the photo in their books as a model. Then circulate,
listen and help.

AB poge 58 O Reod ond motch
. Ask a pupil to read out the question What are you

wearing? Have another pupil read the first of the four
replies I'm wearing jeans and a T-shirt. Ask the class to
follow the line to the correct picture.

. Pupils to complete the exercise individually or in pairs.

KEY 1. l 'm wearing trousers and a shirt. 2. l 'm wearing
a skirt and a sweater. 3. l 'm wearing jeans and a T-shirt.
4. l 'm wearing a dress and a hat.

AB pose 58 @ Drow ond write. Whot ore
gou wecring?

. Pupils draw themselves and describe what they are
wearing. Encourage them to give details, e.g. l 'm
wearing a blue shin. l'm wearing a short skirt.

Ending the lesson
. Ask a pupil - Pupil 1 - to come to the front and stand

facing away from the class. Indicate another pupil -
Pupil 2 - without saying that pupils name.

. Tell Pupil 2 that you are going to ask them a question
and that they must disguise their voice when
answering. Ask: What are you wearing? Pupil 2 replies
in a disguised voice: I'm wearing... . Pupil 1 tries to
guess who is speaking.

. Repeat with other pupils in both roles. Once the class
have understood the rules, Pupil 1, rather than you,
can ask What are you wearing?

For the next lesson
. Ask pupils to bring old dressing-up clothes from home

- hats, scarves, shirts, skirts, etc. - the sillier the better.

- l

.=a

Pupils play-act a scene like the one with Harry
and Joe in Pupil's Book Activity 9. They can
imagine they are leaving school in a hurry. They
put on each others sweaters, scaryes, hats or
boots. Teach them any new vocabulary that might
help, e.g. coat or gloves.

Pupils practise their dialogue in pairs. Invite
volunteer pairs to perform for the class.
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LESS'ON 6

ktarget language

ffitarget
ltguage

:agtire language

grey

I l ike . . .  .  ldon' t  l ike . . .
favourite
Clothes
Colours

clothes, in granny and
grandad's time, today

VYorm-up
. bt by singing the song from Lesson 2 (Recording 74).

r Colect all the dressing-up clothes the pupils have
bq4ht in. Divide the class into small groups and
rcdstribute the clothes so that each group has a variety
cf dothes.

o Ell the groups to organise a fashion show. Extrovert
puprls can model the clothes while others give a
cornmentary He's wearing... . Sheb wearing ... .

€" PB poge s9 @ Listen, reod ond find
. Focus on the pictures of the four people. Ask the pupils

iin L1) if they like the people's clothes. Are these
ciothes from the present or from the past? Would they
like to wear clothes like the boy and the girl are
wearing? Point to the boy's shorts and ask: What
colour are his shorts? feach grey.

. Establish that these are clothes from the time when
their grandparents were young adults. Read the title:
Clothes in granny and grandad's time and ensure that
everyone understands it.

o Focus on the photo in the lower half of the page. Ask
similar ouestions to establish that these are clothes
from the present. Read the litle: Clothes today.

. Explain that they are going to hear two children talking
about the clothes on this page. You want them to
listen carefully and point to the clothes that the girls
are discussing.

RECORDING 80

GIRL 1 | like the black trainers and the yellow
T-shirt.

GIRL 2 | don't like the long, green skirt and the
white shoes.

r On the board, write the two models: I l ike the... . and
I don't like the ... . Encourage pupils to express
opinions about the clothes, using the words in the
boxes as prompts. Begin by giving an opinion of your
own, then invite contributions from the class.

. Ask each pupil to write two sentences about the
clothes on page 59, beginning I like and I don't like.

PB pose 59 @ Totk obout gour fovourite
ctothes

. Tell the class about something that you are rarearing
which you particularly like, e.g. I like my su€ater lt's
blue. lt's my favourite sweater. fuk pupils about dothes
they are wearing, e.g. I like your T-shirt. What colour is
it? ... ls it your favourite T-shirt? No? What colour is
you r favo u rite T-s h i rt?

. Ask the class to think for a few moments about therr
favourite clothes. Elicit sentences beginning I like my .

AB poge 59 O Reod, drow ond colour
. Pupils read the speech bubbles and draw and colour

the children's clothes accordingly. lf necessary, read the
first text and talk through the activity with the whole
class. Let them work individually on the second picture
while you circulate and check their work.

AB poge 59 @ Drow ond write obout gour
friend. Whot's he/she
weoring?

r Put the pupils in pairs, if possible with someone new.
Tell them to draw their partner and write a description
of his or her clothes, deleting He or She as appropriate.

. Walk round the class and check their work, offering
helo where needed.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pupils (in L'l) how wellthey feelthey've worked in

this unit. Ask them to look at the three faces at the
bottom of Activity Book page 59 and colour one of
them in the usual way.

. lf you want to carry out the end-of-unit evaluation, the
photocopiable progress sheet for this unit can be found
in the Resource Bank on page 80.

Ask pupils to draw an item of their clothing
which they like and one which they don't like.
Encourage them to think about all the clothes
they have at home, not just what they are
wearing today.

They can draw smiling and frowning faces beside
their pictures, and write captions, e.g. I like my
white sweater. I don't like my orange skirt.
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LESSON 1

Revision Describing peopleb
appearance with has got
Clothes
Family members

Worm-up
. Revise words for family members by singing the song,

My family's crazy, from Unit 7 (Recording 66).

1s PB pose 6o Q Listen ond motch the
bobies with the nomes

. Look at the four baby photos in Beth's album. Play the
recording.

r Pause the machine after each sentence and ensure that
everyone understands the task. Stop the recording after
Beth says Can you match the babies and the names?

. Ask the class to look carefully at the photos and say
which baby they think is which. Tell them to pay special
attention to the colour of the eyes and the hair.
Encourage them to flick back through their books and
look for similarities between the babies and the
children as they appear elsewhere. Ask questions, e.g.
What colour is Joe's hair? Elicit sentences such as 8eth3
got brown eyes.

. Elicit answers by saying 1 is ... Joe, etc. Write these
ideas on the board, then play the last line of the
recording to see if your suppositions were correct.

RECORDING 81

BErH Hi, l 'm Beth. Look at my family photos.

Look at the babies in photos 1, 2, 3 and 4.
They've got the wrong names.
Can you match the babies and the names?
1 is Joe. 2 is me. 3 is Harry.  4 is Mum.

19 PB pose 5o @ Listen ond point
.  Ask pupi ls ( in Ll)  i f  they understand what 's happening

in this photo. (lts a funfair photo, where people put
their heads through holes in a painted scene.)

. Play the recording and ask puprls to listen to Beth and
point to the various members of her family. Pause the
recording after each description and ask pupils to give
you the number of the character in the photo.

Look at the photo of my family. lt 's
funny! Can you see me? l'm in the car.
I'm small and l've got a teddy bear.
Number 5.
Joe's in the car too. He's got white
hair .
Number 7.
My granny's on the bike. She's wearing
a green shirt.
Number 1.
Grandad's on the bike too. He's
wearing a pink T-shirt.
Number 2.
Mum's in the car. She's got long hair.
Number 4.
Harry's got black hair.
Number 5.
Where's my dad? He's got big ears and
he's wearing glasses.
Number 3.

RECORDING 82

BETH

PRESENTER

BETH

PRESENTER

EETH

PRESENTER

BETH

PRESENTER

BETH

PRESENTER

BETH

PRESENTER

BETH

PRESENTER

AB pose 50 Q Reod ond motch
. Pupils look at the family group and read the six

descriptions underneath. They match the descriptions
with the people in the photo, writing the appropriate
numbers in the boxes.

KEY 1 -2.  2-5.  3-  4.  4-3.  5-6.  6-  1.

AB pose 5o @ Circte ond write
. Remind the class of what is meant by Find the odd

word. Talk through number 1 with the class and ensure
that everyone understands why head is circled and
written in column 2. Let pupils complete the activity
individual ly or in pairs.

KEY 1. granny (i.e. all female relatives) 2. head
3. dad (i.e. all male relatives) 4. nose

For the next lesson
. Ask pupils to bring in a photo of themselves when they

were a baby for next lesson. Tell them to put the photo
in an envelope marked with their name.

Round-up
. Pupils play the game with picture cards from Unit 7

Lesson 5 (Have you got a brother?).
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LESSON 2

Receptive target
language

Rwision

Carnival
What's Harry wearing?

I'mlHe'slShe's wearing ...
He'slShe's got ... .
Parts of the face; Colours

PB poge 6l @ You ore ot o cornivol.
Whot ore gou weoring?

. Ask pupils to imagine they are at a carnival. Invite them
to suggest ideas for costumes, then give everyone a
piece of paper and ask them to design a costume. Ask
them to write two sentences I'm wearing ... . I 'm a ... .

AB pose 6t O Motch. Then write
. Pupils choose three sets of three clothing items which

could be worn together. Talk through number 1 with
the whole class. Then let pupils work in pairs on
numbers 2 and 3. Ask them to write the clothes words
in the gaps.

KEY 1. Boots, jeans, shirt 2. Shorts, T-shirt, trainers
3. Dress, hat and shoes

AB pose 6t O Find ond colour the clothes
. Pupils find the items of clothing in the puzzle and

colour them according to the instructions. They then
count them and write the totals in the space provided.

KEY shorts - 3, jeans - 7, hats - 6, shoes - 1 1

Round-up
.  Organise a Name the baby competi t ion. Whi le pupi ls

are doing the last two activities, stick the baby photos
to the board and write a number by each photo.

. Give pupils a piece of paper and ask them to come to
the front in small groups - while the others are
continuing to work in their Activity Books - and write
the names of the children in the photos.

. When everyone has had a try look at each photo in
turn with the class and ask who they think it is and
why. Elicit answers such as He's got black hair. She's
got big eyes. etc. Then ask the pupil whose photo it is
to stand uD.

Worm-up
. if pupils have brought in photos of themselves as

babies, put them safely on your table so that the rest
of the class don't see them. in readiness for the
comoetition at the end of the lesson.

. Warm up with the guessing game from Unit 8 Lesson 5
(Ending the lesson).  One pupi l  stands where he or she
cannot see the rest of the class, then tries to guess the
identity of the pupils who answer your questions.

5 PB pose 6t O Listen ond point
. Ask pupils to look at the carnival picture. Ask (in L1) if

anyone has been to a carnival or taken part in one.
Play the recording and ask pupils to point to the
children as Beth describes them.

RECORDING 83

BErH Look at the photo of the carnival. Can
you f ind me? l 'm wearing a Pink hat and
a long, pink dress. Can You find Harry?

HARRv l'm wearing an orange and black T-shirt,
black jeans and a t iger mask.

BErH Can you find Joe?
JoE l'm wearing a green T-shirt, green

trousers and a scary mask.
BErH And can you find Yasmin?
yAsMrN l'm wearing a blue hat, a blue T-shirt and

blue trousers. I can flY!

. Ask questions about the picture What's Harry wearing?
(An orange and black T-shirt, black ieans and a tiger
mask.) What is he? (A t/ge,:) etc.

PB pose 6l  @ Describe o person in the

Photo
. Describe one of the people in the photo, e.g. 5he3

wearing a blue T-shirt and blue trousers. Ask pupils to
point to the person you are describing. Invite
individuals to describe someone in the photo,
beginning He's wearing ... . or She's wearing ... .
Check that everyone is pointing to the correct child.
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TOM

Who am l? I've got a purple mask. l 'm a
wizard. l 'm Harry. Have I got a
lantern? No.
Who am l? l've got one eye. l 'm a
monster. l'm Tom. Have I got a green
face? Yes.
Who am l? l've got a white face. l 'm a
ghost. l 'm Joe. Have I got a mask? No.
Who am l? l've got purple hair. l 'm a
witch. I'm Emma. Have I got a big nose?
Yes.

LESSON 1

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Halloween
wizard, ghost, apple, witch,
hat, mask, lantern

Have I got ...? Parts of the
face; Colours

I 'vegot. . . .

Worm-up
. In a whisper, ask a pupil (in Ll)to draw a witch on the

board. As he or she draws, ask the classi What is it?
Accept answers in 11, but model the English wtch.
Write the word beside the completed dray'ring. Whisper
to another pupil to draw a ghost. Proceed in the same
way.

. Open your Pupil's Book at the picture of the wizard on
page 43. Say: /s it a witch? ... No. lt's a wizard. Write:
wizard on the board.

1r o PB poge 62 O Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Explarn (in L1)that the children in the picture are
playing a traditional Halloween game: Bobbing for
apples. The aim is to pick up one of the apples in your
teeth without using your hands - itb very difficult!

. fupils listen to the recording and point to the different
items as they are mentioned.

RECORDING 84

lawizard 2aghost 3anapple 4awitch
5ahat Samask Talantern

. Play the recording again. This time, ask the class to
repeat each word as they point to the appropriate item
in the picture.

Go ?Bpose52 @ Listen ond onswer
o Tell the pupils (in L1) that they are going to hear the six

children in the picture speaking. They must listen to
each speaker carefully, point to them in the picture,
tlsr ansruer their question.

IECORDING 85
\Astrffir Who am l? l've got black hair. l'm a

witch. I'm Yasmin. Have I got a hat?
yes.

Who am l? l've got green hair. l 'm a
witch. l 'm Beth. Have I got an apple? No.

PB pose 62 @ Reod ond sog. Who is it?
. Ask for a volunteer to read sentence 1. Help with any

oronunciation difficulties. Ask the class to look at the
picture and decide who is speaking. (Tom.) Pupils then
complete the task in pairs.

KEY 1.Tom 2.Joe 3.Tom 4.Joe

AB pose 62 O Look ond motch
. Pupils draw lines linking the words to the appropriate

oictures.

AB poge 62 @ Drow o Holloween
chorocter. Then Yvrite

. Pupils choose a Halloween character and draw it in the
frame. As they draw, circulate and ask individuals
about their drawings: What is ir? Elicit answers
beginning l t 's a . . .  .

. Ask the pupils to complete the caption below their
drawing.

Ending the lesson
. Play a game of Bingo using the Halloween words on

Pupils Book page 62. For instructions on how to play,
see Review Units 1 and 2, Lesson 2 (Practice). Pupils
should write four Halloween words on their Bingo card
and, if time allows, draw simple pictures of each item.

Tellthe pupils to look at Pupil's Book Activity 3
again. Organise them in pairs and ask them to
prepare similar sentences about the characters in
the picture.

Ask different pupils to say a sentence while the
others guess which child in the picture is
supposed to be speaking. Some suggestions /'ve
got a blue hat. I like apples. (Harry) I've got a
black hat and a green mask. (Beth.)
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LESSON I

New target language Christmas, card, sta7 reindeef
candle, tree, Father Christmas;
present, Happy Christmas

Recycled target Toys
language

Receptive language Has [Joe] got a ... ?

This lesson is designed to be taught just before
Christmas.

Worm-up
. Ask the class (in L1) if they know how to wish someone

a happy Christmas in English. Write the phr45e on the
board: Happy Christmas and explain the sense of both
words.

. Explain that, in Britain, 24 December is known as
Christmas Fve and 25 December is Christmas Day.
Write these expressions on the board. Compare them
with their equivalents in 11.

e lf Christmas is celebrated in your country. compare your
Christmas traditions with those of the English-speaking
world. Traditionally, children in Britain leave long socks
stockings by their beds on Christmas Eve. Young children
believe that Father Christmas comes on his sledge while
they are asleep and fil ls their stocking with presents.

Lf o PBpose63 @ Listen ond point.
Then sog

. Ask the class to tell you in L1 what objects they
associated with Christmas. Use blackboard drawings or
L1 paraphrase to elicit some of the following card, sta4
Christmas tree, Father Christmas, reindeet present.

. Write them on the board in English.

. Pupils open their books at page 63. They listen to the
recording and point to the different items as they are
mentioned.

RECORDING 86

lacard 2astar 3reindeer 4acandle 5atree
6 Father Christmas 7 a present

. Ask the class to repeat the words back to you. Say
random numbers from 1 to 7 and elicit the
corresponding words.

9i " PB pose 63 @ Listen ond chont
. fuk the class to read the words and listen while vou

play the chant.

. Play the chant again. Encourage the class to join in.

€o PB poge 5t @ Listen ond sog yes or no
r Hold up your book and point to page 63. Ask: How

many candles? ... How many cards? ... How many
presents? Establish that there are five presents.

. Say: Point to Beth's present. What is it? ... ls it a snake?
... ls it a teddy bear? Elicit lt's a dog. Follow a similar
procedure for one of the other presents.

. Ask: Has Dad got a book?... No. He's got a pen.

. Play the recording. Pause the machine after each
question and elicit Yes or No. Play the answer on the
recording so pupils can see if they were right.

RECORDING 88

MAN Has Joe got a dog?
woMAN No.
MAN Has Mum got a book?
woMAN Yes.
MAN Has Beth got a spaceman?
woMAN No.
MAN Has Harry got a car?
woMAN Yes.

AB pose 63 Q fina ond circle
. Ask the class to look at the six little pictures. Elicit the

words relndee7 present, star, card, tree, candle.
Working in pairs, pupils find each word in the word
search. Check by inviting different pupils to come to
the board and write the words.

AB pose 63 @ Reod ond colour
. Pupils colour the picture according to the key on the

left.

. Revise colours by calling our'. 1 red, and asking pupils
to hold up a red crayon. Tell them to use that crayon to
colour all the spaces marked /.

. Allow time for them to complete their colouring. then
ask: Who is it? (Father Christmas.)

Ending the lesson
. Wish individual pupils a happy Christmas. Say: Happy

Christmas, Sonia. Say it to Michael. elc.

Organise the pupils in groups. Give each pupil
a piece of card, and give each group glitter,
glue-sticks, etc. to share.

Pupils design and make Christmas cards for dni
friends or family. Write an example greeting an
the. board for pupils to use as a model:

Happy Christmas to ...

Love from ...
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LESSON I

New target language

Recycled target
language

Receptive language

Worm-up

Easter
chocolate qg, wall, swee6,
rabbit, flowef Easter trea6

in, on, under;Colours
Do you like ... ?; I like ... ;
ldon't l ike .. .  .
How many ... ?;
Who's got ... ?

. lf you have already worked on prepositions (Unit 4),
Easter offers an opportunity to revise them in the
context of an Easter-egg hunt. Buy four olfive small
chocolate eggs. Keep one to show the clas and teach
the expression chocolate egg. Place the others around
the classroom before the lesson, in places children will
be able to see and describe in the cupboard; on the
book; on the chair; under the table; etc.

. Show them the egg which you have not hidden. Say:
What isit? and model the answer a chocolate egg.
Say'. l've got five eggs. They're in the classroom. Where
are they? Look around. Encourage the pupils to look
for the eggs. They may stand up but should not leave
their places. They may point and tell you where the
eggs are. Only accept answers in English. Say: ln
English, p/ease.

* o PB posc 5i Q Listen ond point.
Then sog

. tuk the pupils to look at the picture of the children in
the garden. Ask them (in L1)what they can see.
Encourage them to name items in English, e.g.
chocolate egg, table, tree, grass, hat Explain that it is
an Easter tradition to decorate hats with flowers and
ribbons.

. fupils listen to the recording and point to the various
rtems as they are mentioned.

NECORDING 89

1. a drocolate egg 2. a wall 3. sweets
4. a rabbit 5. a flower

. Piay the recording again. This time, pupils repeat the
ruds after the voice.

€o ?t pogc 6t @ Look, listen crnd onswer
. Ast the dass to listen to the questions in Recording 90.

Pa.ce tre recording after each question and elicit
:rmls- Play the answer on the recording so pupils
at dpck if they were right.

o Note that there are nine eggs in the picture, including
the egg that Joe is eating.

RECORDING 90

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

Can you find nine eggs in the picture?
Where's the blue egg?
It's under the hat.
Where's the yellow and red egg?
It's in the tree.
Where's the green egg?
It's on the wall.
How many eggs in the tree?
Two.
How many eggs in the bag?
Two.
Who's got the orange egg?
The rabbit.

ffio PB poge 6t O Listen, reod ond
chont

. Tell the pupils to read the words and listen while you
play the chant.

. Play it again. Encourage the class to join in.

AB pose 6t Q f ina ond write
. Pupils follow the path to find out who3 got the egg.

KEY - Who's got the egg? The rabbit.

AB poge 64 @ Complete the chont
. Pupils complete the words of the chant.

Ending the lesson
. Let pupils hide one of the chocolate eggs so that you

have to find it. Give the egg to a pupil, then turn
round or cover your eyes and count to twenty.

. Ask: Are you ready?, translating into L'|. lf they say Yes
turn round and look for the egg.

. Allow volunteers to take a turn at finding hidden eggs.
Try asking two pupils at once to do the searching, so
that more of them can have a turn.

Do a picture dictation. Give each pupil a piece of
paper and tell them to listen and draw.

Dictate sfowfy while the pupils draw: Draw a
table. Draw a box on the table. Draw two eggs in
the box. Draw three eggs under the table.

Ask pupils to check their partner's drawing.
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LESSON 1

Lesson aims To ask and answer about
what pets people keep

New target language pet, bird, cat, dog, fish,
hamste' mouse, rabbit
Have you got a ...?, What's
your favourite pet?

Recycled target
language

Materials

Worm-up

l 've got ...

Magazine photos of pets

o Reactivate the phrase l've got by singing the song from
Pupil's Book page 13, t'm a scary monster (Rtcording 2'l).

Presentotion
. Tell the class (in Ll)that today they will be doing a

special lesson on a new topic Pets. Ask them if they
know any words for pets in English. You can elicit
vocabulary by mouthing words silently for pupils to lip-
read, by imitating animal noises, or by drawing animals
on the board.

. Use magazine photos of pets to teach a selection of
new words for pets. Choose four or five words from
the following snake, cat, fish, bird, dog, rabbit, mouse,
hamster.

o Hand out the magazine pictures to different pupils.
Say: Ihrs is your pet ... And this is your pet ... Ask
pupils about the picture they are holding: Have you got
a mouse? etc. and elicit the answer Yes or No.

?! pose 65 O toot ond sog
e Give the class a few moments to look at the picture of

people in a vet's waiting room. Read out the animal
names one by one and ask the class to repeat them.

. Fkcld up your book and point to different people in the
picture. fuk: Has he got a dog? Has she got a cat? elc.

. Ask: What's your favourite pef? and invite different
indMduals to answer. Extend the personalisation by
asking pupils about their own pets, e.g. Have you got a
oet? What is it? ls it a bird? etc. Be ready to supply
uabufary for any pets not covered so far, e.g. gerbil,
ttotsr,. lzard.

?lrrrr G) Look ot the pictures. Motch
. Fcrrs on each of the pictures in turn. Say: look at the

slt-rg. Whkh animal is it for? lt's for the ... Elicit the
dfferent animal words.

. Use gesture or L1 translation to convey the sense of
the different words swing, carrot, wheel, bone, ball of
wool, treasure chest.

PB pnge 65 (O Oo o closs surveg
. Ask pupils to copy the chart into their notebooks or on

loose sheets of paper.

o Write questions on the board: Have you got a pet?
What isit? Read the questions aloud and invite one or
two individuals to answer. Encourage them to repeat
the questions to other pupils. Say:Ask Giorgio. Ask
Stella.

. Pupils circulate with their survey charts and ask their
friends about their pets. Set a time limit for this part of
the activity.

. Pupils return to their desks and count up the totals.
Ask: How many children have got horses? etc. lf
necessary teach them to say None.

Ending the lesson
. Have the class stand in a circle. Give your animal

pictures to individuals placed at approximately equal
distances from each other. Play some music and ask
pupils to pass the pictures round the circle.

o Stop the music suddenly. Ask the pupils holding the
pictures to make a sentence about their animal,
beginning I've got, e.g. l've got a rabbit.

Write
Extend your work on got by teaching the third-person
form. Write a true sentence about a pupil in the class,
e.g. Giorgio has got a hamster. Ask the class to write
two similar sentences about their friends, using has
got.
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LESSON 2

Lesson aims To revise words for pets; to
look at the world from a pet3
point of view

New target language like (v.), parrot

Recycled target
language

Worm-up

Words for pets

. Describe different pets and see if pupils can identify
them, e.g. lt's small. lt hasn't got arms or legs. It lives
in water. lt can swim. What is it? (A fish.)

Presentotion
r Stick one of the pet photos from the previous lesson

onto the board - ideally one of the commoner pets
such as the cat. Above the animal, draw three or four
cloud-shaped 'thought bubbles'. 2

o In 11, ask the class to imagine what a cat thinks about.
What things would a cat recognise? What things are
important to it? Accept ideas in L1 and translate them
into English. Draw them in the thought bubbles, e.g. a
ball of wool, a mouse, a bowl of food.

Proctice
o Each pupil will need a loose sheet of paper. Let pupils

choose another pet. Give them a fixed time to draw
their pet, then draw pictures of things that are
important to that animal.

o Invite individuals to show their work to the class. Ask
similar questions to those listed above. See if the class
can suggest other items that might appear in the
bubbles.

r Alternatively, turn the activity into a guessing game.
Hold up different pupils' sheets or stick them on the
classroom wall. Cover the animal itself with a Post-lt@
sticker. Ask pupils to guess what the animal is by
looking at the items in the thought bubbles.

Poster
o Explain in Ll that all the animals on the poster live in a

special 'Animal Home'- a children's zoo which people
can visit. Elicit the different animal names by pointing to
erh in turn and saying: This is Whiskers. He's a ... cat.
Remind the class that it is usual to refer to pets and
dornestic anrmals as he or she.

e Draw these items on five separate Post-lt@ stickers a
fsh, a carrot, a peanut, a bone, some grass. Depending
on the level of your class, you may want to add the
trord itself as a caption. Stick the stickers close to
cfifferent animals and say e.g. Here3 a bone for Max.
@s like bones. Make deliberate mistakes, e.g. Here3
a carrot for Edna. Parrots like carrots ... . ls that rioht?

No! Parrots don't like carrots.

. Pupils work in pairs. One of them closes their Pupil's
Book. The other looks at page 67 and makes true-or-
false sentences about the animals, e.g. Edna is a
parrot. Ned rs a dog.

r Write sentences about one of the animals, e.g. for
Edna the parrot, She's small. She's red. She likes nu6.
She can fly. Ask the class if the sentences are valid for
one of the other animals, e.g. Max the dog. Invite
individuals to rub out the inappropriate words and
write correct words: He's biq. He's white. He likes
bones. He can run.

Ending the lesson
. Ask pet-owners among the pupils to tell the class in L1

what are the most important rules for looking after
their pet. Remind the class of the importance of care
and respect when looking after an animal.

Discuss
Focus on the animals shown at the bottom of the
poster fox" goal goose, llama and sheep. Explain in L1
that these animals can also be seen at the Animal
Home. Ask pupils to imagine that there are just six
enclosures at the Animal Home. Of the ten animals
shown on the poster, which can share an enclosure?
Pupils discuss in groups and draw a plan.
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I LESSON 3

Lesson aims

New target language

Recycled target
language

To write a letter about
oneself

glasses, freckles, letter

Parts of the face
He's/She's got ..., I 've got ...,
I 'm wearing . . . ,  lcan . . .

Receptive fanguage letters page, all day, internet,
fast, Are you like William?

Materials Pupils should bring in a
photo of themselves

Worm-up
r Warm up with a picture dictation to revise words for

parts of the face. Draw two face-shapes on the board.
Say. Draw two faces in your notebooks. Vlrite names
underneath. saying: This is Meg. And thisis Harry

.  Describe Meg and Harry and ask pupi ls to draw them:
Let's draw Meg. She's got long, black hair. She's got
blue eyes. And she's got glasses. Now let's draw Harry.
He's got short, red hair. He's got green eyes. He's got
freckles.

Use gesture or translat ion to convey the meaning of
Erlasses and /reckles. Write the two words on the
board.

. Say. Tell me about Harry. Ask individuals to read back
the descriptions using She's got and He's got.

Presentot ion
o Ask the class to turn to Pupil's Book page 68. Discuss

the rdea of a 'letters page' in L1 . Ask the class if they
have ever seen a letters page in a magazine. Have they
ever written a letter to a magazine or a comic?

PB poge 58 Letters poge
. Ask the class to listen carefully while you read the

letters aloud. Pause after each letter and ask pupils to
read back any words they haven't understood. Use
comprehension questions to check understanding.
For William s letter: What3 William's favourite sport?
What colour is his T-shirt? What does he do on
Saturdays? For Kate's letter: Pornf to Kate's friend.
What's her name? Where is Kate's computer? For
Frankie's letter: Whaf3 Frankie's favourite toy?

. For additional exploitation. read out these true-or-false
statements.
William doesn't like football. (False) William plays
football on Saturdays. (True) Tessa like computers.
(True) Kate hasn't got a computer (False) Frankie's got
a scoote,: (True) Frankie can't ride a scooter (False)

Proct ice
. Read out the ouestion at the bottom oi F-: . 3:,:.:

page 68. Ensure everyone understands the -e.-  -1 : '
Are you like ... . Translate if necessary to aro c
confusion with Do you like ... .
Ask pupils which letter comes closest to the lene' :-e,
might wri te to Our World magazine.

. Pupils draft their own letter to Our World. They can
imagine that they are sending i t  with their  photo. Help
them by writing sentences on the board. Use a
coloured marker to highl ight the i tems which they can
cnange.
This is a photo of (me and my . ) l've got (short, red)
hair. I'm wearing a (blue T-shirt). l've got a (compute)
in my (bedroom). (Football) is my favourite sport. I can
(ride a scooter).

o Circulate and help pupi ls express their  ideas in Engl ish.
Make a display of letters and photos.

NOTE - The Publishers cannot reply to letters sent to
their offices. Ask at your local teachers' centre for
information about f inding penfr iends or sett ing up an
exchange of let ters with other schools.

Ending the lesson
. Ask ouoils to close their books. Dictate four short

sentences adapted from the letters on Pupils Book
page 68. Col lect them in to check on pupi ls '  acquisi t ion
of the structures covered in the lesson.
1. l've got short black hair. 2. I like computers.
3. I can ride a bike. 4. Football is my favourite sport.

Write
Pupils could write a letter to Our World from an
imaginary child, or from a character from fiction, such
as Harry Potter or Aladdin.
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LESSON 4

Lesson aims

Recycled target
language

To raise awareness of the
importance of healthy
eaTrng

Words for food and drink
Do you l ike . . .?,  I  l ike . . . ,
I don't like ..., My favourite
food is ...

Receptive language healthy

Mater ials Magazine photos of food

Worm-up
.  Sing the song on Pupi ls Book page 41 - I  l ike

spaghetti, to teach or reactivate words for food.

Presentot ion
r Use Poster 2 - Food ffrramid - to ask pupih about

foods they like or don't like. Point to different foods on
the poster and ask Do you like cheese? ... Ask Crista ...
Ask Mario. etc. Use magazine photos of food to extend
the range of questions.

Proct ice
. Ask your pupi ls to draw their  perfect lunch. They

should imagine a table spread with al l  their  favouri te
food and drink. lf possible, photocopy your own
outl ine drawing of an empty table-top to which pupi ls
can add the food and dr ink.

.  Whi le they are working, c irculate and ask them about
their drawings What's this? What's in this glass?
What's your favourite fruit? etc.

o Invite volunteers to show their drawinqs and talk about
the food they like.

Poster
.  l f  pupi ls have completed Unit  6,  they wi l l  a lready have

encountered the notion of 'healthy food'. Remind them
of it now - or present it for the first time - by asking
them ( in L1) about the diets of top athletes and
sportspeople. What foods do athletes eat to stay fit?
What foods do they avoid?

o Focus again on Poster 2, Food firramid. Ask the class
(rn L1) why they think the food in the poster is
arranged as it is. Why are there lots of fruit and
vegetables, less meat and dairy products, and very few
sweets and cakes? Establish that the carbohydrates
shown at the bottom are essential to the diet of young
people growing: the sweet things at the top are the
least imoortant.

.  Ask pupi ls i f  they think their  perfect lunch matches the
proportions shown in the food pyramid.

Project
.  Working individual ly or in groups, pupi ls design a

poster to promote healthy eating. lf possible, tell them
that their posters will be put up in a school corridor
where other pupils and teachers will see them and
benefit from them.

o Collect the pupils' own ideas for the messages they
wish to convey. Write them on the board. You can also
suggest slogans, e.g. Drink milk every day. Top athletes
don't eat lots of sweets. ls your diet healthy? Sweets
are bad for your teeth. Fruit is good for you. Eat lots of
vegetables.

. Pupils can illustrate their posters with their own
drawings or with magazipe photos.

Ending the lesson
. Ask each pupil to write a sentence about food,

beginning I like or I don't /*e. Invite volunteers to read
out their sentences.

Venn diagrams
On the board, draw a Venn diagram with two large
circles partially overlapping. Caption the circles / /*e
these foods and Ihese are healthy foods. Write in
examples of (1) foods which you like and which are
also healthy (2) foods you like which are not healthy
(3) healthy foods which you don't like. As you write,
say sentences, e.g. / Iike bananas and bananas are
healthy. Good! ... I love chocolate but it's not very
healthy. Oh dear! ... Spinach is healthy but I don't like
it Translate where necessary.
Ask pupils to copy the diagram and fil l it in to reflect
their own tastes. Ask them to write one. two or three
items in each section of the diagram, depending on
their level.
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LESSON 5

Lesson aims To compare houses in Britain
with houses in the pupil's
own country

New target language garden, flat, I live in a flat /
house, Where do you live?

Rerycfed target door; window tree, house
language

Receptive language How many ...? Do you live in
a house or a flat?, window
boxes, strange

Worm-up
r Warm up with a game of Simon Says. Include al l  the

commands the pupils know, e.g. Touch your (nose).
Touch the floor. Touch the table. Point to something
(red). Sit down. Stand up. Stand on one /e$. Pupils
should only carry out the instruction when it is
preceded by Simon says ...

r Use the game to present or revise door and window,
e.g. Point to the door. Point to the window.

Presentotion
. Use a picture dictation to introduce the theme of

houses. Draw a house on the board simultaneously,
while you dictate.
Draw a house. Draw a door. Draw three windows.
Draw a garden. Draw tvvo trees in the garden. Now
colour the door red.
Write any unfamil iar vocabulary on the board.

. Let pupils personalise their drawing by adding extra
details such as a ca7 a dog, a bike, a horse. Tell them
they should only draw things which they can name in
Engl ish.

. While they are f inishing their drawings, circulate and
ask questions, e.g. (pointing to a detai l  they have
added) What's fhis? (pointing to the house) How many
windows? How many trees? What colour is the door?

. Pupils label the different items in their drawing with
the English words.

r Qurckly draw a block of flats on the board beside the
house you drew during the dictation. Draw an arrow
pointing to one of the flats and say This rs a f/at. Point
alternately to the house and flat you have drawn and
model the two words.

PB pose 7o Q Reod ond f ind
.  Explain br ief ly in L1 that al l  the photos on Pupi ls Book

page 70 are of houses and flats in Britain. Ask pupils to
look at them careful ly and tel l  you how the Bri t ish
houses resemble houses in their own country and how
thev are different.

.  Ask the class to fol low in their  books wh e _.:-  
- :the text aloud slowly. Ask pupi ls to show tc- r ' , - rJ

photo illustrates each type of house mentiore:

PB pose 70 @ Wtr ich is gour fovouri te
house?

. Ask different individuals Point to your favourite hott*
... lt's that one. Why do you like it? Accept reasons ̂
L1 but translate them back into Engl ish and ask pupi ls
to repeat, lt's big. lt's got a nice garden. etc.

Write ond drow
. Write on the board: I live in a flat. lt's in Forest Road.

Explain that British street names usually consist of two
words, ending in Street or Road.

. Tell pupils to write two similar sentences about their
own houses. Tell them to leave street names in Ll .

Ending the lesson
. End with a ouestion-and-answer session at a brisk

pace. Include al l  the questions the pupils have learned
so far. These might include What's your name? How
old are you? Have you got a dog? Can you swim? ...
Add Where do you live? And elicit answers beginning
/n ... followed by the street name.

Walldisplay
Pupils can make a display about houses in their own
country or region, similar to the one on Pupil's Book
page 70. They can illustrate it with postcards, photos
from tourist brochures, or with their own drawings or
photos.
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LESSON 6

Lesson aims To talk about things one can
see in a village or town

New target language Shops and buildings in a

Recycled target
language

Worm-up

village
I can see ...

house, lt's got ..., lt hasn't
got .. .

. Begin with a question-and-answer session to remind
pupils how to request personal information (see Our
World, Lesson 5, Ending the lesson).

. Give a short dictation: I live in a smallhouse. lt's got a
green door. lt's got four windows. lt hasn't got a
garden.

o Correct the drctation with the whole classl€ptionally,
pupils could write sentences about the pictures they
drew of their own houses or flats, using the dictation
as a model.

Presentotion
. Talk about things you can see from the classroom

window. See how many things the pupils can name in
English. Alternatively, ask them what they can see if
they are standing at the school gates, or what they can
see from their own bedroom window.

o Collect 'town'vocabulary on the board ca? shop,
supermarket, caf6, etc. Look for opportunities to teach
the names of shops, etc. which appear on Poster 3,
The Village: bank, butchet chemist, ice cream van,
library newsagent, post office, supermarket.

Poster
o Put up Poster 3, The Village. Describe different people

who appear on the poster. Talk about their hair,
clothes, etc. Pupils look at the poster and try to find

" the person you are describing.

. Teach any remaining key vocabulary relating to the
poster, e.g. cast/e, letter box, motorbike. Explain (in L1)
that you are going to pretend to be one of the people
on the poster. You will tell pupils what things the
person can see. They must use this information to
ktentify the person, e.g. I can see treei a caf a
motorbike - and my dogl (Pupils should point to the
@ walking his dog opposite the school.)

. Let pupils take your role and pretend to be someone in
the picture listing the things they can see. Pupils can
play in pairs or small groups, or you can make it a
wtple-class activity. Pupils can draft their sentences in
wnting first, if you wish.

o Encourage pupils to say butcher's, newsagent's and
clemist's, when speaking of those shops.

Proctice
. Ask pupils to draw small pictures of themselves, no

more than a centimetre high. Help them cut these out
into a rectangular shape, no bigger than a postage
stamp.

. Pupils place their pictures on the village scene on fuprlS
Book page 71. They can use a spot of latex glue to
keep their drawing in place. They then write sentences
about what they can see - vehicles, buildings, people,
etc. - beginning / can see ... . Circulate and listen to
their sentences.

r Alternatively, continue the activity as whole-class work.
Pupils can draw slightly larger pictures of themselves
and stick them on the poster.

Ending the lesson
. Hide the poster and ask pupils to close their books.

Divide the class into two teams. Teams take turns to
name something they saw in the poster.

. You can use the activity to practise fhere3. Pupils
should say lhere3 a dinosaur. etc.

Draw a town plan
Pupils can draw a map of the neighbourhood where
they live or where the school is. They then label the
different buildings in English, using numbers and a
key: 1. My school 2. My house ...
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) ToY ST0RY

lUni t  1 l
Andy is a boy with a big collection of toys that secretly come
to life when no humans are in sight. His collection includes
Mr Potato Head, Slinky the spring dog, Rex the toy dinosaur
and Bo Peep the shepherdess lamp.

The toys are always worried about being replaced in Andy's
affections. When Andy s birthday comes, his favourite
cowboy doll, Woody, learns that Andy has a new toy: Buzz
Lightyear, the latest space action figure. With his winged jet
pack and built-in laser, Buzz quickly becomes popular with
the other toys, and Woody is jealous. Buzz and Woody fight,
and Buzz accidentally falls out of the window. The other toys
think that Woody has pushed him, so Woody sets off into
the outside world to retrieve Buzz.

The two rivals face many problems. At one point, they are
trapped in the home of Sid, the horrible boy next door who
dismantles his toys for fun. Woody and Buzz overcome their
differences as they struggle to return home to Andy.

) TOY STORY 2

lUnit 8l
ln Toy Story 2, Woody is stolen by a toy collector, Al. He
discovers he once had fame with Jessie, Bullseye andThe
Prospector in aW series called Woody's Roundup. Buzz
Lightyear and Andy's other toys set out on a daring rescue
mission. At last they all get home, bringing Jessie and
Bullseye with them.

) MONSTERS,INC.

lUnit 2f
Children think that when monsters hide behind wardrobe
doors, they are waiting to frighten them. In fact, monsters
only scare children because it's their job!

Monsters Incorporated, a huge factory in the monster world,
processes children's screams and turns them into energy.
The Scarers are an essential part of this operation, and Sulley
- a big, blue, funy monster with purple spots and horns - is
one of the best Scarers around. Sulley is assisted by Mike, a
oneeyed green monster with lots of energy.

In fact, the monsters believe that it's children who are the
danger: they must never be allowed into the monster world.
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Sulley's problems begin when he opens a wardrobe door
and accidentally lets in a human girl called Boo. Mike and
Sulley do their best to keep Boo hidden from the Child
Detection Agency, and repeatedly fail to return her to the
human world. Along the way, Sulley actually grows to like
the little girl. He decides to give up his job as a Scarer but by
doing so, he loses his best friend, Mike.

In the end, Mike and Sulley manage to return Boo to her
home and they become friends again. They even uncover a
conspiracy at Monsters lnc. and prove that cfribren are not
really a danger to monsters. In fact, the laughter of drildren
is far more powerful than their screams.

) BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

lUnit 3l
Belle is a beautiful, polite and clever girl who loves to read
and dream. Gaston, a vain but determined man who lives in
the same town, wants to marry Belle. She ignores him and
spends her time looking after her father, Maurice, an
eccentric inventor.

One day, her father is lost in the woods and comes across
an enchanted castle where all the servants have been
magically changed into household objects. He meets
Lumiere the French candelabra, Cogsworth the clock, Mrs
Potts the teapot and Chip her teacup son.

Although the servants do their best to make Maurice
welcome, he is soon imprisoned in the dungeon by their
master, tfe Beast. He is a frightening and bad-tempered
beast wht can only break the powerful magic spell he is
under if he can learn to love another, and be loved in return.
Belle comes to rescue her father from the dungeon and
agrees to remain in the castle with the Beast if her father is
set free. The Beast feels that Belle could be the person to
break the spell he is under, but he has many problems
controlling his terrible temper. Meanwhile, Belle misses her
father so mucfi that, in the end, the Beast sadly allows her to
go home.

When Belle returns to the town, Gaston decides to gather
together other people in order to attack the Beast in his
castle. Belle now realises that she loves the Beast and
rushes back to the castle to warn him of the danger. She
arrives just in time, the spell is broken and the Beast is
transformed back into a handsome orince.
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IUnit 4l
lhtfr@q C J€ren fiyres a clever young thief named
ffitml ihb '-ts rtd falls in lcrye with Princess Jasmine,
lhhuinffii.l la*rlter of the Sultan. Princess Jasmine's
{h[,trg s to €scape from the protected palace life of a
ms'
J&t ffte Sdtarr"s anrl vizier, tricks Aladdin into stealing the
'rmryE rF fror" trre Cave of Wonders. Jafar plans to use
'il![t EI"E ]5 seEe po,ver from the Sultan. But Aladdin keeps
ilim tT - anc the magical Genie within - for his own use.
"illlflnu fu+el<rng Genie grants Aladdin three wisllps. For his
ftE flsfr. Ataddin becomes 'Prince Ali Ababwa"and rides
nqescd|y into Agrabah, hoping to impress Princess
",,rn!rrne- Unfortunately, Princess Jasmine has seen too
rr1 grffe+up princes like Ali Ababwa, and is not
rcrested.

Adin abandons his disguise and, with the help of the
kle. battles courageously to defeat Jafar and thwart his evil
aans. In reward for his braverv, Aladdin receives the title of
>nce'and Princess Jasmine confesses her love for him.
Abddin uses his last wish to free the Genie. as he oromised
re lrculd.

) THE JUNGLE BOOK

lUnit 5l
This is the story of Mowgli, a human boy or 'Man-cub'who
is raised in the jungle by wolves, under the loving care of
Akela and Rama, the chief wolf. There are, however, many
dangers in the jungle and perhaps the most fearful of all is
Shere Khan, the tiger who has promised to kil l  the boy. lt is
decided that Mowgli should return to civilisation. Bagheera
the panther agrees to accompany Mowgli on the journey out
of the jungle.

The problem is that Mowgli loves l ife in the jungle and
doesn't want to leave, especially when he meets Baloo, the
big, friendly bear, who becomes a close friend. Mowgli also
nieets King Louie and his tribe of Apes. Both Baloo and
Bagheera try to encourage the boy to return to the 'Man-
vil lage'. Mowgli is determined to stay in the jungle, so he
runs away. Alone in the iungle, he faces many dangers. He
meets Kaa the enormous python who tries to hypnotise him,
and Shere Khan, who wants to kil l  him. Fortunately, Mowgli
is rescued by his friends, and Shere Khan is defeated. At the
end, Mowgli meets a young girl from the vil lage and is happy
to return to live with other humans.

) THE SWORD IN THE STONE

lUnit 6l
In the churchyard of a cathedral in London, a sword appears
magically embedded in a stone. An inscription next to the
stone claims that whoever can pull the sword out of the
stone is the true King of England. Many men try, but no one
can pull out the sword.

Eleven-year-old Arthur, nicknamed 'Wart', lives in the castle of
Sir Ector where he works as a servant and apprentice squire.
Though he works hard, Wart still has time to be taught by
the kind wizard Merlin in a nearby forest. lt is there that he
encounters the evil Madam Mim, who fights a wizard duel
with Medin.

One day, at a tournament in London, Wart forgets his
master's sword and runs back to get it. When he sees the
sword in the stone, he innocently pulls it and the sword
comes out easily. Later he has to prove to the other knights
that he was the person who achieved this feat, and he is
proclaimed King of England. Fortunately the nervous new
King Arthur has Merlin close by to guide him with his
wisdom and maoic.

) THE LION KNA il. SIMBA'S PRIDE

lUnit 7l
Simba, the Lion King and his Oueen, Nala give birth to a
baby girl called Kiara. One day she meets Kovu. the son of
Simba's uncle Scar and they begin to fight, but when they
are in danger Kiara saves Kovu. They stop fighting and start
playing together.

Simba finds Kiara with Kovu and takes her back to the Pride
Lands telling her she must stay away from Kovu and the
Outlands for the good of the kingdom. Kovu's mother, Zira,
hatches a plan to get back to Pride Rock.

Zira orders a few of the Outlanders to set fire to the tall
grass surrounding Kiara when she is out hunting. Kovu
rushes in to save her and when Simba arrives and sees what
Kovu has done he invites him to join the pride.

Zira continues to plot against Simba, and causes a battle
between the lions of Pride Rock and the Outlanders. Kiara
tells everyone that they should stop fighting and live in
peace as they are all one with the Circle of Life. Everyone
agrees except Zira who fights with Kiara. Zia is defeated and
both prides live happily on Pride Rock.
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) UNIT 1

Woody and Rex are using binoculars to spy on a new toy,
Buzz Lightyear. Rex is looking through the binoculars the
wrong way, so Buzz looks very small. Woody helps Rex by
turning the binoculars the right way round. By mistake, Rex
looks at Woody instead of Buzz through the binoculars. He is
frightened at how big he looks. Before Woody can explain,
Rex runs away.

) UNIT 2

Sulley, Mike and another monster friend are in the locker
room. The friend is boasting about all the things he has got
that Sulley hasn't. Sulley gets bored as he listens to his
friend boasting about his eyes, his ears and his teeth. In the
end Sulley gets cross and roars very loudly to show the
boastful monster how big his mouth is. The boastful monster
runs away in fright, and Sulley and Mike laugh.

) UNIT 3

Belle is getting dressed to go out. The coatstand brings her
the Beast's boots by mistake. Belle can't wear them because
they are too big. She has small feet. Belle and Lumiere look
at the Beast's boots and coat and think about the ways the
Beast is different from her. He has big feet and long arms.
Then Belle tries on his hat and says that he has got a big
head, too. The Beast arrives and is cross to find Belle with
his hat on.

) UNIT 4

Jafar, the wicked vizier, is determined to steal the magic
lamp. He sends his panot, lago. to steal the lamp from the
box where he thinks Aladdin keeps it. But Aladdin and the
Genie have tricked them by filling the box with twenty other
lamps that all look the same. Jafar orders lago to rub all the
lamps until he finds the correct one. Aladdin and the Genie
are watching them from outside the window on a magic
carpet. Aladdin has the real magic larnp safely in his hand.
Aladdin and the Genie are pleased that their trick has worked
so well.

L.
Tt1

) uNtT 5

Baloo and Mowgli are at King Louie's palace. Baloo is
dressed up as a monkey and is trying to convince King Louie
that he is a real monkey. King Louie is suspicious. He tests
Baloo by asking him to do all the things a real monkey can
do. Baloo dances and jumps. Then King Louie asks him to
climb a tree, but Baloo cannot climb like a monkey and he
falls off and his costume comes off. The monkevs see he is
really a bear. Baloo and Mowgli have to run away very
quickly.

) uNtT 6

Wart is having lunch with Merlin. He doesn't like any of the
food Merlin has to offer him.Then Merlin has an idea. He
asks Wart if he likes ctricken. When Wart says yes, he
conjures up a big ctricken for them both to eat. Unfortunately
the magic spell goes wrong and the chicken is still alive. lt
runs away before Wart and Merlin can eat it.

) UNIT 7

Simba's daughter, Kiara, and her friend Kovu are talking
about their families. Kovu tells Kiara about his brother and
sister. Then Kiara boasts that she is a princess and her dad is
the king. Kovu tells her sadly that he hasn't got a dad. Just
then his mum arrives. She doesn't like Kiara and snarls and
growls at her. Simba arrives to protect his daughter. He roars
at the lioness to scare her away. Kiara is very proud of her
dad and introduces him to Kovu.

i

) UNIT 8

Rex is watc*ringTV Woody is in the room with him but isn't
looking at theTV screen. Suddenly Rex sees a cowboy on TV
He is wearing exactly the same clothes as Woody. When the
cowboy turns round, Rex can see that it is Woody. He is on
W! Buzz is very excited and runs over to have a look too. He
pushes past Rex and makes him tread on the remote
control. The channel changes. When Woody comes to look at
the screen, all he can see is a man in a big chicken costume.
Woody thinks that Rex was only joking about seeing him on
TV
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2.

3.

WHAT'S BEHIND MY BACK?

Take one of the cards from a set and put it behind your
back. Ask: Whats behind my back?The pupils try to
guess what it is. Continue with the other cards in the
set.

ORDERING

The pupils have their cards laid out on their desks in
front of them. They listen to your instructions and put
the cards in the corresponding order.

WHAT'S MISSING?

You will need a tray and a scarf for this gfne. Lay out
a set of cards on the tray and go through the
vocabulary with the pupils. Then cover the cards with
the scarf, remove one without the pupils seeing. Show
them the remaining cards and ask What's missing?
When the pupils are familiar with the game, they can
play in pairs. One pupil turns round while the other
removes one of his or her cards. The first pupil turns
round again and tries to identify the missing card.

STORY SEOUENCES

Prepare a short story which involves the different
items shown on the cards in a particular sequence.
The pupils listen and sequence the cards according to
the order in the story. You can use adaptations of the
stories in English Adventure 7 or stories the pupils
already know to help comprehension.

(AI.ADDIN) SAYS:

The pupils have their cards laid out in front of them.
Choosing one of the characters from the course, say:
(Naddin) says, 'Hold up the (salad)'.The pupils hold up
the conesponding card. lf you don't include (Aladdin)
sat/s, the pupils should not respond.

HRROTS

Shcnar one of the cards to the pupils and say: /t's a
lDr,ll) ft the statement is true, the pupils repeat it. lf
tfre statement is false, they remain silent. You can play
this as a team game and ask individual pupils in the
te€xrrs to resoond. Give a ooint for each correct
response.

WHAT IS IT?
Place a:set of cards in an envelope and slowly start to
reveal one of them. The pupils try to guess what it is
without s-eeing the whole image. Alternatively, you
can have the card appear from behind a book.

MEMORY GAME
The pupils play in groups with two sets of the cards.
Have them place the cards face down on a desk,
mixed up. They take turns to turn over two cards to try
to find a matching pair. As they turn the cards over
they name the objects. lf the cards are the same, the
pupils keep the pair and continue.

SNAP
Play this game in groups. The pupils place their cards
upside down in front of them. in a pile. They take turns
to reveal a card and say what it is. The card is left
turned over. lf the card is the same as the previous
pupil's card, they shout SnaplThe first pupil to shout
Snapl keeps the pair, but must be able to name the
object. The pupil with the most pairs at the end wins.

NUMBERS GAME
The pupils work in groups and 'pool' their cards.
Practise the vocabulary with numbers by saying: Show
me (three) /shoes/. The pupils look through their cards
to find and hold up three 'shoe' cards. The first group
to do so wins a ooint.

HAPPY FAMILIES
Pupils play in groups of four. They 'pool' their cards,
then hand out four to each pupil. The rest of the cards
are placed upside down in the centre of the desk.
Pupils try to collect a group of four cards which are the
same. Thev take turns to ask each other: (Maria), have
you got a (coat)? lf (Maria) has a (coat), she hands the
card over and the pupil continues to ask others in the
group. lf the answer is Nc the pupil takes a card from
the pile in the centre, but must put down another one
next to it.

8.

9.

11.
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12. ODD.ONE-OUT

Prepare a quiz with different sets of cards. Put
together two or three objects from the same card
group, plus one item from a different group. The
pupils identify and name the object which doesn't
belong. With stronger classes you can have them
prepare their own quizzes with their cards.

13. BTNGO!

Pupils select four cards and lay them out in front of
them. Now play Bingol As you call out the words the
pupils turn their cards over.

CHAIN GAME

Have the pupils stand in a circle with their cards in
their hands. One pupil names one of the objects on
his or her cards, showing it at the same time. The next
pupil shows and names a different card. This
continues until you say Change!, at which point the
direction changes and the 'chain' goes in the opposite
direction. As the pupils become familiar with the
game, speed it up.

COPSAND ROBBERS

This activity works well at the end of the year for
consolidation of the course vocabulary. You need a
large space to play the game, preferably outside.
Divide the class into two groups, the 'cops' and the
'robbers'. Arrange the groups behind two lines facing
each other. Put different picture cards on the ground.
When you shout out the name of an object, the
'robbers' run, try to pick up that obiect and take it
back across their l ine. lf the 'cops' touch them before
they cross their line, thev have to return the caro.

15.
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2.

1. LABELS
Give each pupil a label (or a piece of paper) and ask
them to draw an item from a topic you want to
revise, e.g. food. Collect the labels (or pieces of
paper) and stick or f ix one on each pupil 's back.
Pupils should not see what is on their back. The aim
of the game is for pupils to guess the word on their
back by asking, e.g. /s it cheese? Invite the pupils to
walk around and ask ouestions or answer them.

CHINESEWHISPERS

Divide the class into two groups and ask each group
to stand in a row. The first pupil in each row should
be next to the desk. On the desk, lay out two sets
of f lashcards, one for each group, e.g. food and fam-
ily members. Choose a different word for each
group, e.g. bread and granny, and whisfer it to the
last pupil in each row Say: StartlThen the pupils
pass the word along the row by whispering. The
first pupil in the row (standing next to the desk)
picks up the flashcard corresponding to the whis-
pered word and shows it. The group get a point for
every correct flashcard they pick up.

HEARTSAND CIRCLES

Divide the class into two teams. Ask them to
choose a symbol: heart or circle? Fix nine flashcards
on the board in three rows. Ask the first team to
name a card. lf the word is correct, draw a circle
around the flashcard for the 'circle' team. or a heart
for the 'heart' team. The aim of the game is to
obtain a row of three symbols (three circles or three
hearts) in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal l ine, as in
the game noughts and crosses. The first team to get
a row is the winner.

FISH

Draw twenty fish and a crab on a piece of card-
board. Alternatively, ask pupils to do this. Cut them
out and put them into a cloth bag. Ask individual
pupils to pick out the fish and count them, e.g. One.
tvvo, three, ... They stop when they pick out the
crab, say Crab, then go back to their seat. The win-
^er is the pupil who can count the highest number
cr f ish.

YELLOW BANANAS
C;t out pictures from magazines relating to topics
:wered in English Adventure 7. Place them in an
e^velope which you have decorated with yellow
=€^anas. Ask the pupils to pass the envelope as
:-ey l isten to a song. Stop the song and ask the
:-o who is holding the 'yel low bananas' to open i t
as r oeeling a banana and to take out one of the pic-
:- 'es. Ask the pupil to name the picture. As the year

:rES on, you may like to encourage pupils to pro-
:-ce s.mple sentences, e.g. /tb a pizza. I like pizza.

6. BINGO
Make simple picture cards by dividing an A4 sheet
into eight squares and drawing a vocabulary item in
each square. Photocopy as many sheets as you
need for the class, and cut out the cards. Ask the
pupils to choose four cards from their set and place
them face up on their desks. Call out vocabulary
items. lf you call out a card they have, the pupils
have to turn it face down. The pupil who first turns
down alf their cards says Bingo!Check the cards by
asking the pupils to name their cards.

MIME

Play one of the stories from Lesson 5 of any unit.
Ask for some volunteers to mime the story as they
listen to it. Call on a new group of pupils, in order to
involve the whole class in miming the story. This
time, try not to use the recording. Ask the class to
help the miming group by reproducing the dialogue
or the sound effects.

FEELIE BAG

In a large cloth bag, place items which pupils wil l be
able to name, such as toys, classroom items, plastic
fruit or vegetables. Pupils put a hand in the bag, say
what item they can feel, then draw it out to see if
they were correct.

ANAGRAMS

Revise vocabulary by writ ing anagrams on the board
and asking pupils to solve them. Then pupils can
work in pairs and create anagrams for each other.
Tell them to keep to a single lexical set, e.g. action
veros.

SPELLING SHARK

Pupils have to guess a word, as in Hangman. On the
board, draw as many dashes as there are letters in
the word. Below draw a matchstick man and, to the
right of him, a row of dashes leading to a cliff edge,
with a shark waiting in the sea below Draw as
many dashes as you wish to let the pupils make
guesses. lf they guess correctly, add the letter to
their word. lf they are incorrect, rub out the man
and move him one steo nearer to the cliff edoe.

3.

8.

9.

10.
4.

5.
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EVALUATION plays an integral part in the teacfring and learning
process. lt can provide important information not only on the
performance of the children but also on teaching methods and
materials. The evaluation material included in English Adventure has
been designed to analyse pupils' progress, with the aim of reinforcing
the positive aspects and identifying areas for improvement. For
formative eualuation, it is advisable that both the pupils' work and the
classroom activities (methodological features, materials used, etc.) are
monitored systematically and on a regular basis. A photocopiable
evaluation sheet to record classroom activities can be found on
pageT79.

To carry out summative evaluation photocopiable Evaluation Sheets
have been included which correspond to each teaching unit. As
traditional style tests can give rise to anxiety, the English Adventure
tests consist of activity types with whicfi the pupils are already
familiar. lnstructions and answer keys are provided for each Evaluation
Sheet and a photocopiable record sheet for the results can be found
on pageT80.

Self-evaluation: At the end of eactr Lesson 6, pupils are invited to
reflect on what they have learnt, and what they can now do in the
new ranguage.

To carry out oral evaluation, use the group and pairwork oral
activities included in the PuprT's Book. Select activities that the pupils
are already familiar with for eaci unit, but this time choose specific
pairs or groups to observe as they do the activity, keeping a record of
their performance. Repeat the procedure in a different lesson. This
time focus on a different selection of pupils.

o EVALUATION PROCEDURE

Timing is a key factor when using the Evaluation Sheefs. ldially they
shouldn't take uo a whole lesson. Set a time limit that reflects the
pace at which your class normally works. To do the Evaluation Sheets,
first hand out a copy to eactr child and go through the activities on the
page. Be available to clarify any queries which may arise while the
pupils are working.
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EVALUATION SHEET

MARKfNG CRITERI,A: SD t -3 = still developing OK 4- 6 = progressing well E 7 - 10= excellent

T80 Photocooiable @ Pearson Education Limited. 2005
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Evaluation Sheet

I

L
f

L
I

L

L

L

;

I
E
I
!
3 @ Read and then write the questions

t @ Answer and draw

D

5;

f

L

t

b

t.
D

I

E

I

b

i,
b

;l

b

r
b

F
b

E

Ask pupils to answer the question and draw a
picture of their favourite tov.

3 points

Q Read and write
Tellthe pupils to look at the pictures and read the
labefs. Focus their attention on letter a. Say: lt isn't
a dinosaur. lt's a ... Ask pupils to complete the
sentence. The pupils do the same for the other
three.
a. lt isn't a dinosaur. lt's a dog.
b. lt isn't a car. lt's a cowboy. 

.
c. lt isn't a spaceman. lts a teddy bear.-
d. lt isn't a doll. lt's a ball.

4 points

Focus the pupils' attention on the pictures and the
example sentence. Read the example sentence
and tell the pupils to write the questions for the
other three.

b. ls i t  a dol l?
q ls it a dog?

d. ls it a ball?

3 points

Q Read and draw
Focus the pupils'attention on the description and
tell them to read and draw a oicture in the frame.
Tell them that they should not add any colours
now.

3 points

@ Colour and wdte
Tell the pupils to look at the picture of the monster
and say:

Colour the nose green.
Colour the eyes red.
Colour the teeth purple.

Now tellthem to write the description of the
monster.

l've got a green nose. l've got red eyes. l've got
purple teeth.

3 points

Focus the pupils' attention on the small pictures.
Tell them to write the name of each picture in the
space provided.

a. nose

b. ear

G. eye

d. mouth

4 points

€) Wtrat is it?Wdte
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O Listen and number.Then write
Tell the pupils to look at the pictures and to
number them according to your instructions.

Numberl isatoe.
Number2isahand.
Number3isafinger.
Number4isafoot.
3=2
b=4
C=3

d=1

4 pointc

@ Wtrat's missing? Write
Tell the pupils to look at the pictures and the
example sentence. Tell them to complete the
sentences for each picture in order to say what is
missing.
b. She hasn't got a hand.
c. He hasn't got a head.
d. He hasn't got a foot.

3 points

@ Look and write
Tell the pupils to look at the cartoon pictures and
write about the four boys, saying what parts of
their bodies are strange.
b. Kens got short legs.
c. Ben's got big hands.
d. Den's got long arms.

T82

3 points

Evaluation Sheet

O Look and write
Focus the pupils'attention on the pictures and the
two example captions. Read the captions with the
pupils and tell them to write captions for the rest
of the pictures.

c. a dog
d. three rings
e. a magician

3 points

@ Answer the question
Focus the pupils' attention on the pictures and ask:
Whereb the spider? Read the example answer
aloud and tell the pupils to complete the rest.
b. lt's under the table.
c. lt's on the cupboard.
d. lt's in the lamp.

3 points

@ Listen and colour the numbers
Tell the pupils to take a red, blue, yellow and green
oencil. Tell them to look at the numbers and colour
thgm according to your instructions:

Number 16 is yellow.

Number 17 is red.
Number 1B is green.

Number 19 is blue.

4 points



Evaluation Sheet

Q OUer and write the animats
Tell the pupils to solve the anagrams and write the
names of the four animals.
a. monkey

b. tiger

c. snake

d. bear
!

4 points

@ Wtte true sentences
Focus the pupils' attention on the example
sentences and tell them to write true sentences
about the other animals using the verbs provided

b. A snake can't jump. A snake can climb.
c. A bird can fly. A bird can't ride a scooter.
d- A fish can't run. A fish can swim.

3 points

O AnsYver the questions
? the pupils to answer the questions about
:e.nselves using one of the answers from the
.'rcrd bank.

3 points

Evatuation Sheet

@ Look and write
Focus the pupils' attention on the picture and tell
them to complete the labels using the words in
the word bank.

b. ice cream

c. salad

d. sandwich

e. spaghetti

4 points

@ Write sentences about the boy and the
sid
Focus the pupils' attention on the pictures. Read
the example sentences about the boy and tell the
class to write about the other food items in the
same way.

c. He likes peas.

d. He doesn't like sandwiches.

e. She likes salad.

f. She doesn't like chios.
g. She likes spaghetti.

h, She doesn't like ice cream.

3 points

f. cheese
g. bananas

h. peas

i. chips

€) Complete the questions
Pupils complete the three questions with words
from the word bank.

a. Do you like bread and cheese?

b. Do you like bananas?

c. Do you like ice cream?

3 points

T83
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Evaluation Sheet

@ Order the letters
Focus the pupils'attention on the anagrams and
the example answer. Tell them to solve the
anagrams and write the family member.
b. uncle
G. aunt
d. cousin
e. twin

4 poants

Write the question and answer Yes or
No
Tell the pupils to order the words so as to make
questions. Tell them to answer the questions
personally.

a. Have you got a sister?
b. Have you got a cousin?
c. Have you got an uncle?

3 points

@ tisten and number
Tell the children to listen and write the numbers
next to the correct picture.

Number 1: Sheb got straight hair.
Number 2: Sheb got g/asses.
Number 3: He's got curly hair.

a=3;b=1;c=2.

3 points

T84

Evatuation Sheet

Q tisten and number
Focus the pupils'attention on the clothes pictures
and tell them to listen and number as you dictate:

Number 1 is shirt. Number 4 is shor-ts.
Number 2 is trainers. Number 5 is sweater.
Number 3 is scarf. Number 6 is jeans.

a = 5; b = 3; c = 2; d = 4;e = 6; f  = 1.

3 points

@ Look and write
Focus the pupils' attention on the pictures and the
example. Tell them to write similar sentences
about pictures b and c.
b. I'm wearing a sweater on my legs.
c. I'm wearing a scarf on my feet.

3 points

Order the sentences
O f"tt the pupils to put the words in order to form

two questions and two answers.
a. What's she wearing?
i She's wearing jeans.

b. Whats he wearing?
He's wearing a sweater.

4 points



O Reoo ono wrre

It isn't o dinosour.

It isn't q cor. It's

t
It's oO.

b.

G.

d.

It isn't q spocemon.

It isn't o doll.

c. It's smoll. It isn't white.
?

Yes.

d. It's blqck. It isn't smoll.

Yes.

O Reod ond then write the questions

It's biq. It isn't block.
fs it-o teddg bear ?

Yes.

b. It's white. It isn't big.

Yes.

O Answer ond drow

My

Whot's your fovourite toy?

(Q +points @ zpoints @ s points TOTAL:
Photocooiable @ Pearson Education Limited. 2005 T85
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UNIT

2 Evatuation Sheet NAME:

CLASS:

O Reod ond drow

['ve got two big eyes.
I hqven't got o smoll
I've got two teeth.
I've got o big nose.
I've got lots of hoir.
I've got four eors.

mouth.

@ Colour ond write

I've got

O Whot is it? Write

i
I

:
I

I
I

t
I

I
I

t
I

I
I

F
I

t
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

^j

_--=\.^_=v
----. _---/

d.
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Evaluation Sheet NAME:

CLASS:

c. He

d. He

O Listen ond number. Then write

O Whot's missing? Write

o. He

b. She

O Look ond write

Snalf big long short
qrms hqnds S# legs

q. Len ..1:. g.eL.:lt sl!..eyg.:'.......
b. Ken

c. Ben

d. Den

Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited. 2005
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NAME:

CLASS:

O Look ond write

d.

,4,-\
H

@
@
ringscowboy

b.

i i_- ln
Htrf,ut ' ' i t

choirs

d.

e.

c.

b.

c.

mo9rcrqn

@ Answer the question

Where's the spider?

in on under toble

corpet lomp cupboord

q.

b.

c.

d.

It 's on the carpet.

O Listen ond colour the numbers

16 f7 f8 tq
@ s points @ zpoints @ + points TOTAL:

Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited, 2005T88
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5
o

Evaluation Sheet

Order ond write the onimols

kmneyo

ksqne

NAME:

CLASS:

A tiger can run. A tiger ccn't dance.

c.

Write true sentences

o. (tiger/run/donce)

b. (snoke/iump/climb)

c. (bird/flylride o scooter)

d. (fish/run/swim)

O Answer the questions

o. Con you fly?

b. Con you dance?

c. Con you swim?

Yes, I con. No, I con't.

gtire

rebq

@ spoints
Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited, 2005



UNIT

6
o

Evaluation Sheet

Look ond write

NAME:

CLASS:

spoghetti
sqndwich
solod
cheese
clieldn
ice creqm
bonqnos
peqs

chips

@ Write sentences obout the bog ond the girt

o.

b.

G.

d.

He likes milkshokes.

He doesn't like chocolote.

Shee,

f.

9.

h

Gt Complete the questions
-

bqnonqs
ice

ond lik€

@ s pointsQ +points @ spoints

Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited, 2005



Evaluation Sheet NAME:

CLASS:

O Order the letters

o. rbohret

b. cnule

c. nout

O Write the question ond onswer Yes or No

o. got q sister hove you

b. o you cousin got hove

c. you uncle got hove on

O Listen ond number

brother d. isuocn

e. wnti

t  
r l

)

Q +points @ spoints @ s points

Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited, 2005
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UNIT

I
o

Evaluation Sheet

Listen ond number

NAME:

CLASS:

O LooK ono wrrce

l 'm wearing shorts

on mg head.

shorts sweoter troiners scorf heqd honds feet legs

Order the sentences

o. she / Whot's / weoring ?

weoring / jeons / She's.

b. weoring lhe / Whot's?

sweoter / He's I o I weoring .

@ e points @ + points

T92
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I

EISODE
OTSA'FY OR DISNEY/PIXAR FILM

KEY TANGUAGE NEW/RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

1 | like monsters!

lfironsters, lnc.

Counting:1-10
Face and body: eyes, ears, teeth
Colours:pink, green, yellow brown

Scared, (monster)
school
Owl
Legs, arms

2 l ts magic!

fuuty and the Beast

Face and body: hand, eyes, nose, teeth,
fingers, foot, toes, body
Magic: magic wand, magician, abracadabra
Where's my ...? l t 's in/under .. .
House: bathroom, bath, bedroom, bed,
chair, table

His/her
Sad, scary

3 Can you dance?

lugle Book

Animals: horse(s), bird, monkey, snake
CAN for ability: dance, climb, swim, jump,
sing, walk, run, f ly

Can you dance?
Lions can roar.
l 'm hungry!
Lion, frog, cat
Smile, cry

I l"m wearing a T-shirt!

rcql's Once Upon
tChristrnas

Adjectives: crazy, funny, fast, happy
Weather: sunny, raining, snowing, cold
C/orhes;T-shirt, trainers, shorts, hat, coat
boots, umbrella, sweater, scarf
Colours: red, blue, green, brown
Family: mum, dad, granny, grandad, brother
sister. twins

l 'm going to my granny's house.
Scared, auntie, uncle, one by one,
shirt

dre Yideos
q: video for each level of English Adventure.
b b dMded into four episodes which focus on
rfun two units of the Pupil's Book. The video
l$ key language in new situations.
$ rerr words are introduced, with clear refer-
ldnr their meaning. There are two presenters,
lry wtro use key language as they talk, sing and
trE Short clips from Disney and Disney/Pixar
lmd b illustrate language. Language is practised
fr*ctirns on the realworld.

l,|ue are three parts to each episode: Fun
hTrre and RealTrme

- 
h hn Time, Lucy and Ted sometimes play a

r{ry a pke together, or sometimes they sing a
:gh rru6k, pupils develop a positive attitude
tnftsge learning, and music helps children to
l:nrnnrber. The songs in Fun Time also pro-

FnrE rt and motivation. Ted and Lucy per-

tr$ wr$ actions and it is easy for the pupils
hJde $rey are listening. The songs provide

FJout to reinforce the language of the

F fu excellent practice of pronunciation,

;drlhyfim. When Ted and Lucy play games

Dtu,e dabgue that the children can later

use to act out similar scenes in the classroom.

Film Time: The clips are taken from several delightful
Disney and Disney/Pixar films that the children may be
familiar with. These clips feature well-known characters
and amusing situations. The children are invited to par-
ticipate by identifying key words in the scenes.

Real Time: We see film of the real world, and the chil-
dren can see the language of the episode in relation to
external situations, with real people in the English speak-
ing world.

How to use the English Adventure videos and
worksheets

Step 1 - Watch
Watch the episode from start to finish. Ask the children if
they know the film that was featured and elicit any words
that they remember hearing from the episode.

Step 2 - Watch
Watch the first part, Fun Time, and stop before Film
Time starts. Watch this a second time or more. Where
there is a song, ask the children to follow the words and
actions of the presenters. They should copy the actions
as soon as they can, and as they become more confi-
dent, they can join in with the words.
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Yrrep

Step 3 - Watch
With the children sitt ing quietly again, watch Film Time.
Ask the children if they know the film and the charac-
ters. Ask the children about what they saw, to elicit key
words. You can provide the English character names.
Watch Film Time again, pausing after the questions, for
the pupils to answer. Alternatively, watch without the
sound, pausing at key moments and ask the children to
say the words related to the image, or ask questions like
those that Ted and Lucy ask, e.g. Who's this? What's
this? ls it blue? ls he happy?

Step4-Afterwatching
The children complete the Worksheet for the episode.
The children can colour the pictures when they have fin-
ished or at home.

Step 5 - After watching (optional)
Watch Fun Time again, and have the children sing the
song, or play the game that Ted and Lucy show them, or
they can act out the scene in class.

Episode 1
Song:
LUcY I've got two eyes. One, two.
TED We've got four eyes. One, two.
LUCY Three, four.

l've got two ears. One, two,
TED We've got four ears. One, two,
LUcY Three, four

l've got four eyes! One, two, three, four.
TED We've got eight eyes! One, two, three, four
LUcY Five, six, seven, eight.
BorH We've got eight!

Worksheet
Hand out Worksheet 1. Ask the children to read the text
and complete the drawing and colouring.

Episode 2

Worksheet
Hand out Worksheet 2. The children copy the right
words onto the labels and complete the speech bubbles.

Episode 3

Episode 4

Worksheet
Hand out Worksheet 4. The children comolete the sen-
tences using words from the box.
Answers: My granny's wearing a hat, a coat, trousers
and boots.
My sister's wearing a sweater and shorts.
The twins are wearing T-shirts, trousers and trainers.

Song:
TED

LUCY

TED

LUCY

TED

LUCY

TED

LUCY

TED

Can you dance?
No, I can't
Can you sing?
Yes, I can!
Can you cl imb? Can you jump? Can you swim?
No. I can't!
Can you smile?
Yes, I can!
Can you walk? Can you run? Can you f ly?
Yes, I can! Yes, I can! Yes, I can!
No, I can't!  No, I can't!

Worksheet
Hand out Worksheet 3. Ask the children to choose the
correct words for the monkey and bear; then to choose
and write words for the eleohant.
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(Clrcose the words.Write.

A monkeg's got long /
ond long /  short  legs.
climb trees.

slrcrt orms
It  con /  con' t

A beor's got long
con I con't swim.

/  short  legs. l t
I t  con /  con' t  f lg.

An elephont 's got o

wolk.

ju-P.

nose.

It

I t

Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited, 2005 T97



Write the words.

Mg gronng's weoring

f r
(._,

\,
Mg sister's weoring

The twins ore weoring

' j

sweoter

shorts

boots

troiners

hot

coot

T-shirt

trousers

T98 Photocopiable @ Pearson Education Limited. 2005
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